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ABSTRACT
Parental Response to Communitv Notification: A School-Based Studv
Manitoba was the first province in Canada to develop a Protocol that authorizes Police
agencies to provide information to the public regarding high-risk sexual offenders being released
into the cornmunity. Providing the public with this informationtheoreticatly enables them to reduce
the potential risk of victimization by infomiing their children of the danger, teaching them sexual
abuse prevention strategies and reducing the offender's access to chitdren by monitoring his
behaviot.fr, However, Iittle is actually known about the experience or response of parents who
receive a notification.
This study conducted focus group discussions with parents of school-aged children to
examine their thoughts, feelings and anticipated behaviours in response to receiving a sirnulated
notification. The goal was to identify and explore a diverse range of parental responses.
Participants described feeling relieved, afraid, angry and anxious as a resuit of receiving
the information. They had many questions about the meaning of the notification infomation and
the type of response that was expected, effective and required. Despite their uncertainty about
how to best proted their children, parents were more cornfortable with that responsibility than for
monitoring the offender's behaviour in the community.
Participants were almost unanimous in their support for cornrnunity notification. However,
although it provides parents with specific offender information the notification does not appear to
improve their knowledge or understanding of the issue of child sexual abuse. Most parents
thought the notificationwas a good reminder to review exjsting child protedion strategies, but
wondered if there were additional protedive behaviours that rnight be more useful. Participants

made a number of suggestions regarding information they feit should be included in the
notification, parücularly a description of the offender's method(s) of selecting and entiang
previous vidims.
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CHAPTER ONE
PURPOSE, BACKGROUND AND NATURE OF THE STUDY

Introduction
In February 1995, Manitoba Justice impfemented Canada's first Protocol regarding the
release of high nsk sexual offender information and established a Community Notification

Advisory Committee to administer it. " The primary objedive of the Protocol is to enhance public
protection, thmugh the release of appropriate infonnation either to the pubiic generally, or to
indbiduals / groups within a community, when a high-risk sexual offender is or will be residing in
the cornmunity " (Cooper, 1995, p. 2). Those receiving the notification are expected to assess the
risk to thernselves or theirfamilies and to take any acüon necessary to ensure their safety.
There are nurnerous arguments made in favour of community notification. The John
Howard Society of Alberta newsletter, The Reporter (1996) recently outiined several of the issues
raised by pro-notification advocates who daim that the questionable efficacy of offender
treatment, the la& of treatment resources in many cornmunities, "...the need to proted the public,
the public's right to know, the perceived higher readivism rates among sex offenders and the
psychological damage often suffered by vidims of sexual offenses justify releasing infonnation on
sex offenses " (p.1).
Providing parents with identifying information about a released pedophile and hisfher
previous cnminal behaviour theoretically presents them with the oppoftunrty to becorne adively
involved in protecüng their children frorn vidimization. it appears logical that waming parents they

are living in the presence of a dangerous semai offender will result in two positive outcornes.
First, parents can infom their chifdren about the danger and haw to avoid being victimized.
Second, the offender will not have a chance to reoffend because the wmmunity will be
monitoring his behaviour and restricting access to their children (Freeman-Longo, 1996).
Although they have not b e n tested, these assumptions about ciüzen response to offender
information have contributed to the rapid development and irnpiementationof systerns of

community notification throughout rnost of the United States and Canada.
It can not be dedared with any certainty that al1 parents are able t o respond in the
anticipated posiüvelprotedive ways assurned by the Protocal- In a recently published newsletter,
The John Howard Society of Alberta (1996) suggests that 'the release of offender infornation to
the general public, parücularly if the public has not been given appropriate advice on how to
interpret and act on the information pmvided, causes more h a m than good and does nothing to
enhance public safety " (p.2).Although some systems of noüfication have been operating for
several yeaE, the consequences, positive or negative, are unknown.
Rationale
Systems of community notification are becoming increasingly instfiutionalized. In
Manitoba the Community Notification Advisory Cornmittee (CNAC) considers whether or not the
public should be notified about a specific offender. The Committee then rnakes recommendations
to the appropriate police agency about how information should be shared with the public. When
the police agency agrees with the deasion to n o m the public, officers are responsible for
providing the information to citizens. Recently, a new Pmtocol calleci Children First (Manitoba
Justice1l997a) outlines guidelines for the distribution of notification information to child care
providers throughout the Province, using existing Iines of communication between the Diredors of
these organizations and the agencies or departments under their jurisdidion. This adds another
layer to the process of distributing information and obligates these organizations to develop their
own processes for handling notifications.
In addition to child care and child weifare agencies, Manitoba schools anticipate some
degree of direct involvernent in the proces of cornmunity notification as a result of the Children
First Protocol. A number of schools within the city of Winnipeg, in areas targeted with a
notification, have already been invohred in this process by discussing the notification with
students and sending a copy of the media release home to parents. Other school divisions are
currently evaluating the need for intemal policies regarding the distribution of offender infotmation
among staff and students.

The value of notifying M i e n s is based on assurnptions about what the public does with
information about sexual offenders residing in their neighborhood. In the case of pubiicizing
infomation about a high-n'sk child molester, it is assumed that parents will infom their child(ren)
of the potential danger and how to avoid it, andlor take adion that reduces the offender's
opportunities to reoffend. However, there is no empirical evidence to date regarding the accuracy
of these assumptions. In fad, very little is known about the response of parents who receive
notification.
The Washington State tntiiute for Public Policy has been evaluating the impad of that
state's Community Protedion Act, which indudes provisions for community notification.

In

addition to describing and comparing various state and federal sex offender legislation, the
Institute conduded the only systematic study of sex offendeis who were subjeds of community
notification. Donna Schram and Cheryl Miltoy (1995) studied reoffense behaviour for aduk and
juvenile sexual offenders who were subjed to the notification laws. Data was colleded frorn case
file reviews and through tracking re-arrests and convictions during a fotlow-up penod. They found
that notification had little impad on recidivisrn, but may have resulted in the publicized offenders
being arrested for new offences more quickly than offenders wtio were not subjects of a
notification. Although they suggested that greater public awareness and attention to the presence

of the identified offender may explain these findings, it is difficult to interpret the resuits without a
better understanding of cornmrinity behaviour. The authors argued that a qualitative study of
community response to notification muid contribute significantly to understanding the impact of
this legislation,
During June and July of 1997, the lnstitute contradeci with the Social and Economic
Sciences Research Center to gather infomation regarding public opinion of Washington state's

community notification law. A random sampie of 400 adults participated in a brief telephone
intewiew designed to detennine citizens awareness of the notification law, their opinion of it, their
readion to it, their understanding of the law's purpose and their belief of the lads importance
(Phillips, 1998). The study found that 79% of participants were aware of the community
notification law. Approxirnately 75% feR they knew more about sex offenses and how sex

offenders operate as a resuit of the notifications they had received. Females and respondents
between the age of 30-40 reported greater fear and anger in response to receiving notification
than males and participants aged 51-65. The fomer group also reported a heightened awareness
of their surroundings and safety concems. Based on this study, the researcher suggests that age,
gender and level of formal education appear to be signifiant variables in detennining citizens'
emotional reacüons to notification.
lt is important to more fully examine the experience of parents who receive a notification

to better understand how parents understand and use the information provided to them. Parents'
knowledge and attitudes about child sexual abuse and prevention strategies, their beliefs and
feelings about child sexual offenders, and their abïlity to accurately assess the risks to
themselves or family members will al1 infiuence their response to receiving a notification.
Research Goals
This study uses a qualitative approach to examine the thoughts, feelings and attitudes of
parents of elementary school-aged children after they read the type of information they might
receive from their child's school if a high risk offender notification was released to their

community. The goal of this research is to explore, from the perspective of parents, the
experience of receiving a notification and the range of parents' anticipated responses.

How does a parent interpret the information provideâ; what does it mean to thern? M a t
emotions and thoughts occufl Do they communicate with others about being notified and if sol
what language do they use to discuss the issue? What do they think they are 'supposed to do' in
response to the notification? Does being notified influence their parenting behaviour and if sol
how?
Findings from this research may conttibute to an understanding about the validity of
assurnptions regarding parental response to community notification. Does notification result in the
positive parental behaviours described by notification advocates: to inform and educate their
children, to monitor the offender's behaviour, and ultimately to reduce opportunities for the
offender to have access to potential victims? If parents aren't responding in these antiapated
ways, how are they responding? What are some of the unanticipated consequemes of notifying

the community and how does this impact the nsk or safety of children or other community
members?
In addition to describing specific responses to notification, this projed encouraged
participants to examine their perceptions, attitudes and opinions that influence their readion

to

the notification information; their ideas about child sexual abuse, sex offenders, and prevention
strategies. How have these opinions been fomed? How open are parents to infomiation from
others that challenge some of their beliefs? Are some opinions more susceptible to change than
others? What types of information do parents request or require in order to make the best use of

a notification? This line of inquiry may identify possible needs within the community for education,
support or other resources.
Sumrnary
Manitoba was the first province to develop a Protocol that authorizes Police agenaes to
provide information to the public regarding high-risk sexual offenders being released into the
community. Providing the public with this information theoretically enables them to take
appropriate measures to reduce the potential nsk of victimization. However, r i e is actually
known about the expenence of parents who receive a notification.
The goal of this study is to identify a diverse range of parental responses to notification,
and to examine some of the reasons for these responses. Data colleded from parents may
identify if and how parents use notification information. It may reveal the type and amount of
information parents believe is useful for them to be able to effediely use the notification
information. The results may also provide important information to decision-makers that are
currently developing school poliaes, regarding ways they might approach their task,

CHAPTER M

O

LITERATURE R E M M
Deveto~mentof Cornmunitv Notification
Washington was the first state to authorize local law enforcernent to implement a
comrnunity notification law, in March 1990. In May, 1996 President Clinton introduced 'Megan's
Law', an amendment to existing federai sex offender legislation which resulted in sex offender
registration laws for al1 50 states and an active community notification process in 47 states (The
National Center for Missing and Exploited Children, 4997). In the past two years, systems of
community notification have also becorne popular in Canada. Manitoba was the first province to
implement a Protocol in February 1995 and by June of 1997, British Columbia, Alberta,
Saskatchewan, Ontario, Newfoundland and the Yukon were also notifying the public about
released sex offenders (Manitoba Justice, 1997b). Despite a rack of empirical evidence to support
its effediveness, many provinces based aspects of their process on the Manitoba model. In
addition to the many perceived benefits of notifying citizens, it is possible that other provinces
developed their own systems of public notification to avoid becoming the destination of sex
offenders trying to escape the unwanted publicity in notifying provinces.
The apparent intention of every notification program is to protect the public. The Manitoba
Protocol is aimed at providing citizens

"...sufficient information in order to take appropriate

rneasures to keep themselves, their families and children safe..."from identified high nsk sexuai
offenders residing in the commun@ (Cooper, 1995, p.1)- However Robert Freeman-Longo (1996)
of The Safer Society Foundation points out that community notification is offen established in
response to emotional public reacüon of a rape-murder crime rather than k i n g based on
research that these poliaes adualiy achieve their goals. Bemck and Gilbert (1991) describe this
process of deasion making as 'opportunistic planning', which is charadenzed by,
'...a

convergence of public opinion, political mnsiderations, and interest group

objectives around a social problem. The joining of these influences mates an
immediate cal1 for adion and elicits support for a broad programmatic solution
that is, by appearances, feasible enough to satisfy the urgent concem that
'something be done'" (p.20)

This process results in the irnpiementation of policy that has neither defined fior addressed al1 the
relevant variables and which is lacking an evaiuative component,
Manitoba Justice Minister, Rosemary Vodrey announced the establishment of the
Community Notification Protocol on Febniary 8, 1995, following the murder of teenager, Sarah
Kelly, by a sexual offender in The Pas, Manitoba. Pnor to the murder, a local Probation Officer
and members of the R.C.M.P. were concemed about the significant danger the offender
potentialfy posed to the public and requested that information be provided to the community
regarding his behaviour- Superiors denied their request. After the murder there was mounting
public concem about the safety of women and children and many questions were raised about if,
when and how information on known high-rfsk offenders should be publicized. The Minister's
announcement was positïiely received by the public and demands were made that the Protocol
be implemented immediately ~acGillNray,.l995,p.2).

However, the Cornmittee did not consider

it's first case until June 1, 1995, at which time Cornmittee Chairperson, Jennifer Cooper
acknowledged that the cornmittee was 'going into uncharted territoryu and said she hoped the
comrnittee ''won7 make too many bad mistakes" (Sindair, 1995, Al).
Provincial Judge, Howard Collerman (1996). in his lnquest Report regarding
Sarah Kelly's mutder, also acknowledged that the Manitoba Community Notification Protocol was
an expenment of sorts, as it had been established without a complete understanding of how the

process would impact on either the comrnunity or the offender, and no process was in place to
evaluate its effetiieness. Justice Colleman encouraged that the Protocol be '..,utilized

and

tested in its present fom, and that appropriate feedback be received and monitoring take place
before its parameters are enlargedm(Colleman, 1996, p.266).
During the past four years, the Community Notification Advisory Cornmittee has
considered a number of cases and made recommendations to the appropriate police agency
about whether or not, and to what extent offender information should be made public. The
Protocol is applied to adult sex offenders who have k e n convided and assessed to be a high
risk to reoffend at the time of their reiease into the community. Fomial notification can be made to
a specific victim, a class of potential victims, a limited geographic area, or to the general public

through the use of m a s media. Onender information is carefully reviewed by CNAC, whose
members consider a range of possible responses, taking into account the risk of public alarm, the
impact on past vidims, and the privacy n'ghts of the offender, in making a recornmendation to the

police regarding formai public disclosure (Cooper, 1995). Typically, notifications will indude a
pidure and descn'ption of the perpetrator, a description of his (al1 the notifications to date were for
male offenders) current sexual offense, details of his aïminal history, and infomatÎonregarding
past sentencing, treatment, and substance use.
Community notification systems have not been around long enough for a substantial
arnount of research or evaluation to o m r . Although at first glance one might imagine it possible
to learn about this phenornenon by examining citizen response to other perceived threats in the
community, such as group homes or halfway houses, the social situation that notification creates
is a new one. In the case of a halfway house, cornrnunity rnembers can be somewhat reassured
that the system ensures that the risks to the community are minimal and managed; only the
lowest risk clients are placed in the facility. Notifications, on the other hand, are applied to only
the rnost dangerous, highest risk individuals who are fully expeded to reoffend, and the message
to the community is 'be afraid'.
Parental Knowledae and Behaviour
"AHhough officially recorded cases of child abuse and neglect are more prevalent than
those invoiving sexual abuse, and in many instances more damaging, the sexuaf molestation of
young children attrads greater attention from the media and evokes higher public anxiety"
(Bem'ck and Gilbert, 1991,p.3). Beginning in the early 198OSs,nurnerous school and cornmunity

programs were established in response to increased public awareness and concem regarding
child sexual abuse (CSA), but l e s is known about how individual families or parents have
responded to this issue.
Bemck and Gilbert (1991) cautiously compare the results of their 1988 California survey
involving 115 parents of third graders to Finkelhor's 1981 Boston survey of 521 parents with
children aged 6-14 years, to dernonstrate the general increase in parental knowiedge of CSA
over tirne. In 1981, Finkelhor found that only 29% of parents reporteci having discussed the issue

of CSA with their children, beginning around age nine. Seven years later, 81% of Bemck and
Gilbert's sample had spoken to their children about this topic by the third grade. Only 19% of the
Boston parents believed one quarter of al1 giris were abused, and 30% thought only 1 in 100 giris
were vidimized compared to 51% of parents in 1988 who estimated that one quarter of al/
children, boys and girls, were abused.

Boston parents believed a stranger was the ptimary

offender in 50°h of cases while only 10% of Califomia parents thought strangers were ptimary
offenders.
Differences in family dernographics, methodologies, age of the children, and location of
the study makes direct comparisons between these two studies l e s reliable, however, it does
appear that there has been an increase in general knowledge regarding this issue. Finkelhofs
study was conducted at a tirne when child sexual abuse was just beginning to corne to public
attention, while the Califomia study occurred shortly after the highly publicized McMartin
preschool ttials. The differences in parental awareness and knowledge is refieded in damerences
between how the families studied dealt with the issue of prevention education. Boston parents
were more likely to emphasize 'stranger danger' while Califomia parents were more Iikely to be
direct and graphic with their children, providing advice and rules emphasizing inappropnate
touching and disdosure.
In 1993, Jeanne Efrod and Roger Rubin surveyed 50 rnothers and 51 fathers of preschool
aged children to detennine parental knowledge of child sexual abuse and parents' interest in
educating their children and themselves about the issues. Parents overwhelmingly indicated their
desire to be the pnrnary educator of their children (92%) m i l e 91% named their spouse as
second choice. 8esides themsebes or their mate, most parents chose a professional in the field
of CSA as their third choice, followed fourth by teachers (roughly 60%).
Over haif the sample in Elrod and Rubin's study indicated that they plannecl to discuss

some child sexual abuse topics with their child. Despite this desire ta educate their children, many
of the parents did not know enough about the topic or were so anxious about the issue they
would be unablehvilling to provide some of the l e s cornfortable but important topics, such as
abusers k i n g someone you know and like. These parents were more likely to focus more of the

discussion on 'stranger danger' and present their chitdren with inaccurate and incomplete
infomation. Brod and Rubin (1993) found that over three quartes of their sampie were unable to
estimate the prevalence of chiid sexuat abuse, or the age m e n a child would be capable of
disclosing, However, more than half of al1 parents knew that boys and girls were equally at n'sk,
and that offences were rarely reported to authorities.
Alamingly, more than 25% of parents in the study named family and fnends as preferred
sex abuse educatois for their children, despite lcnowing that most often abusers are people in
these rotes- There is a pattern to parents' responses indicating that, although they know who
abusers are and the sen'ousness of the risks and consequences, they do not seem to personalize
the risks to themsebes and their children" (Elrod and Rubin, 1993, p.531).
While a cornmunity notification dearly communicates that there is a potential threat to the
safety of self anaor family, it does not pravide support or suggestions for how to evaluate or
respond to this threat. Although the release includes a staternent warning against unreasonable
conduct direded at the offender it does not inciude any suggestions for appropriate self-protedive
behaviour, or a number to cal1for this type of infomation. In this regard, sex offender notifications
can be cornpareci to early AIDS prevention messages, which were based on a similar strategy of
fear; information about the AIDS virus provoked anxiety but offered no solutions. Kenny (1989)
argues that fear motivations work with only a small percentage of the population who are realistic
about evaiuating risks. He refers to these people as 'copers' and contrasts them with 'avoiders'
who deny or distance themsehres from an identified risk. In the Elrod and Rubin study (1993), one
third of parents could be considered to be 'avoiders' as they were '...fatalistic

about...sexual

abuse, did not care for any more infomation or did not believe child sexual abuse was or would
be a factor in their Iives" (p.534).
Avoiders do not respond well to fear motivators and need informationthat will '...balance
that fear with a message that will reduce the fear and provide the person with an action that they
can take that is realisüc and affimingu(Kenny, 1989, p.78)- Simply alerting parents to the

presence of an identiied offender does not pmvide them with infornation, support, guidance or
resources that might be needed by some citizens to enable them to respond in an appropnate

manner. Some parents Iack knowledge m i l e others lack the vocabulary, comfort, motivation or
confidence to discuss the subjed of sexual abuse with their children. Many parents assume that a
prevention program offered through the school system is enough, or they do not think their
children are at risk. In addition to prevention information, many parents require specific
infomation about the indicators of abuse, how to deal with a child's disclosure, and how to talk to
children about sexual abuse without scan'ng them (Elrod and Rubin, 1993)
Where do parents leam a b u t the issue of sema1 abuse or the seriousness of the issue?
In the Urod and Rubin (1993) study, 99% of the 101 parents surveyed reported that the media
was their primary source of infomation. This is not surprising since media sources are wïdely
available and convenient to parents in the privacy of their own homes; magazines, television
programs, news-features, public service announcements and movies al1 are potential sources of
information about identifying, avoiding and reporting sexual offences. Benick and Gilbert (1991)
reported that 40% of parents in their 1988 survey said television was the stimulus for a discussion
of CSA with their children.
Unfortunately, the media often portrays pedophiles as the stereotypical 'sexual predatot
or lurking stranger and sensationalizes the issue of sexual abuse instead of educating the public.
Jenny K i n g e r and Paula SkÏdmore (1995) examined al1 the press and television news coverage
of child sexual abuse over a tweive-rnonth p e n d in the UK. They found that coverage was most

offen case specific rather than presenting information about possible causes or prevention of
abuse from a broader, educational perspective. Sensationalized stories of child sex
murdedabdudions were far more likely to receive attention than other aspects of the topic.
Coverage also tended to focus on abuse that occurred outside the home. Headlines referred to
perpetrators as monsters, creeps, or perverts, and suggested they were evil.
Most schoof based CSA prevention programs provide opportunities for parents to attend an
information night where more comprehensive and fadual infornation is available. In some cases
the parent night is simply to orient parents to their children's cumculum, wtiile in other cases the
meeting focuses on providing parents themseives with information and skills they can use to
proted their children; information about detecting, intervening and reporting abuse.

Ji11 Benick (1988) studied the level and effeds of parental invohrement in a CSA prevention
program for children aged 3.5 to 5 years. She expected a high level of participation amongst
parents of preschoolers as they are relatively more dependent on their parents for protedion than
older children 'due to their age, stature, developmental level, and impressionable disposition" (p.
544). Using attendance as an indicator of interest and concem about the issue, she was shocked

to find that only 34% of the I l 6 participants attended the parent meeting. Analysis of pre-post
test data revealed that attendance at the meeting did not influenœ the incidence or content of
parent-child discussions followïng the children's prograrn. Both attendees and non-attendees
were equally likely to discuss some of the program concepts with their child, typically information
regarding strangers. Only 11% of parents reinforced the child's right to say 'no' to unwanted
touches and even fewer (9%) discussed who the child could tell if they were abused. Parents who
attended the meeting were no more able to list indicators of sexual abuse than non-attendees,
despite this infornation being specifically provided at the meeting. Many parents claimed they
would simply know intuitively if their child was being abused.
Atthough Benich's study found Iittle benefit in offering parent workshops, the small sample
sire, high rate of attrition (lgO!) between pre and post-test, and the under-representation of
fathers (only 2%) rnakes generalizations of these resuits rislcy. However, simiiar results were
found in Bemck and Gilbert's 1991 study, where only 13% of participants attended the parent
night. Interestingly, while 84% parents supported the idea of providing a school prograrn, 29%
stated that they did not think their children had leamed anything that had not already been taught
by parents or television. Parents judged their children to possess adequate prevention skills and

expected that they would respond appropnately if approached by an offender. Based on this
infornation, it appears many parents will not deliberately acquire information for themselves
regarding CSA because they, corredly or incorredfy, do not consider thernseives to be
uneducated about the issue. However, they continue to support the provision of school based
prevention pmgrams despite feeling confident that their own kids are not vulnerable.
Recently, increasing numbers of professionals are advocating that parents and cornrnunities
take more direct responsibility for proteding children. Researchers have begun questioning the

effediveness of teaching children 'prevention skills', and suggest that children are incapable and
should not be expeded to proted themsefves from aduit sex offenders. Bemck and Gilbert (1991)
argue that 'Exposing young children to a long list of prevention strategies does little to reduce the
superior knowledge, strength, and skiIl of aduit offenders" (p.116). They advocate a move away
from the current emphasis on child targeted prevention efforts to a protedive mode1 which relies
on educated aduits who understand how offenders operate, can recognize the eariy signs of
abuse, and know how to deal with disclosures.
l m ~ a con
t Offenders

What is 'known' about the prevention of CSA is based on a %est guess' of relevant victirn,
offender and environmental factors (Wurtele and Miller-Pemn, 1992). More must be leamed
about how offenders operate; how offenders select, entice, groom, victimire and silence children.
Several studies have been conducted which solicit information from perpetrators about how they
offend and the impact of various prevention strategies (Conte, Wolf and Smith, 1989, Budin and
Johnson, 1989, Kaufrnan, Harbeck-Weber and Rudy, 1994, and Elliott, Browne and Kilcoyne,

1995). However, data has only been colleded from convided offenders who volunteered to
participate in the research and may differ from the responses of undetected offenders or nonparticipatory offenders. Offenders who were studied agreed with many of the prevention
strategies currently being taught to children; to i d e n t i inappropriate touching, to Say "no", and to
disclose abuse. The majority of offenders knew their victims and suggested that focussing on
stranger danger was not an effective prevention strategy.
Although many perpetrators reported feeling concemed that vidims wouId disclose
(Conte, Wolf and Smith, 1989, Elliott, Browne, and Kilcoyne, 1995) most offences are never
reported to authonties. The average age of offenders interviewed by EiEott, 8rowne and Kilcoyne
(1995) was 41 years old. All of the offenders in the study had committed their first offence as a

juvenile, and one thitd of them were under the age of 16. However, the average age of first
conviction was 31. Some offenders in this study reportedly offended against hundreds of children
before being convicted and 55% reported that their offences became worse over time. Wurtele
and Miller-Pemn, (1 992) advocate for impmvements in the way the justice system identifies and

deals with offenders because '...a strong possibility of being caught, apprehended, and punished
would likely serve as an inhibitor for potential offenders, as well as an educational fundion for the
general population" (p.44). Currentiy it is believed that most sex offenders are never caught, and
of those that are, few are comided.
It is signiticant to note that of al1 the available data, fmm CSA prevention advocates and
offender informants, no prior study has recornmended publicizing the idemies of known
offenders. Systems of notification have k e n used for as long as nine years in some parts of the
United States, but there has not yet k e n a great deal of research regarding the effeds of
community notifcation on citizens, vidims, or offenders.
A 1995 study conduded by the Washington State lnstitute for Public Policy compared the

recidivism rates of high-risk sex offenders subject to the state's 1990 notification legislation with
equally high-risk offenders who were released prior to notification. There was no significant
difference in the recidivisrn rate between the two groups. The notification group had a sexual
recidivism rate of 19% compared to 22% recidivism in the non-notification group. (Schrarn and
Milloy, 1995,p.ii). These findings have been widely quoted, but dismissed as k i n g somewhat
irrelevant and secondary to the main purpose of notification, which is to alert the public and

motivate a protedive response on the part of citizens.
Neclathe Consequences
There are concems that community notification may result in a variety of unantiapated or
unaddressed negative consequences- Aithough this is not a complete list of al1 the potential
problems, the following issues are among those that must be considered to understand the full
impact of any public alert.
False sense of security - If parents believe that al1 of the sexual offenders in their community

have been identified, prevention efforts might be limited to teaching children to avoid one
particular resident, rather than partiapating in more comprehensive prevention efforts. Most

sex offenders living in cornmuniües are undeteded and unsuspeded- The majority of
offenders who are charged and convided are not subjeds of a notification because they are
not assessed as a 'high-risk', Wll the public assume that an offender who is not the subjed of

a notification has been treated and is cured or at least 'safe'? Studies must be done to
detemine the recidivism rate for 'low-risk' offenders compareci to offende~whose identities

.

are made public.
Apathy

- For a variety of reasons, residents might take very littie action in response to a

notification. If the m a s media is invofved in province-wide
eventually notifcations

releases on a regular basis,

will have less impad. Some parents rnay feel that they are not

required to take any action because their child(ren) attendeci a prevention program through
school. ûther parents may be dealing with personal issues, family dysfunction, or may

.

thernsehres be abusers and will not respond in the anticipated way to a notifcation.
False sense of danaer

- Despite the constant possibilitythat an unknown sex offender might

be liiing in any community, k i n g notified that an identifieci offender is residing in the
neighborhood rnay create an increased and unrealistic sense of danger. ln the wake of
notification laws in New Jersey, the Real Estate Commission has had to consider proposed
niles requiring al1 agents and brokers to alert dients to a sex offender living in the area, the
same way they would infom potential homebuyers of a nearby IandfÏll or hazardous waste

.

dump (Levitt, 1997).
Viailantism

- In an effort to discourage vigilantism in response to notification, the Manitoba

Protocol specifically instruds the Advisory Committee to consider '...recommending that any
public notice contain an appropriate waming that the intent of the process is to enable
members of the public to take suitable preventative measures, not to ernbark upon any f o m
of vigilantism or other unreasonable conduct direded at the offendef (Cooper, lWS,p.f 0).
The efforts of both the Community Notification Advisory Committee and The Winnipeg City
Police to discourage vigilantism in Winnipeg have appeared successful, but several madents
of public protests and threats made to the offender and himer family have occurred in other
parts of Canada and the United States. Aithough these incidents are relatively rare, they are
highly publicized in the media, giving the impression that this is a common and perhaps
effective response. One of the concems over this type of behaviour is the possibility that the

offender will quietly disappear, mwing away frorn treaamentand supervision, to a community
that is unaware of his offending history.
Effect on innocent others

- Little is

known about how cornrnunity notification of sexual

offenders might irnpad on the vidirn(s) of the offender being profileci, or other vidirns of
sexual crimes. It also rernains to be seen how the public

respond to the parents, partner,

siblings or children of an identified sex offender, It is possible that the stigma attached to the
offender

extend to mernbers of hislher family and impact negatively on their ability to rie,

work and rernain adively invoived in their cornmunity.
Barriers

to reinteqtation - In his presentation to the Sarah Kelly inquest, Mr. Lawrence Ellerby

of Native Clan, suggested that notification might adually increase the risk to the public rather
than decrease it. Publiazing the offender's identity might make it more difficuft for hirn to
secure housing, employrnent and social supports, which woufd increase the dynamic nsk
fadors that can trigger a relapse or reoffence (Colleman, 1996). Groth, Hobson and Gary
(1982) explain that "...the child molester is the recipient of the strongest societal anger and
disapproval which ironically only confims his perception of adults as hostile and punitive and
reinforces his attradion to children" (p.131).
Undermines treatrnent

- Offenders who have been publicly identified as dangernus, high-risk

'molesters' may be l e s inclined to enter treatment at any point following their release, feeling
they've been irreversibly tabeled. If the public response to identified sex offenders is visibly
negative, even fewer offenders will voluntarily seek help eariy in their offending patterns. This
may have a snowball effect and result in l e s cornmunity based treatment programs being
established and available to those who need thern.
Mis~lacedres~onsibility- Freeman-Longo (1996) notes that a consequence of community
notification is that '...safety

and appropriate individual condud becorne a community

responsibility instead of the responsibility of the offendef (p.101). This could resutt in vidirn
blarning as accusations are made of citizens being wamed and then failing to take the
necessary action to keep thernselves safe.

Summary
Accurately prediding human behaviour is a difficult if not impossible task. Based on the
available data regarding parental knowledge of child sexual abuse and their use of that
knowledge to pmted their chBdren, it is difficult to predid how parents might read to a community
notification. The cornmon understanding of prevention strategies is limited tu 'know-go-tell'
models, which emphasize identifying and reporüng abuse early to prevent on-going or
increasingiy more serious vidirnization. Although parental knowledge seems to have increased
over tirne, it is not clear that this knowledge is fully shared with children, or that it adively

influences parents' behaviour. It also does not appear that public identification significantly
reduces sexual recidivisrn, as it has i i i e positive impact on offenders and may even increase the
risk of reoffence. Finally, there are many potential negative consequemes that could be the result
of public notification. Citizens may interpret or use notification infotmaüon in ways that are
ineffective, hamful or even criminal.
It is necessary to better understand the expen'ences and responses of parents who
receive notification in order to anticipate the adual, versus the assumed ways that parents
interpret and use this infornation.

CHAPTER THREE

METHODOLOGY
Introduction
In order to observe parents' immediate and anticipated responses to receiving
notification, and to explore how and why they think and feel the ways they do about this issue,
data was colleded through the use of focus groups. A focus gruup is '...a
discussion designed to obtain perceptions

carefully planned

on a defined area of interest in a pemiss~e,non-

threatening environment" Weger, 1988, p.18). This data colection

technique is particuiarly

helpful in gaining understanding of an issue from the perspective of the target population as well
as when little is known about the topic.
Asbuiy (1995) makes it dear that 'one has to determine that using focus groups is the
appropriate strategy, given the research objectivesn@. 415). This chapter will provide an
overview of focus groups as a qualitative research methodology, its strengths and weaknesses
and its appropriate application to this study.
Focus gr ou^ Dvnarnics
It is the 'explicit use of the group interaction

to produce data and insights" (Morgan, 1988,

p. 12) that distinguishes this methodology not only from other qualitative approaches, but from
other types of group based approaches. Focus groups as research are not used for
brainstorming, consensus building, planning, proMern sofving or decision-making. The
researcher does riot engage participants in an ongoing exchange of questions and answerç but
provides the topic, nurtures different perceptions or points of view and observes the group
discussion, intervening only as required to stimulate discussion.
The focus group uses a socially oriented approach, adively pursuing information about
the social influences that afied participants. The phenornenon is viewed from an ecological
perspective, consistent with social work principles. The data colleded using this methodology
reffeds not only an individual's point of view, but considers the relationship between the individual
and their environment. Jenny Kitzinger (1994) writes,

" We are none of us self-contained, isolateci, static entities; we are part of

cornplex and overiapping social, familial and cullegiate netwoW...We leam about
the 'meaning' of (the phenomenon)Jhrough talking with and observing other
people...and we a d (or fail to act) on that knowledge in a social context...to
explore people's understandings.At makes sense to employ methods which
actively encourage the examination of these social processes in action" (j1.117).
Parents respond to the notification information based on the meaning the notification has
for them. Their understanding of the notification and their response to it is based not only on their
own knowledge and expen'ences but also on how they see or hear of other parents responding,
how they imagine others might respond and how they think others expect them to respond.
When the technique works, a focus group makes it possible to collect a large amount of
data about a topic in a relatively limited period of time. It is the group process itself that provides

access to data that would likely not be revealed in a one-on-one interview. Crabtree, Yanoshik,
Miller, & O'Connor (1993) point out that there is a different dynamic when 6-1O people discuss a
topic for two hours compared to 1 person for the sarne amount of time. Group synergy results in a
broader range of opinions, ideas, and experiences as this method

'... allows

participants to

influence and interact W h each other..." (Krueger, d988, p. 46). However the group dynarnic
which facilitates creative consideration of different perspectives, requires the researcher give up
some control over the direction of the discussion and the types of data available. Krueger (1988)

saw this as a potential weakness of the focus group rnethod, which could lead to ineffiaencies,
particularly when compared to individual interviewhg methods.
ln addition to concems about having l e s control, focus groups, like other interviewing
techniques rely on 'Verbal behaviof and 'self-reported data" which provides no guarantee that
what is reporteci would accurately refled social behaviors (Morgan, 1988, p.16). Participantobservation methods would provide more valid information regarding participants' adual
responses and behaviours, but was not the most appropriate approach given the scope and
exploratory nature of this study.

WRti any intewiew technique "...thete

is aiways some residual uncertainty about the

accuracy o f what the participants say" (Morgan, 1988, 21). but unlike other methods, focus group

members are not required to prwide a response unless they h
sw
i

to join the discussion.

Responses are spontaneous and coufd be considered more meaningful and valid than if there
was some obligation to provide an answer to every question.
What focus groups offer is access to information not as readily available using other
rnethods. It is a data colledion technique that uses the dynamic of gmup interadion to explore a
range of opinions, feelings, attitudes, experiences, perceptions, and thoughts about a particular
topic. lt can also be used to identify and understand some of the reasons for the diversity and
variation among participants' perspectives,

Krueger (1988) suggests that an individual,

answering the same questions as those discussed in a focus group, would likely provide answers
quite quickly, but the gmup process "sparks new ideas" (p. 60) and reminds people of other
points of view. A 'snowballing' effect occurs, where comments from one participant trigger a
response frorn others in the group, which in tum stimulates further discussion.
Krueger (1988) states that directive interview techniques make two assurnptions about
respondents; that people really know how they feel and that people f o m their opinions in isolation
(p. 23). The ernphasis is on the researcher asking the 'right' questions of individual infamants.
Focus groups emphasize nondiredie interview techniques that shift attention away from the
interviewer to the respondent. 'People rnay need to listen to opinions of others before they form
their own personal viewpoints. While some opinions rnay be developed quickly and held with
absolute certainty, others are malleable and dynarnic" (Krueger, 1988, p. 23). Through the
process of group interaction participants compare and contrast their points of view, become

increasingly aware of the range of perspectives,and begin to identify or make explicit personal
attitudes, opinions, and motivations not readily known to them previously morgan and Krueger,
1993,
P- 17).
Morgan (1 988) describes how this process of discovery is observecl in a focus group
setting. lnitially participants are uncertain to what extent others share a common Set of
perceptions on the topic. As expen'ences and opinions are shared, members find some common
means for representing areas in which they agree or disagree. As this occurs, participants may

also come to some further realizaüons about the sources of their levels of agreement or
disagreement (p. 27-28). The focus group technique encourages discussion until points of
agreement and disagreement become apparent. Participants reveal both their difierences of
opinion and their attempts to understand the opinions of others through the questions they ask
others or in how they answer questions. The amount of tirne spent on some aspects of the topic
cornpareci to others reveals how interesting or important those issues are to partiapants.
Participants will naturally attempt to m a t e some understanding of the differences amongst them.
Focus groups also enable the researcher to observe f o m of communication that have
great social and personai relevance, but might not be colleded using other techniques; jokes,
anecdotes, or phrases which 'mobilize an assertion of group consensus" or shared meaning
(Kiinger, 1994, p. 109) are important pieces of data.
Through observing and recording the process, it is possible to answer more complex
questions about how personal opinions are fomed, expressed, and changed. Researchers can
observe which opinions are most strongly held and which are open to change, what kinds of
infomation people require to alter their perception of the topic, wtiether some types of infomation
are more powerful than others, and if the source of such infomation impacts on its influence. This
type of data is significant to school notification-policy development, because it reveals not only
parental opinion formation and decision making, but the language parents use to consider and
discuss the issue. It allows program developers to use appropriate language and to better
communicate with parents in a meaningful way. It also enables the anticipation of negatie
reactions or misunderstandings '...focus groups identify potential probiems early so that they can
be avoided akogether or so that strategies can be developed to overcome the probIemsa (Straw
and Marks, 1995, p. 442).
The focus group can be conceptualized as a 'communication events(Albrecht, Johnson,
& Walther, 1993, p. 53). It is important to recognize that the group dynamics, which facilitate lively

debate, can also place limits on the conversation. Gmup membefs may censor their comments or
only express ideas that conform to those of other gmup memben because they consider their
own position to be wrong, illegitimate, or unacceptable. This can create pmblerns in the analysis

of the discussion because not only can people's perceptions and opinions change as a resutt of
the gmup process, but Vue' individual beliefs rnay be difï~cuitto isolate from those expressed as
a resuft of group pressures- (Crabtree et al., 1993). When confomity '...subdues

the meaningful

discussion of issues and opinions..."(Miranda 1994,107) it can resuk in a restrictive mode of
thinking labeled 'groupthink'.
Kiinger (1994) is more optimistic about this occurrence and suggests researchers can
'..,explore

what this tells us about social pressures and the constmdion and the communication

of knowledge" (p. 113). However, she points out that it should not be assurneci that groups will
prevent free communication and suggests group rnernbers rnay adually facilitate the discussion
of dificult topics by others. Feelings of mutual support and 'safety in numberç' may provide a very
positive Opportunity for participants to share 'fisky' ideas,
The most desirable and valuable individual responses refled opinions that are deeply
ingrained and personal, which rnay be the most difï~cuttresponses to obtain using focus group
methodology (Albrecht et ai. 1993). The intent of the focus group then, is to pmrnote interadion
and maximize selfdisclosure with the intent of facilitating discussion of these personal opinions.
Krueger (1988) argues that one advantage of focus groups is that they '... place people in natural,
real-life situations..." (44). Aithough the focus group envimnment is not as artifidal as a
quantitative expen'ment, Wich might observe people in a laboratory setting white controlling
extraneous variables, it is hardly a 'natural, real-life situation'. KÏtzinger (1994) points out that it is
unlikely that the participants would have 'naturalIy' assembled to discuss the topic if the focus
group had not been forrned for this purpose (p. 106).
Padici~ants
Another factor which researchers believe facilitates interadion and disciosure is the
selection of appropriate participants. The literature advocates fows gmups campriseci of a
homogeneous collection of subjeds. John Knodel (1993) says the 'intuitive rationaie' for
hornogeneous groups is that rnernbers who feel more able to relate to each others expenences
will find it easier to participate, resulting in more indepth data (p. 40) but points out that there is

Iittle fesearch to test this assumption.

Based on this assumption, the target population may be segrnented into subgmups by
age, gender, race, socioemnornic status, or other fadors that are considered relevant to the topic
or to creating the best environment for discussion, Morgan (1 988) explains, '..A is not the adual
differences among participants, but whether they perceive each other to be diierent, that
determines their willingness to discuss a topic together" (p. 47). More than one group is
conducted for each segment of the target population to ensure that any differences in the findings
is not sirnply refledive of differences in the individual group dynamics. This enables the
researcher to confidently conduct an anafysis of the similarities and differences across and
between groups (Morgan, 1995). Carey (1995) suggests that using these theoretical sampling
strategies to segment the target population into homogeneous groups will also enhance the
likelihood of saturation of the data, which is necessary for reliable analysis.
Many researchers insist that aithough homogeneity is important, participants should not
know each other. Morgan (1988) advocates screening out friends from attending together as they
can rely on a shared history or assume an understanding of the meaning of their cornrnents that
may not be readily apparent to the researcher.
In contrast, Jenny Kitzinger (1994) found it beneficial to use pre-existing gmups in her
focus gmup study of the effeds of AIDS media messages (how media messages are processed
and how understandings of AlDS are construded). By allowing friends or CO-workers to
participate in the group together, she was able to observe the interadion between people who
'might 'naturally' discuss such topics, at least in passing" (p 105). This also allowed her to tap into
fragments of interadion which may have occurred between people outside of group and provided

a better sense of the social wntext in which participants' ideas were adually fomed.
More recently, Morgan and Kmeger (1995) acknowledged that it is not always necessary
or even possible to condud groups comprised of strangers, particulariy in smaller communities or
in certain target populations.
Interview Guide
Aithough the environment and seledion of participants is important, Krueger (1988)
suggests that "...the nature and sequence of questions may be the most distinctive feature of

these interviews" (p. 76). Questions are the stimulus for discussion, pmviding topics and
encouraging expianation as the moderator exercises '..-mild,

unobtnisive çontrol" (Knreger,

1988, p. 73) over the group. An interview guide is developed which predetermines four to five
main areas of discussion, with associated probes or subquestions that can be asked as a followup. The interview guide provides some structure and ensures that al1 gmups cover specific topics
consistently enough to allow compansons between them.
Initial questions are open-ended and nondirective, but as the group progresses and the
moderator 'narrows the range of inquiry" (Krueger, 1988, p- 61) more specific questions may be
asked. The moderator c m probe, challenge, play devil's advocate or use a varïety of conflict
initiation strategies to encourage a variety of ideas and opinions from the group. Miranda (1994)
reports that the use of such techniques irnproves the likelihood of a INeIy discussion m i l e
reducing the risk of confomity and groupthink
The group 'agenda' must remain flexible enough to enabie participants to articulate what
is the most important or interesting aspect of the topic for them. The goal is to reveal '... what is

on the interviewee's mind as opposed to what the interviewer suspects is on the intewiewee's
mind" (KNeger, 1988, p. 60). This process may resuft in the discovery of topic areas not
previously considered.
In some respects the participants detemine the flow of conversation, but the fows of the
conversation is the topic seleded by the researcher. There is disagreement among researchers
as to whether or not participants should be infoned of the topic prior to attending the group.
Morgan (1988) encourages researchers to use a screening questionnaire to gather demographic
information from participants, but warns them of the risk of alerting participants to areas of
interest in advance.
Knieger (1988), on the other hand, encourages the researcher to provide participants
with advance information regarding the purpose of the study suggesting that this will minimize
their tacit assumptions, which might then influence their comments in group. The risk would be
participants who give responses based on a fautty assumption about what they think the
researcher wants to know about or what they think the questions 'really' mean.

Zeller (1993) goes even further and argues that tesearchers should 'capitalize on subjed
reactivity' and not fear contarninating the data mlleded in the focus group session. He states that
the use of a pre-group questionnaire can sensitize participants to the issues and will resuk in a
more infomed discussion. He suggests this may adually enhance the validity of comments made
during the session because, '...our

information about their reileded self-appraisal will have more

fidelity to M a t they really think if they have some time to put their thoughts togethef (p. 169).
Moderator
A final key to rnaximizing interaction

and disdosure in the group is the rote of the

moderator. T h e moderator is the data collection instrument in a fows group interview" (Morgan
and Krueger, d993, p. 6) and the lens thmugh which data is viewed and analyzed. The guidance
and observation of group interaction replaces the typical interviewer/interviewee relationship,
'...leading to a greater emphasis on participants' points of view" (Morgan, 1988, p.18). This shift
empowers the participant because it '...ensures

that priority is given to the respondents'

hierarchy of importance, their language and concepts, their frameworks for understanding the
worid" (Kitzinger, 1994, p lOS).
Some groups are very self-directed, while others require the moderator to take a more
active role. A high level of moderator involvernent has advantages in that it can encourage
interaction and ensures certain topics are covered. An adive moderator can probe areas of
interest and cut off unproductive discussion. The researcher must be cautious however nOt to
bias the research by imposing their own agenda on the discussion, rnaking it difficutt to detemine
the participants' areas of interest or concern versus the moderator's. The quaiii and reliability of
the data is threatened if the moderator has unwnscioudy identified 'relevant' discussion or
categorized the data in ways that are different from those of group members.
Morgan (1988) wams that it is also detrimental to group discussion for the moderator to
be seen as an expert on the topic. Communication may not be as open and participants may
begin seeking information from the moderator instead of providing fi. He proposes the moderator
take a stance of 'incomplete understanding', which allows them to pursue the most accurate
understanding of the participant's perception. The moderator is able to probe and challenge while

the participant darifies and defends their perspective, confimiing the moderator's understanding
of what they are expressing. Krueger (1988) contends that member's answers are more vafid
because of this process.
Ethical Issues
While Krueger (1995) reminds moderators to '.-.recognize that the purpose is to obtain
information and not to teach, preach, or correct the participants" @,74), this raises a very
interesting ethicaf issue regarding the responsibility of the moderator when faced with
rnisinforrned group members. In a group setting, misinfomation presented by a single member
has the potential to influence and misdired the thinking of the entire group. While it may be
vafuable to track the power of some 'myths' within the group or observe whether participants
challenge the incorrect comrnents of another, the moderator should provide correct infomation to
al1 rnembers following the group. This is particularly important when the consequences of Ming
uninformeci wuld be hamful to participants or others.
A second ethical issue that is particulariy relevant to focus groups is the issue of

confidentiality. The researcher can take aIl of the usual personai and professional measures to
protect the identity of participants, but canY guarantee that o t h e ~won7 disdose information
outside of the group. The researcher must ensure that participants are aware of this, even though
they encourage respect for confidentiality.
A thitd ethical issue relevant to this methodology is the issue of overdisclosure. This is a

situation where the synergy or '... rnornentum in a group leads participants to reveal details of
their personai l ~ e that
s they would odinarily keep private" (Morgan and Krueger, 1993, p-7).
Moderators must take responsibility for maximizing interaction while discouraging disclosures that
exceed the aims of the research.
Data Anafvsis
Analysis of focus group data is cornplex and occurs at several levels. like other
qualitative rnethods, it requires the researcher to becorne completely familiar with and deeply
immersed in the data in order to identify trends and patterns.

However, there is =me

disagreement in the literature regarding the unit of analysis. CraMree, Yanoshik, Miller, 8

O'Connor (1993) state that '...the

unit of analysis remains the group

- focus groups are not a

convenient way to bolster sample ske" (p. 144). This view is challenged by Carey & Smith (1994)
who identify three levels of analysis in focus group data- First, analysis at the individual level
would consider participants' responses irrespective of the group context, Group level analysis
would then consider the sequencing, flow, and developrnent of responses, to examine fadors
which encourages or discouraged varied discussion. Finally, the context of the group would be
considered, which includes the individual's relationship to the group, the role they play, and how
their individual responses compare to others in the gmup.

Krueger (1988) conceptuafizes the process of analysis as a continuum with raw data on
one end, summary description in the middle, and interpretation as the outcorne. 'Interpretation
takes into account evidence beyond words on a transcript and indudes evidence frorn the field
notes...the intensity of participant comments, specificity of examples and wnsistency of
statements..."(p. 111).
There is unanimous agreement that field notes are very important in th& method as they
supplement the audio-tapes and transcripts, providing valuable contextual information about nonverbal data that is relevant to the analysis. Information about who attended the group, the seating
arrangement, physical setting, mood, pace and tone of discussion, use of humor, sarcasm, and
characteristics that appear to distinguish certain participanl from the group or one group from
another are al1 necessary for adequate analysis. Using written transcripts and field notes the
researcher can consider how shifts in opinion occur by tracking changes within the group mood
and/or discussion.
Field notes play an important role throughout the data colledion phase as wefl as dunng
final analysis. They document the researchets developing hunches, hypothesis, observations,
and feelings, which helps the researcher develop the self-awareness necessary for objective
consideration of the data. There is a risk that initial hypothesis may subtly influence the
researcher to moderate subsequent groups in ways that confimi eariy impressions, but '...if note
taking explicitly serves the goal of making expedations apparent, then the moderator can use this
self-awareness to limit consdous attempts to confirm his or her hases" (Morgan, 1988, p. 64).

Summary

Focus groups are unique in their use of group interaction

to stimulate discussion and

generate a broad range and variety of ideas. This methodology empowers participants by
providing them with the opportunity to detemine much of the 'interview' agenda, name their
concems and identify the issues rnost important to them regarding the topic. However, this
requires the researcher to relinquish some of the contrai over the type of data collecteci. There is
also no guarantee that what is reported by participants would refled their adual fesponse in the
'real-worid'. The dynamics of group communication and specific ethical issues present challenges
which the researcher must be prepared to address.

The colledion of data using a focus group technique is appropriate for the purposes of
this study because little is known about parental response to community notification, and the
results provide the information of interest in this study,

CHAPTER FOUR

RESEARCH DESIGN
Research Site and Recniitment
Al1 parents of children attending elementary school in Portage la Prairie, Manitoba were
invited to participate in this research. This cornmunity was seleded for severa1 reasons. First, i€
is
where 1 have INAfor a number of years and enabled me to use established community contacts
with parents, community dubs and schools during my recniitment efforts. I was also readily

availabfe to answer questions of potenu'al participants, condud the gmups at tirnes convenient to
parents, and follow-up with group m e m b e ~
or other contacts as necessary. Second, the schools
are not located in neighbourhoods with distinct socio-economic, geographical, cultural or other
demographic characteristics that might theoretically make one group distinct from another.
Students attending the various schoob represented a blend of urban and rural children. inciuding
some that lived on nearby Reserves. This allowed the creation of groups with the potential to
maximire the range and diversity of parental responses within each group. Finally, the Portage la
Prairie School Diwision anticipates having to develop a process for the distribution of notification

information, similar to what the Winnipeg School Division's experience has been. Administrators
were interested in the results of this study and willingly established a research partnership with

me in the hopes of acquiring information that will assist them

their task- The Portage la

Prairie School Division agreed not only to be the designated site for this projed, but also adively

encouraged the Principals of the seven public elementary and junior high Yarget ' schools to
provide access to parents and space in which to conduct rny focus groups.
A very intense and comprehensive recniiting strategy was

used to infom and invite

parents to participate in this study. The Principal of each target school was contaded by
telephone and provided with written information regarding the stucly upon request. Every school
agreed to publish a full page 'invitation' in their school newsletter (see appendix) encouraging
parents to participate. This newsletter was distn'buted to 2323 children in grades K-9.I also had
the opportunity to give an informative presentation to the Parent Advisory Council at 5 of the 7
schools imtofved in the research. Amongst the members of these school councils were individuals

who were also very involved with other child-focussed wmrnunity olganizations inciuding two
day-are centers, Big Brothers and Sisters, Cub Scouts, 4-H Club and the North End Community
Committee. As well, the local newspaper, The Portage Daily Graphic, pmrnoted my study in a
feature which inciuded a picture and headline on the cover, in addition to the artide and pidure
on page three (see appendix). This newspaper has a distribution of readers in Portage and the
surrounding rural area.
Wrthout exception rny personal contacts, group presentations and the feedback following
the newspaper article were al1 favorable. Despite this, remiting participants was very
challenging.
The first discussion was to be conducted with a pilot group to assess the proposed data
colledion method, test the quality of the interview guide questions and solicit direct feedback from
participants about the experience of taking pari in a focus group. A special letter of invitation was
distributed to the parents of children attending grade three at one of the target schools (see
appendix). A foflow-up telephone cal1 was made a few days later to introduce myself and
detenine parents' interest in attending. Eight of the 17 parents contaded agreed to participate,
however, of those only 5 actually attended the gmup two nights later.
It was approximately 6 weeks after my initial recmiting efforts began before I had enough
participants to conduct Group 2 (March 25/98) and four more weeks for Group 3 (Apn'l 27/98).
During this tirne a woman approached me h m the comrnunity and invited me to conduct a gmup
discussion with a number of mothers from the school in her neighborhood. We scheduled a date
in May (May 13/98) and arranged for space at their school. Throughout these months I continued
recruiting efforts through word-of-mouth and posters (enlarged versions of the school newsletter
invitation) displayed in a number of comrnunity halls and public bulletin boards. A 'snowball'
recruiting method was useâ with Group 3 participants, who were encouraged to invite a friend to
contact the researcher and arrange to participate in the group. The usuat procedures for ensunng
infonned consent, as desctibed below, were followed for all participants.
The last parent to volunteer for a focus gmup discussion wntaded me on April 25/98.
Recruitment efforts ended May 13/98. Everyone wanting to participate was able to attend one of

the four groups conducted, a total of 22 participants. Both daytirne and evening groups wefe
offered, Only one participant was available for a gmup dunng the day or the evening, everyone
else requested an evening meeting, AI1 four groups conduded began at 6 p.m. and ended at 8
p.m.
Although al1 parents are stakeholders in the process of community notification it was
anticipated that the majority of interest in this study might corne from motheis, both single parents
and those in dual parent relationships. This expedation was based on findings from other studies
of child sexual abuse and sexual abuse prevention (Bemck, 1988, p. 546). Indeed, al1 but one
participant was female. The only father to attend was the hushnd of a female member of Group
3 who attendeci with his wife unexpededly. His presence pmided not only an opportunity to

observe whether or not there were differences in his response to the notification compared to
female participants (there was not), but also .a chance to observe how he and his wife discussed
the issue and negotiated a response they both supported. 1 do not consider this single male to
represent the 'male perspective' on the subject and as it was not a specific goal of this research
to examine the impact of gender on response to notification, no special effort was made to r e m i t
more fathers for this study.
Despite the differences in the way the groups were formed, there were no differences
observed in the overall tone or content of their discussions. ln an effort to confirm this, transcripts
were reviewed several times in different order. I found it impossible to determine the identity of
the group sirnply by reading portions of the tea. This observation and the f a d that nothing about
the research design or procedure changed following the 'pilot' group enabled me, ~ Ï t h
participant
permission, to indude data from that initial group in my final analysis.
Partici~ants
lnterested participants were encouraged to contad me for

more detailed information

regarding the subject and purpose of the study, the methodology and how data would be used, in
order for informed consent to occur- Potential participants were told that the projed would involve

a 1.5 to 2 hour group discussion and advised of the inherent limits to confidentiality. They were

assured that invohernent in the pmjed was voluntary and they had the right to withdraw at any
time without consequence.
During this initial telephone conversation, parents were asked to provide some relevant
demographic information (see appendix), This induded their name, mailing address, telephone
number, the number, ages and gender o f their children, the nurnber of aduks in a parenting d e ,
and whether or not they were available if a gmup was scheduled during the day. Confirmation of
the group date, time, and place was mailed to each participant (see appendix) fotlowed by a
telephone cal1 one or two days in advance of the gmup to confimi their attendance.
The comrnon charaderistic of al1 participants in every group is that they were parents of

elernentary or junior-high school aged children. A nurnber of break characteristics that are
sometimes used in focus group research to ensure homogeneity of group members were
considered. In this case, the most relevant characteristics seemed to be the age and gender of
the child, as parents are likely to respond to a notification differently depending on the age and
perceived vulnerability of their child. This was not done however, as it would have been difficult to
attempt to impose mutually exdusive 'child age' categories on participants who have children in
more than one category. Rather than placing parents in discrete groups, efforts were made to
elicit details of how the age of their children might influence their responses to the information; do
parents feel or think about the information differently based on the age of their child, and if sol in
what ways?
Participants had 1 to 3 school-aged children ranging in age ftom age 4 years to age 14.
One participant also had two adult sons who were living away from home and are not included in
had
, one child, 9 group members had two children and 2
the data. Most participants (Il)
participants had three children. There were 15 male chiWren and 17 female children amongst al1
participants.
It is my impression that the tevel of knowledge and 'expertise' amongst participatirtg
parents was somewhat higher than would be found in a tmly random sample of parents from th&
community at large. Almost one third of participants had some specialized knowledge of child
sexual offenders as a resuît of persona1 experience andfor employrnent. Group members

induded current or former employees of Child and Family Services, The Portage Womens'
Sheker, a Vidim Sewices volunteer, a Youth Justice Worker, a Community Activist, a Police
Officer, and others who had been exposed to the issue of child sexual abuse through the
employrnent experiences of their husband or father.
Of the four groups, both Group 2 and 4 each had six members M i l e Gmups 1 and 3 had

five rnernbers, This is noted to be an effective and manageable number of participants (Asbury,
1995; Kmeger, 1995). Field notes recorded following the first group expresseci my concern that

group participants may flot have enough opportunities to actively participate in the group
discussions if a greatef number of people attended the groups. Feedback soliciteci frorn Group 1
participants also reflected this; parents indicated their comfort with both the physical space
available around the discussion table as well as their comfort with the relatively m a I l number of
other group mernbers.
Procedure
Parents were given a detaiied description of the research topic pnor to attending the
group as a way of sensitizing them to the issues to be discussed. They were encouraged to
spend some time refleding on their feelings or thoughts about child sexual abuse, cornrnunity
based offenders, and how they might respond to a notification, but asked not to speak to others
about these subjeds prior to the session. It was anticipated that participants would attend the
focus group with pre-conceived questions and opinions regarding the topic, and would contribute
to the discussion by sharing these ideas with other members.
Focus groups were conduded in a library, cornputer lab and a meeting room in
three of the target schoofs. The settings all offered a comfortabie, quiet, convenient, neutral
environment that induded adequate parking and washroom faaliies for participants. As well, the
rooms were al1furnished in a style that facilitateci 'round table' discussion.
Upon arriva1 each participant was welcomed by the researcher and asked to read and
complete a M e n consent f o m (see appendix). After al1 the participants had arrived, the
discussion was opened with a group welcorne and introdudion. The purpose of the project and
how the group discussion would occur was briefly explained. Participants were assured that there

was no right or wrong answer to any of the questions that might be asked, encouraged to take

tums speaking, and discouraged fmm holding 'side-conversations' or critiazing one another.
Participants were also asked to maintain confidentiaiiï by not sharing information about other
members' responses with people outside of the group.
GÏven the subject matter of child sexual abuse, victirnization and prevention, aach
participant was informed of the Iegal obligation to report any disclosure of previously unreported
incidents of child abuse to the appropriate a ~ t h o ~ eAs .list of appropnate cornmunity services
was distributed to each participant at the end of the gmup in case any of thern had unresolved
p e ~ o n aissues
l
triggered by the group discussion (see appendix).
To begin the 'discussion' phase of the group, participants were asked to complete a very

brief, pre-notification questionnaire (see appendix) to capture their initial opinions about aspects
of the focus group topic. Each was then provided with a copy of a Community Noüfication Media

Release (see appendix). The media release is typically part of the information schools provide
parents in the event of an adual notification, along with some type of mering letter. Parents

were asked to consider the notification information and complete a number of open-ended
statements such as '1 feel..,", This means...",

m e n I read this I wondered .:,

and Now that I

know this, I will ...". Although participants were not obligated to share what they had written, this
brief exercise had a number of benefits. First, their immediate responses to receiving a

notification were recorded and contnbuted to the data considered during the analysis phase. It
was also thought that recording these personal readions might stimulate some of their responses
to questions raised during the group discussion. FinalIy, it has been suggested in the literature
that by comparing responses recorded prior to the discussion Mth opinions shared dunng the
discussion, the researcher is able to observe the influence of gmup dynamics that can result in
self-censotship or 'groupthink' (Carey, 1995, p.490).
The data colledeci with these two written exercises was completely anonymous.
However, one member of Group 1 left with her pre-notification questionnaire and two mernbers of
Group 1 left wÏth their pst-notification responses, resulüng in 21 pre-notification questionnaires
and 20 post-notification sheets being included in the analysis.

The first question asked of every focus group was 'Describe the experience of receiving
the notification'. Parents' imrnediate individual responses as well as how the group discussed
the meaning of this shared experience were observed. Although an intewiew guide (see
appendix) was developed to ensure that specific areas of interest were induded in each group's
discussion and to enable inter-group cornpan'sons, 'R was anticipated that the interest level
amongst participating parents would result in a thoughtful and fively discussion requin'ng a
minimal level of moderator intervention. The agenda of the groups remained flexible enough to
give participants the ability to consider a variety of related topics and detennine the issues most
relevant to them. Every group was ver' selfdirected; al1 participants appeared cornfortable with
the discussion format and actively engaged with one anotherIn addition to nurturing, guiding and observing the discussion, it was occasionally
necessary to probe for more detail, encourage participants to explore and examine apparent
differences in their perspectives, and suggest altemate or opposite points of view.

In order to

c l a m and confimi my understanding of the participant's perspectives I regularly summarized
what had been said and refieded this back to the group. Two of the groups induded members
who were familiar with my academic and employrnent experiences in the field of child sexual
abuse. It was observed in both cases that my opinion or a piece of information was requested,
which I believe would have jeopardized my stance of 'incornplete understanding'. This situation
was dealt with by simply asking those rnernbers what the& opinion or impression of the topic was.
Deflecting 'expertise' back ont0 the group in this way seerned to remedy the pmblern.
At the end of each session the main points raised during the discussion were
summarized. Each member was given an opportunity to confimi or correct these impressions of
the groups' responses and to make a dosing statement. Written information regarding the
Cornmunity Notification Protocol, sexual offender risk assessrnent, and child sexual abuse
prevention strategies was provided to al1 participants before they were adjoumed. This was done
to correct any misinformation that might have entered the discussion and to reassure anyone who
might wony about what they 'should do' in tesponse ta an adual notification as a result of this

study, If participants had wanted additional information about any of these topics, they would
have been referred to a number of other relevant documents.
Participants received a wntten thank you for their involvement in the study. A summary of
the findings was prepared and made available ta the participants of this study and other
interested parties.
Preconceptions and Biases
This study is highly vulnerable to the introduction of bias or influence by the
moderatorfresearcher dunng both the data colledion and analysis phases. I anticipated that my
academic and employment experiences may have resutted in an understanding of the issues that
difiers fmm much of the general population. I have worked with both vicüms and offenders of
child sexual assault and have studied the literature regarding cornmunity notification and sexual
abuse prevention. On the other hand, 1 too am a parent of a school-aged child in the cornmunity
where the research was based, and would receive notification information in the same way as
any other parent in the Portage la Prairie School Diision. Remaining awafe of how my
perspective might influence my understanding of the experience of others was essential to the
process of analyzing the data. In an effort to remain aware of devefoping hypothesis or bias which
might influence how I conducted subsequent groups or viewed the data, a vartety of data,
including field notes were colleded throughout the research process.
Data Analvsis
The data colleded and considered in the analysis phase included audio-tapes and

corresponding typed transcripts of the focus group discussions, demographic information about
participants, the information from the pre-group questionnaire, the written responses to viewing
the media release and field notes. Al1 identifying information was coded in the written material to
ensure confidentialii.
Field notes included several types of data. Notes were taken during every focus group to
capture the mood, pace, and tone of the discussion, to record any major shifts in the discussion
and to remind me of any non-verbal observations which would not be Medeci in the audio-tape.
lrnmediately following each session, a short written summary of the group provided a description

of the group dynamics, interaction between rnembers, and rny werall impression of the major
themes identifieci. Addiional personal mernos were made throughout the data colledion and
analysis phase to record my developing impressions, discoveries, questions and interpretations in
an effort to recognize any researcher bias. These field notes greatly added to the data as they
provided an additional contextual layer; a depth and n'chness to the basic transcn'pts.
Krueger's (1988) conception of focus group analysis guided the process of describing
and interpreting the data. As Knieger points out, '...the intent of focus groups is not to infer but to
understand, not to generalize but to determine the range, and not to make statements about the
population but to provide insights about how people perceive a situation" (p. 96). Wdh this in
mind, the transcripts of each focus group were reviewed and cuded to discover emerging thernes
and patterns of response among parents in each group and among the different groups
themselves. Data was examined for evidence of consensus and diversity as well as to establish
the range of parental responses. Particular attention was paid to how participants interpreted and
'understood' the notification information, and how their understanding of what it meant to receive
this infonation infiuenced decisions about how to respond to it. Analysis also revealed how
participants talk about this issue, the words they use and the intensity of their communication. By
capturing the details of group discussions it was possible to explore how parents' opinions about
the necessary or appropriate response are fomed, which opinions were most fimly held and
what opinions were most open to change.
The interview guide questions provided broad coding categories as I initially approached
the data. Transcripts were repeatedly examined, at first m i l e Iistening to the corresponding
audiotape, later usingjust the coded typed transcripts. 1 used a code mapping technique (Knodel,
1993) to identify recumng themes and concepts. After some refiedion, an overview grid of related

themes was construded. Using a manual cut and paste method, pieces of the transcdpt frorn
different groups were brought together under the various conceptual category headings, Further
refledion and review resuited in several changes to predominate themes as categories were

collapsed or new ones created.

The result was fÏve main conceptual categories: impact of receiving notification, meaning
of the notification, assessing the threat of sexual assauk, assessing the risk of vidimization, and
responses to notification. Within each of these main categories are a number of related subcategones.
Limitations

The Community Notification Advisory Committee categorizes offenders as sexual
aggressors who target mostly adult vidims, incest offenders who assautt Mood relatives, and
pedophiles who "..,focus on pre-pubescent and/or adolescent child vicümsn (Cooper, 1995, p.22).
This study was limited to the exploration of the experience of parents receiving notification of a
released pedophile and therefore was unable to consider the perspectives of potential aduk
vidims or the feelings ofcomrnunity members who are at a low n'sk of victimization, but who have
strong opinions about the notification process and its effect on their feelings of persona1 safety.
The level of notification provided to the community, the size and cohesiveness of the
community, the age and gender of vulnerable children, and the personal experiences of people or
families receiving the information may aIl affect how offender information is interpreted and
responded to. This study examined the anticipated response of a Iimited number of parents, to a
hypothetical notification experience. Participants were predorninately mdhers, with the exception
of one father who attended with his wife, lived in 'urban' Portage, and were in heterosexual dualparent relationships. Al1 of these variables limit the generalizability of the findings of this research.
Generalizability is also Iimited based on the rnethodology used. Data was available from
those parents wiIling not only to participate in the research but to aiso take part in a group
discussion, and is therefore vulnerable to self-seledion bias. The study also relies on self-reports
rather than observations of actual responses to notification. Parents' curent or anticipated child
protection strategies rnay have been misrepresented or described with social desirability in mind.
Finally, this study only begins to address questions about parents' irnmediate responses to
notification. 1 believe that parental response is likely more of a process that develops and changes
over time rather than a single decision made upon receiving the offender information. Participants

admitted that the initial shock would compel them to take adion but any change in their level of
protective behaviour wouid be time limited. This study looks at how parental response might be
initiated but does not capture the process or the end, assuming there is an end, of that response.
Aithough the findings reveal common themes Whin and a m s s the various groupç, they
may only be cautiously generalized to similar gmups and are not cunsidered representative of the

general population.

CHAPTER FlVE

DESCRIPTION OF FlNDlNGS
Introduction
The primary goal of this study is to explore the range of ernotional and anticipated
behavioural responses of parents receiving a cornmunity notification. This chapter will provide a
description of participants' responses to the pre-discussion questionnaire and the focus group
discussions. Data is categorized under five main headings; impact, meaning, threat, fisk and
response. Impact captures the thoughts, feelings and perceived consequences of being notified.
Meaning indudes the meaning or attempt to derive rneaning Rom the notification information.
Parents considered the presence of the offender to be a threat for a variety of reasons. Whereas
'threat' considered offender variables, risk assesment is focussed on characteristics that might
contribute to a particular child being victimized.

Finally, response explores the range of

anticipated behavioural responses to receiving notification.
As it is important to understand this experience from their perspective, the voices of the

participants have been used as often as possible in descn'bing the findings of this study.
Cornments made by group members that revealed persona1 thoughts and feelings are presented
as individual statements. However, because data was collected using focus groups, excerpts of
the group discussions are presented whenever possible and appropriate, particularly when group
members engaged in an interesting discussion, adding to each others cornrnents, questioning the
perspective of another parent or contributhg an altemate point of view. Participants were very
cornfortable with the opportunity for self-direded discussion of this top* and frequently two or
more speakers are invoived in the expression of a single idea. Members also surnmafized,
probed, challenged and questioned one another in a way that reduced the need for ongoing
group facilitation. Anytime my cornments are included in the transcript l am identified as
'Moderator'. Comments made by different speakers are separated by a single space. Bold type
has been used to indiwte participant ernphasis.

Impact

I Feel
lmmediately after receiving the notification, pnor to the group discussion, participants
were asked to complete the wfitten staternent: '1 feel...'. It was antiapated that this exercise
would capture a range of emotional responses. Hawever, in addition to descnbing an ernotional
readion to the information, rnany parents describeci 'feeling' that the infornation could not be
ignored, that they were obligated to do something and immediately referred to some aspect of
their protective behavioural response. Emotions inciuded:

'. ..unsure, What does this mean? What should 1 do?" (Groupl-Participant3)

'. ..concemed, where is he?" (G2-P2)

"...ifs impofiant to know of his release but not sure how to discuss mis
daughter without scan'ng her. " (G1-P2)

my

=.. scared, vulnerable, sickiy-" (G2-P3)

'. ..ffueatened and unsafe.. ."(G3-P5)
'. ..teniîTed he rnight move into my community. " (G4-Pl)

"...fngMened for myself and my chiiden-" (G4-P3)
'...fn'ghtened and concemed. I need to know the detar's. 1 musf infonn and

preparie my kids. " G4-P6)

'. .scared for the kids. Sad thek independence will have to be Iimited." (G3-P2)

"... a m and let down by the couH system.

."

(GIGP2)

'...angry mat my child canr have a normal life now that the offender fs in my
community. " (G3-P5)

'. ..his sentence was nof long enough." (G4-Pl)
'. ..my daughters fiee time is at nsk if he's in my communîty.a (G3-P4)
Relief and appreciation to receive the information:

'. ..pleased thafthe community is being notified. " (G3-P3)

'...mat the notificahon is necessary hr the public to be aware and p t e c t
omehtes and our kids. " (G2-P4)
',.,the notification is infirmative and helpful, Does
share information with kidsSW
(GdPS)

not m a t e panic- Need to

Aspects of these written statements were also shared and cunfirmed in the group discussion.

Emotionai and Phvsical Readions
The first question asked of each group was W a t was the experience of receiving this
notification?" In every group, mernbers described a number of physical and emotional responses
to the information provided, or questions that had immediately corne to mind. Statements
describing the emotional impact were similar to d e n responses.
(G1)
Fear, anxiety, uncerfainty.
Somewhat angered fhat he's high rïsk and tbefm allowing him ouf anyway, a
lot of anger.. .sort of anxl'ous and unsure.

-

(G3)
- 1 think if's fenifLng, simply because he remains at a high fisk to re-oend
accoding €0the release.,.. and yet he's ouf,

-G 4 )My fi&

thought was 'oh my God, 1 have tu be more ptectnre than befiKe of
my childrenn- scared.

Several parents describeci feeling 'ilI' or 'siciûy' while others described a physical response to the
notification information.

-(G4)was okay until 1 read pedophile, and 1 got a sickening feeling rii the pif of my
stomach, 1 guess cold sweats like someone hif me, 'Oh my Go@, up unfil
then, 1 didn? kmw mat he went affer chitdren, and now mat 1 do ifs a
dinerent sfory.
(Ga
SicWy.
- Fnghtened.
Creepy.
1htt kïnd of sick when 1 was reading S, not vioiated, but just nauseous.

-

--

(G4)

- 1 get a headache jusf thinking about if.
Group members also thought that a person's emotional and behavioural response to the
notification migM be more intense if they or a loved one had been a vidim of sexual abuse.

-(G1)We have talked about the wde

range of public responses ... you have sex abuse
vicfims out fhere., . 1ffrrnk victims can react very strongly fo having this infomtation.

-

(Agreement)

- ...bar sometirnes or anger:..

-

You got a parent or a husband of a wife who's a victim or whatever, like 1 can
set?fhem stomping over there.

Another participant thought that being a vidirn of anything would result in a heightened
sense of vulnerability that might influence your response.

-(G1)
1 guess once you're a vicfim you would probably thrnk a /,'me bit differenfly.
Being a vicfim of anything.. .with a person like that and Say wifh my husband
and son gone, 1 feel, okay, so I'm alone at home with my daughter...what do
1 do?

Often participants voiced a sense of frustration and helplessness:

-(G3)
...he's going to go somewhere.

That's the womtpart of if. He's goim to go

somewhere,

-

Thai's the thing, if doesn'f maffer .--ifs going to be amund forever

(G4)

-

-

Sometimes you know 1would never hurt anybody, but sometimes you just
feel so helpless and you think 'man if oniy 1 couldjust think of the perkct way
to end everyljody's fear - if wouldjust give them aie non-violent piils venf if
ihto their homes, and they don'tknow if. "

-

-(G3)... this is m e o n e you know about but yau canY get away mm

-

R no matter
whem you move to. You could Iive out in the middle of the country and your
neighbour ten acres away could be an ofiènder

-

It could be anyone

Presence of ldentified Offender
Receiving notification regarding the presence of an identified high risk sex offender had
an impact on participants even though they al! acknowledged the likelihood that unidentified
offenders may already be present in their community.

-(G4)Even though the danger is already theri?...
- We know irs there...(everyone)

-

-

We have a pic tu^? n'ghf here and we have some pnnting in fiont of us the
pidure's black and white, but them are people out there wfio are pedophiles
IMng ih the communi'fy.

Thar'snght.

-

A certain % of your population r's pedophiles, so it's ihere akady. But just
having this information suddenly makes us more aware. (Gl)

-

...how many (oî?knders) are walkrng amund on the m t s as we speak and
nobody's doing anythhg? ...But because they knew mat someone was there
they got fnghened.

Why does the notification have an impact when the presence of a child sex offender is
not really a new threat? AI1 groups referred to the significance of holding the notification in their
hands, of it being 'black and white', or 'in-your-face'. Receiving the noüfication was considered to

be more Iegitimate and fadual than hearing the information ftom a friend or neighbour. Parents
contrasted the notification to rumour, which coufd be more easily questioned or dismissed. Also,
the notification appeared to focus parent's awareness of the threat of child sexual abuse or the
presence of child sex offenders in the community. It was no longer 'out-of-sight, out-of-mind'.

-( G aIf fhey sent this out with a pidure of the guy saying he has a criminal record
or she has a ~ i m i n arecord.
l
1don7 see how anybody could Say mat . . X s
just gossIi,-

-(G4)It's kind of like nght in yaur face.
-G3)1 think aiis makes if a lime bif more stark
picture, ihes it.

You have your bare fa&,

aie

Lanauaae
Participants also described responding to the Ianguage used in the notification.

-(G1)1think the word 'predator' is mainly - that word really scares the dickens oui
of me.

-(Ga...the information 'fomibie confinement and three counts of sex abuse' - thaf
tightened me. The details of the offense.

Another participant, who initially thought her young sons were not at nsk, refiected on her
changing response as she read more of the notification,

-(G4)/ have fwo sons, so my fr'iist thought was they wouId be okay, and then / saw
that he was bi-sexuai and a pedophile and he was violent. If was like fhree
saikes.
For many, it was the first tirne they had k e n exposed to descriptions of ofending or tems tike
'forcible confinement' and 'predatory bi-sexual pedophile'. Members of Group 2 compared and
contrasted the reactions of those parents reading and considering these details for the first time
to those who had expen'enced this type of information through employment experiences. One
woman suggested that the Ianguage had been purposely selected by the authors of the
notification to elicit a parücular emotional response.

-(G2)1 work ai (an agency where we receive inibnnafion about local sexual

offenders), so lots of times / know mis. mis to me I sort of read, and / went
okay, and yeah some of those words, you k m w the forcible conftnement,
predatory - they hit me whem they're supposed to, and Cs sort of Iike there
was lofs of misshg information, and 1 didn't get scared with this., . Mis didnY
upsef me, Iike 1 wasn't physically il1 I tbought there was lofs of missjng
pieces, but 1 Hill don'ffhr'nk 1 would do anyffiing-

-

-

-

1 think iYs dillkrent l Wink you wotiüng (the@, you know about siufflike Bis.
1 guess the part -YDrcible confinement' and Wree counts of sexual
interference; well thaf can mean a lof of things

You mean your reaciïon to it would be diîlèrerû?

-

Like 1 worked a couple of years at (a similartype of jobIf so 1 had the same
reaction. 'l've seen it belüre.' Lîke f remember the fi& tim 1looked at a Me
like fhis-..

-

Oh yeah, me too!

-

So for a parent fhat hadnY has access fo mis hhd of thing...if muid be a
horrible expeneme-

Want to Know
There was alrnost unanimous support for the idea of cornmunity notification expressed in
the pre-notification questionnaire. Eighteen participants agreed that police should disclose

offender information to the public, 16 indicated very strong agreement. A sfightly greater number
(19) indicated their desire to be infoned if a sex offender moved into their community (17

strongly).
Participants suggested that the notification be distributed even more broadIy, to as many
people in the comrnunity as possible.

-G3)1 thrnk they should do it t h u g h everyfhing.

Send the notices home t h u g h
the school, put them on the telephone p l e s the same way ahey do when
fhey're going to shut your water off for a îbw hours - put thern in mail boxes,
put fhem up in post onlces, on bulletin boards.

-

/ fhink they should go house to house.

-( G aYou've gat commun&

clubs, pools, and the day cares and home day cares,
and home babysifting - there's so many people that really should have that
information in an area.

Group members discussed the importance of notifying the public and feft they have a 'tight to

knsw'.

-(G3)1think especially if they think thaf thr's person is going to o f i n d again, 1 I i n k
then that it's especially impottant because aieseBding mis person out,
and aiey know damed well whars gor'ng to happen, or what he is guing to
to do.

-(G1)1 donY think ifs fair to keep it secret - 1 donY fhrnk it's k i r to parents.

1 think
maybe if shouM be public. tike she said, these peopfe just continue to walk
among us. Where do you d m the Iim?

-(G3)Oh yeah.

i'd rather know about if. 'Then t'd know not to in*
my house. No way, lti rather, much rather leam about it.

fhis person iMo

Some group participants had experienced situations where they had possessed offender
infomation and were unable to share tt with others because of confidentiality. These members
discussed their feelings of conflid overthinking that others had a rigM to this infomation. Several
of them descn3ed the creative ways they were able to barnaothers without technically breaching
confidentiality. Everyorte who had k e n in this position spoke of the weighty responsibility of
having this type of information and how he or she would feel both guilty and partially responsible

if something happened to someone else who did not have access to the infomation.

-(W'But

I could see a parent coming to you and sayng *Lookit, you got mis
(nofifcafion infonnafion) why dr'dn't I?" And Y want to know" or
your fauk
that my Md is missing" or whafever.'

-( G aYou almosf get to the point whem if somefhr'ng happens you want to take

fauk because you knew ... in some ways # makes you &el responsible.
Because you know mis.

One partiapant descfibed how difficuit it was for her personally to possess certain information.
Even thoügh she disagreed with keeping this type of infomation secret, she did not feel able to
question the obligation to maintain confidentiality.

-(G1)I've been working wifh the school and there's a lot of thr'ngs th& you wish you

didn"tow; you wish you hadnY heard about.. .(heard about a young female
child being raped by a community rnember) ...every time 1 see fhrs person 1
&el really hi&,my &mach tèels really knoited; 1 just have to walk away.
I'm thinking 1have to be secret& about wfio mis person is because 1 have to
c o n f m to confidentiarî and yet 1 know who this person rS. We have fo
conforni to confidenfiality..., l'm nof too sure why we have to, but we do. 1
don't think if3 fari to the rest of the public, but 1 &el that I have to be
confidential about if, otneMse 1 could be sued or whafevec

Others were concemeci with the consequences of suppressing offender information:
(Ga
1work with young o&ndem, and it's ahvays a concem mat we have a lot of
violent sex otknders that we'm releasing into fhe community, but we can?
teII - if3 all confidential, and yet some of them are as bad as some of the

-

aduits that are omriding, and then once ahey tum into aduits, once they're
18, we do a miminal m o r d check on t k m and notf?ihgshows upy...they're
süll walking amund able to commit ofMces with no record they could go
and apply fur a job at a day care, at school as a ieacher's assistant, or
whatever, but nothing shows up on aieri cn'mrnal record checks,

-

Two of the groups considered the idea that confidentiality can contribute to the problem.
These participants deshbed how a Iack of accurate, straightforward information can contnbute to

the fears and reactions of community members whereas a written notification, provided to parents
directly migM actually reduce panicked or overly negative readians. One group member provided
the example of a public meeting held in 1997 to discuss a treatment house for mental@
handicapped men with sex offending behaviours that had opened in a small cornmunity. She
described how the 'double talk' escalated community anger and fear over what was actually a
very positive program.

-

At least 40 people showed up, and it wasnY even that there was an ofknder
released into the community. mis (secure facility) opened a matment
progvam Ibr fheK sexual oitbnders and I'm telling ya, there were some people
~ h g i n from
g the chandeliers!
New there's a good example. 1 mean 1 work there, and 1 thought 1 knew
about th@ but W e n aiey had mat community release or Matever, they did
that before they even talked to us as staff members. And then, when 1 went
to mat meeting they doublefalked so much. lnsfead of jusf sayng.. . (sigh).
Confidentiallify, which to me half the time breeds hatf the problem, if they
could have jusf said, 'look aiese people have lived there al1 theri lives and it's
behaviours that have been exhibited mile behg institutionalised that we are
W n g fo treat. " But they did not Say t h k

Another parent described how pmiding accurate m e n infornation could safeguard against

citizens reacüng to misinformation and wmour.

-(G2)Last year or the year before somefhr'ng happened at (a local school) mat we
also knew about âr w o k When my daughter came home fiom school she
fold me what the school had toM her and it was m n g - iZ was very wrong
fiom what we heard (at mrk), me basic gist was there, but there was a lof
of added infr,nnatïonn1knew th& it was wrong based on the information mat 1
had received earlier, nie feachers falked to the M s , Mich is how my
daugMer got this intbrmation m n g , but then they also sent out a note and
that information was tight.

Neaative lm~act
Although parents wanted to be told if a high risk sex offender was moving to their
id
community, a number of them wore

about the possible negative consequences of receiving the

notification infornation. Some participants wondered if knowing this man was living somewhere in
the comrnunity might resuit in paranoia and an effort to locate him more specifically.

-(G1)The notice provides a sense of panic* but not a sense of.. it rnight make you
&el a Iittie more settled ifyou knew he was in your neighbourfiood. Other
than byrig to look over your shoulder everywfiere you went, 1 guess you'd
be doing it anyway, ifyou knew okay, that's wfrere he is 1know Were he is

-

- ...not scounirg the place.
Others wondered how they would respond if they saw the identifieci offender on the
street. They disclosed feelings of fear and a lack of confidence in their coping abiliües. One
woman shared with members of Group 1, an expen'ence where she was walking home from work
one night, thinking about things she had leamed about street safety:

1 was going to walk down the middle of the sfreet so that if fnere was
anybody on eifher side 1 would have a k w feet to get away. men 1find out 1
wouldnY go anywhere anyway now. nirS liffle wee black dog was about thaf
far fiom my heels when he barked. 1froze and if fM like 1 had a bnck on my
chest and nothing would corne ouf. 1 went to kick rny bot to get the dog
away and nothrng would come out of my thmat and my foot wouldn't move; 1
was completely paralyzed. So maybe if wouldnY be good to have that kimi of
information. If 1was none the wiser I'd j u s walk nghf by and I'd be off in my
own lime worid, w h e if~1 did know I'd just be standing fhere.

This experience raised her doubts about how she might respond if faced with this man on the
street.

-

But if 1 walk ouf and see somebody Iike this' and 1would know now, when I'm
dead afraid 1 freeze. 1 always fnoughf Pd run screaming. ITs Iike a brick on
my chest and I'm frozen. 1canY even speak.

Another parent was more concemed that the offender did not see her.

(G3)

-

Ifs almost Iike yourd want to hide. l'd almosf want to be inwsible so thaf
maybe if he doesn't know me or Matever, he'll Ieave us alone. He'd have
no rieason 1 know if m m sounâ sïupjd, but sometimes there's things you
hope and pray-

-

Leaming of the offender's presence also resutted in feelings of loss for a community once
perceived as a safe place.

-(G3)Here 1 fhought that my wotîd was safe and Cs far fmm it..,
-

..-pur guanl was down so low, and now #'s up so high and it kihd of made
you a lime paramid or M e v e r .

- You've lost that sense of securify.
- ...and there's nothing that anyone can say to me that w7l e

w ghfe it back
because 1 keep saying, V o u don? understand if may on!. fake once
sometimes they kill thek victlms and 1 don7 ever want to be a mother of one
of those. 1 don? care if you think I'm paranoid, I'm gor'ng to make su# my
son is safe?

-

-

Parents feared that the consequence of feeling that the neighbourhood was unsafe would be a
loss of freedom and independence for their children.

-(Gd)...we al1 sort of leamed who is in our communify and allowed ouf children the
freedom to wander h m neighbour to neighbour, and now we won7 be as
easily willrng to allow them to do that, knowbg fhaf the chances...(&a iled
off)...he is out there.

-(G3)If just takes away h m the îbedorn mat our Mds have. You know, you want
to go out and play, boom, out fhe door - now you have to know wfiere they
are. It's almosf impossible.

-

73ey have to be supervised al1 the time.
It could fake away any independence that we're Wng to insfil in them,
almost the facf that jusf walking home from school, even if it's just a block or
fwo away, they won? be able to do that, because if it's in your
neighbourhood.,. (fraiis o#j

One participant in Gruup 2, who had employment related knowiedge, shared this
example of how knowing the idenüty of sex offenders in the community had an effed on her
child's freedom:

My daughter's 7 1 1B and isn't allowed a lot of the lieedom of her pers, and
this is really sad - we were af a hockey game and al1 of her fiends were
gaing somewhere else and she wasn't allowed to go, and her fiends were
sayïng M y nor, and she said, *cause my morn knows who al1 fhe pemefts
are? She had to be within eye didance h m me because 1knew a couple of
the guys (offenders) in the sfands, and one of the guys on the içe fiom a
dmrent community, and it was just Iike, 'no, you canY da that" and it was a
grand dafe for her when she was allowed fo not sit wifn us at a hockey game.

She was sfiing on the other sjde of the arena, so that 1 knew where she was
af al1 times. Th!'s kid hangs ouf at the arena, ffirs is her home away tbm
home, and it wasn't uniil she was ten that she could go anywhere oufside my
Iïne of view because 1 knew H o al1 the penmts were, and her fn'endsjusf
sott of looked af her and went M a t ' s that?" My daughter said, 4 don? know,
but Zs nof good!" (Group laughter)

-

Many parents felt the notification forced them to address the issue of child sexual abuse
before their personal time ftame. Afthough they intended to engage in some type of street
proofing with their kids, it might not have k e n Yhis soon', These parents had hoped to 'maintain
their innocence' a bit longer.
G3)
1really k e l uncornforfable because 1 realise that 1 should prepare them more
than 1 have at this poirrf in tim, and $s somefftrng mat 1 really hoped 1
wouldn"tave to do.

-

-(G4)I've been looking rilto programs Iike fhat.

1 wasjusf hoping 1wouldn't have to

do if so soon

-

1 think the sooner the better. Then it's not something so fnghtening. If they
know that these things happen, it's nof as fnghtening as you canY go outside
anymom*. Then, suddenly life has changed and they become angry. 1 thïnk
for them fo have fheir M o l e mufine dismpted ri, any sense is fivsfraf!hg ibr
them they don" t o w how to deal wiai it

-

-

Just part of your life.
Just part of l i e and if they are infomred propedy, maybe we can help pmtect
them al1 the time instead of jusf when we get one of these papers-

-(G2)You sort of wish you muld keep theri innocence a liffe bit more.
Positive Impact
Despite the more diff~cuttaspects of leaming this information, participants also identified

a number of positive consequences to receiving notification. A few parents described feeling
reiieved and fek the notification information provided them with a greater a b i l i i to cope with the

potential risk of their child being vidimized, even though others stressed the f a d that the n'sk has
likely been present al1 along.

-(GV1 am grateful at the police for pviding us with mis release.

-(G3)1want to know whem they are.
-

But they're out fhem now, and we don? know where they are.

-

niey could Ce s H i i ngM ...

- You never know,
- But the more information 1have, the beiterprepared 1 h

l 1 am.

AIl participants saw the notification as a good reminder that the threat of child sexual
abuse is out there and hoped it would promote parents to ensure some prevention work was

done with their children.

-(G4)As sickening and as honible as h s is, this is good in the respect that it has
jolted me to realise h3at 1 have done some sfreet-proofing with my kids, 1
haven't done enough and I've got to do more.

-( G a/ see it as a reminder.
-

It promotes active parenting.

-

You know that îhese guys am oui there and you have to be aware, and
maybe now is a good fime to get back in practice a remhder.

-

-(G 7)1 think one of the things that it definiely does ïs that when # comes out, ït
makes people a lime bit more conscious of whem their child'n are and what
they're doing. 1 mean 1know where my child is al1 the time, though 1 have to
struggle because my children Iike to play up at the school near us, and I'm at
the point where I... 1 tend not ta let them do that unless men?* a p u p of
them... but I'm always knowhg where they go. So when Bis cornes ouf al1
if's going to do is make me revamp what l'm fhinkhg or M a t my thoughts
and t2eliirgs were and what lieedom 1 was atluwing my kiüs and fo maybe
redefine m a t it is 1mink is saté fOr them at that point h time.
(G3)

-

1 think now, h r me, Ps been many p a r s since (an aitempfed assauit
occumd on her child), l've kind of let up because everyone kept saylhg oh,
myou'rejust paramid, you're overprotective",~ I've kind of sied to let the
kids have a bit of a breather, so they'll be able to go more than thme blocks
from home. Now you see mis and i? kind of bnirgs that Bar back fome, and I
think, you know, the*
ahways out them and 1 iiind of let up.

A lot of attention and discussion was focussed on the picture and description

of the

offender. The specific details of this offender appeared to challenge unhelpful stereotypes-

-(G3)Acfually dkty old man ~d

m e to mind. # was sort 01: m e n my mom was
grow'ng up Bat's whaf if was ffiought of, and now for us Es.,.

-

lt was like a 35 - 40 year old fat guy îs what sort of jumps into my mind as l'm
reading this.

-

Somebody no one else would have sex wRh.

-

...and as I'm going along 1 rearse no, iVs nof mat
mental pictue was.

-

For me l just went 21 - oh my God - his life is wasted, 1mean Ps sad.. .

-

But heJs21 now. Thr's happened when he was 18

-

Yeah, that's sad. That is sa sad,

W

.

he's taller fian my

One mother suggested that in addition to increasing community awareness of child sexual abuse,
notification might increase the attention parents give to avaiIaMe information regarding
prevention. She used an example of the school giving parents prevention infornation with and
without a notification:

-(GUWdhout this you could draw up your guidelines and you could attach if to the
school newsletter.. .so 1 would see them along with tips for parents, but you
send this (notification) with those guidelines and you can bet they will get
read, and read thoroughly.

-

If would certainly be a completely ditBmnf, completdy diMwent levei of
interest.

This sentiment was also evident in a comment made by a member of Gmup 2:

-(G2)i thought aRight on!" Now the rest of my mmmunity knows that there's sex
offenders out alere, and rnight teach the^ children how to protecf
themsehtes.

Another participant predided that, sirnilar to the effed of a prevention program, the
increased community discussion about child sexual abuse following a notification rnay benefit
children currentfy or previously abused by other offenders.

-(G2)When a

*Feeling Yes, Feeling No" p g t a m is oniered at a school, the
refenals increase because aie kids know that mis isnY normal fOr starters.
They might have spent five or six years in this environment and they didnt
know fhat it wasn'f normal, fhaf Ps not nght and wfio you could go to to tell.

Other rnembers of Group 2 agreed that this would be a very positive 'secondary' outcorne of
comrnunity notification.
One group member said the notification meant people did not have to feel that child
sexual abuse was their private lime secret anymore. She saw the notification as a 'voice for
vidims' and felt it was about time that the crimes against silent vidims were publidy
acknowiedged.
(Ga

-

there's been a couple of sfories in the news Iately where the abuse even
happened years ago, like 30 yeam ago, and these people are just coming ouf
with their stones now. They carry it with them their whole lives. ltjust 1don?
h o w what if does to you y& 1just think this is long overûue.

-

-

it's a voice for al1 vr'cims.

No Protection
Participants realized that being infomed does not, in itçelf, provide any protedion. Some
people may deny the problem exists, dismiss the idea of personal risk or focus

so much on the

'dangerous stranger' they fail to identjfy others who might pose more of a threat to their child(ren).

-(G3)1guess my fhought, one of them, was haw many parents do not ever ffiink,
no matter how many times they see mat or whatever, that if wont happen to
me. Not in my nerghbourhooà - 1 don? have to wony. 1 mean how many just because this came out sayïng there was one - how do we know there's
not 50 already? We have no way of knowhg if aiey haven'tbeen caughtmis is just letting us know.

(GV
i work in an agency whem we do get these fiom time to tim. We get notified
by the RCMP that somebody is T i in Portage who has a hisfory of sex
olfences against kids, so 1do have this kind of inlbrmation fiom time to time,
but we don? get picfures. Umm, 1 guess 1 had a different perspective on it,
and it's hard to separate the îbeTms of a parent and the feelings or having a

-

bit of this knowledge already. Parents really do have to protecf aier'r Mds,
fiom these guys olat have been idenfified but for aie most part the people we
work W h are the kids who are abused by people th& they know really well,
mat they arisf, and family members. Our expenence is alaf these guys have
a really gUod way of conneca'ng wifh vulnerable families ... in gaining trust (1
or 2 &ers Say =umhmm",eads no@

-

-

If's a lime dinerent when you falk about a predatar,
Well in a sense if could be predator. So you kind of have high-n'sk Mds ouf then?
some aren'f,..

..-

... watched as well as ofhers.
Do you think they would be if parents had thrs information?
/ think that if we are trying to idenMy the few *monstem" ouf in €he
community, t max but 1 think we need to be aware that if could be anyf,ody.
Because somebody's been convicfed and has been idenütïed there are
others ouf there who may not be may not have been convicted. 1 mean ...
pedophiles M a t w u l d fney offen Say the average number of vïcficfims
wem
before they wem finally caught?

-

-

Risk of Desensitization

Finally, the gtoups refleded on the diering impact of receiving the first notification
cornpared to the fifih, orthe tenth, or...

-( G aYou do get used to # and let your guard down - you don't want fo overreact.
it's like oh no, not another one ... m a t makes me angry rS when 1 pick up a
package of bacon or whatever, there was fhrs kid's picture on there - it
makes me angry that mis innocent child has to go on a carton of milk Ît
makes me angy that someone has taken those kids ... So many people,
they see it so much that they won? even look any more irs a pPIcture big
deal. Whereas me, 1pic& ii up and it fieaks me every tim-

-

-

-

-

And I'm looking at it and reading it and so forth to see if 1recognke the kid.
So 1 guess fhis is the same idea. People might get used to it desens&3edsed

-

1 think there's a very serious nsk of that happening if we are getting these
evety couple of weeks.

-(G3)When if cornes down to something Iike this, 1 don? think that.. 1don7 know
myself if I'd pay as close attention to this as 1 did to the fiM one.

Meaninq
This Means
The second written staternent participants were asked to complete after receiving the
notification was This means,.,'.

Very few respondents analyzed the meaning of the notification

itself. Only one participant restated the basic 'meaning' of the notification:

7 h i s means mat a 23 year old male has been reieased fiom Sfony thaf
has a preference for young children." (64 P5)

-

The notification appeared to have obvious meaning to rnost of them as the majority
immediatefy descnbed sorne aspect of their plans for increased protedive behaviour. The
notification was a fotmal, public announcement that a particular threat was present in their
comrnunity. Many participants wrote about what the notification 'meant' they would have to do.
Respondents completed the statement using phrases like:

... hfonn my family of potential dangem My neighbourfiood has become a zone to be
more cautious about," (Gl-P7)

'.--1have to ...

...be extra vrgilanf wiffi kids in my care..."(Gi-P2)

...keep a close watch on my children al1 the timen(G4P3)
...take some sort d action to decrease my feelings so they don't take over rny ability to deal with
the situation rationally." (Gl-P3)

'. - -1 will.

S.

...becorne more p t e d i v e of my children."(G3-Pl)
...pmbably become Iess tmsting of people in general,"((33-P5)
...ahways have to be on my guard..." (G4P2)

One respondent used the phrase '1 cm' and describeci how the notification enabled her to take
protective action with her children that she could not have done before

'Thr's means 1 can share a picture of at least one person whom my child
should be sure to stay away fiommm
(G3 - P3)
Another, (G2-P3) simply stated that the notification meant she did not want this person in her
community.

Makincl Meaninq
Aithough there was consensus regarding the overall meaning of the notification, a threat

requiring some type of protedive behaviour, much of the group discussion was spent trying to
make sense of the infornation provided to them. There was a great deaI of uncertainty as
participants asked each other what they thought certain parts of the notification meant.

-(GaFor me, the part that 1 don? understand is how do you define someone as
high risk? 1 don2 understand that classificatl'on.

-

-

There's a lot of criteria.
Have they commHed this ofince more than once?
WRn some of the information l've heard and gathered, high-n'sk olïknders are
evaluated depending on what they did to their victims. Like Say, you could do
many different ofinces, but if they'm really nothing' well something because
it's an offence, but say you just kind of slap somebody around, thafs really
nothi'g, but 1 mean if you beat them up until the*
bleeding or half dead,
those are al1 high nsk ofinders, people that repeat Say rapes or whatever on
kids are h@hnSk offenders.

Another is if they participated in freatment and how they responded to m a t
they were gefting.

Much of the discussion focussed on the apparent contradiction between the expedation
that the subject of the notification would offend again and this same person k i n g released into
the community. One rnember stated that it did not make sense to her why this should happen
because the nsk would aiways be there and placing the sex offender in a community where
children were present would be too enticing.

-(G3)1 mean that's Iike putüng candy in front of you and saying p u canY eat it.

I'm sony - affer a lifte whjle you lo'nd of want to have some. 1 think ifs the
same for anyone. Ws Iike putting yow diamond rings in your wndows and
saylng =New donY mb me: it's kind of si/& Ws al1 me same fhrng 1 think

The notification did not clarify how fully integrated the offender would be in their community, if
there were any restricüons on his freedom or some extemal but fomal monitoring occumng.
Would anyone other than the community be keeping track of him?

-(G1)1 would Iike to know whaf tney classPy as a high nsk, and if he's high nSk,
why was he given the fieedom?

-

Asa, what am the fems of the probation? /she n d supposed to be within a
cerfai' diHance î i ~ i school
n
or some di'sance from children?

-

Or jusf to check in so someone can monifor his comings and goings - that
would be very imponant to know. We &now mat's a bit of a joke ...

-

1 would like to know why he was released because of the words %owever he
is still a predator". Why was he released?

- ...#becausehe served his full time" (sarca~calfy- some laughter)
None of the groups believed the sentence was adequate for the crimes committed and had
little faith in the ability of a probation officer to adequately monitor the offender in the community.

-(G4)My thought was that if he's ever going to omnd again they shouldn't let him out.
-

-

That's whaf 1 was thinking too. Ws like keep them there, 1 don? ffirnk any of these
programs can stop somebody from being the way they are. Ws jusf, like 1 Say,
impossible.
He did serve his whole 33 month tenn.. ,

- ..-33monfhs! it should have been a lot longer than 33 montfis!

-

Yeah, like if was a very short t e m
No matter how long they gef, they will never change,

-

-

It says here he is on probation whoopee so you phone your p up once a week or
you go somewhere once a week tbr a five minute meeting, m h mat's gonna make
me not wanf to do if-

-(GaThe fact tbat he's on s u p e ~ s e dprobation, I'd

want fo know whaf the probation

officer is responsible f9r monitoring.

-

We know what s u p e ~ s e d
probation means, every once in a blue moon - probation
sounds good but pmbation isnY a real good thr'ng at tims because fhey don? see
them enough.

-

lt would give the public some confidence or reassurance.

-

But supemised probation is still better than nothing.

Questions regarding the effedivenessof treatment were raised in both the written responses and
gmup discussion. Many partiapants wondered if treatment programs were ever effective:

-(Ga... if surpnsed me that if said mat he had participatecf in pfograms to deal WMJ
sexual abuse, and that he hast indicated that he is wiling to continue to
participate ri, tkatmenf; so that kr'nd of surpnrpnsed
me. So there is obviously
more because usually the number one thing is if they refus& to participate in
treafment. That's sort of one of the big priorifies.

-

Statisfically, and 1 don? know a lot about sex ofenders, but witit the
recidivism rafe is there anything about high risk offenders? ... If &is is
somethr'ng that he's done for fiffeen or sideen years he can go to classes
and counselling until the cows corne home, but in al1 likefihood, it's still going
to continue.

-(G3)
1wonder, is rehabr'liation ever successful?
-

Nine times out of fen the offender whds up back in jail

for

the same thing.

WhiIe some partiapants were hopeful that the offender's intention to continue participating in his
4rrrri4mrr-l
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program was a good sign, others were less optimistic:
ri

-((34)It

says hem mat he will contrnue fo participate in tmatmenf for sexual
dewâtion as reguired by the conditions of his parole.

-

But he is a conviCted sexual ofinder who is a high tisk fo rc-offend. ..
Yeah, but he's in one of these programs, it doesnY necessan'ly mean that i ï s
done anyfhing-

- me only reason he's going to these is to get ouf of jail.
you do the same thing?

-

Yep.

I'm sony, wouldn't

-

You'd been away for 33 monols, don? you fhink you'd have your lime urges,
and would Say and do almost anything to gef ouf to do whaf you want fo do.

- ... i would go through al1 the hoops and 1 would Say al1 the ngM things, and
h m what I've read and what 1know of, al1 these p g m m s don't work
Notification Lanauaae
Participants raised many questions regarding the meaning of specific tems used in the
notification. The language used was unfamiliar and many parents considered it too 'dinical" or
Yechnical'.

The resukïng lack of understanding left room for different interpretations,

assumptions, or guesses. One woman reluctantly adrnitted to other group rnembers that she did
not understand exactly what the offender had been convided of:
(emphasis mine)

-(G4)1may be stupid, but whaf does three counts of sexual infetfiwence mean?

-

mat's just a nice way of sayihg sexual assauk.
It's just totally like assaufi?
Well no, that meansjust the, sometims findling and.. .
It can mean anyfhing.
It can mean them doing ffiings to you, if can be anything sexual.

A member of another group also stniggled to define this charge:

-( G aSexual interkrence

could be anything It-om a paf on the butt to adual
intercourse where the charge gets reduced. The charges themsefves may
not mean anything, but if sort of b ~ g ifs to the fiont of your mind thaf they
are sexual offences.

Other tems were equally vague:

(W
- --- fo think that he has been assessed to be potentially

..what is he
violent against? 1s he violent genemlly; is he violent to chilclren? It is very,
very Mal to know, to see whaf 1 could do to p t e c t my kids.

-(Ga1 wonder if irs necessary to Iist al1the oî%nces alat he has done

-

-

1 think that's just fo keep you on the alert Tke Wcible confinement could
mean taking a ka's hand and wallu'ng them down the sfreet, but it could also
be ...thmw them in a car and take them away,
That's what we would think - M a t most people would think

One participant was frustrateci by this use of 'meaningless' language as it resulted in a
Iack of understanding and provided litüe useful information. It did not provide any dear pidure of

what the offender had done or might do in the future.
(G3)
Wfat exactly is sexual infertèmnce?

-

-

That could be any number of things.

-

1 donY want gory details or anything.,,

-

Terms like sexual intedh?nce make me angry because 1 think fhey're just
being politl'cally correct! If he raped someone, if he sodomked someone, or if
he did whafever let us h m so mat we cane--so that we know and maybe it
would help us with more inf0miation for our childmn.

-

lt's a cnininal code tenn.

-

But what does R really mean?

-

1 guess the boffom line is Ws sexual and it's &h kÏds. He sexually offends
againsf children.

Another member suspected that certain words were used purposely to control people's
responses.

-(G4)Sometimes l wonder if they donWo Mat on purpose.

Because most of us, 1
mean the only reason 1knew was because my husband works at (a jail), so 1
hear him and I'd say what does that mean? So 1 found ouf my own way. But
a lof of people don? ever get to know words or whatever, and 1just thhk
some - fike pedophile - most people, rnaybe our ages now know. But my
rnottier would never have known m a t if was. You say child molester and
your hair goes up, but a pedophile what's mat nobody really knows, So
sometimes using fenns mat rnaybe everybody knows - yes pedophile is mat,
but it is also a child molester or wf?atever.

-

-

Members of Group 4 refieded on the many words used to refer to child sexual offenders:

-

it was mpe- 1 can never remember growing up ever hea*ng the word pedophile. 1
don? think 1 ever heard if. You kind of fhrnk, weii it had to have been out there. 1just
thr'nk i f was sort of taboo. We never spoke about those things-

Moderator -

What are some of the ofher words that we use?

-

Chiid molester, but there are other ones.. .
Sicko. 1mean there's al1 the demgatory ones.

- ...slunner or somefhrng.

-

mat?
Something like that, Shnnem or something- 1 don? h o w why-

Moderator

-

Thar's a jaii terni

-

Ail that sticks in my mind is Skrnners Hot Dogs.

-

You'll never eat another hot dog!

-

There are other words but 1 don'f remernber them.

Knowledae and Expefience
The meaning of the information was greatly influenced by knowiedge of the issue through
education andior employment as well as from persona1 experiences. This seemed to detemine
the significance of certain details and identified gaps in the information provided. In a couple of
groups the rnembers discussed the implication of having previous knowledge and how this
contributed to a different understanding of the notification. Statements were made regarding the
differences in 'knowing' that experts had versus the understanding of the 'layperson'. Specifically,
'experts' identified behaviours that would be precursors to offending, such as 'grooming'
behaviours that might not be as easily identiied by those without a more informed understanding.

-( G aAs long as he's inside his house then I'd feel better.
- ...that lime creep is M tttere - fhere's fhis 'diiiyold man' sifcing up in his mom
grooming himself and these children, so that he could - fhere's a mason he's
siffing there in li-ont of his wndow wafching these kïds go to school. And

pretty soon he's going ta move to his lionf porch.

-(Gd)if you're going to have a neighbourfiood watch, I mean to me you should
have thaf sort of information sr, thaf p u couid nofify..

-

- ...so that if he's standing fhete stanng at your chiidmn then you can cal1
somebody.

-

1 mean, because 1 have a IiMe bit of backgruund information 1 know mat mat
is not what they are supposed to be doihg. But 1 mean people that don'f
know or Lhey fnlnk, well thafsjust watching ffiem, so big deal.

-(G2)nie other ming mat I really would wanf to know and I don? know how to find
out, is what the terms of his probation are, Iike how fàr can he be iivm a
school, what does it fake Tor me fa report a breech? I donY know if he's
allowed to be on the same side of fhe s&et as the school, or if he can be
hanging out at lunch time, that sort of air'ng- 1 want to know what the tenns of
his probation are.

-

You're only asking that because you work with young onenden in the jusfrsfrce

system. For most people I think they wouldjust see a guy a block away from
the school and would aufomatically phone and Say hey, 1 saw that guy that
you just put out this paper on ...
Beina Notified

The mere fact that the community would be notifieci about this offender deiiiered a strong

message. It seemed to mean that there was a reason he must be a greater risk to the public
because they dont tell the community about every criminal that is released.

-(WIf may not make a diference to what I'd do but it g k s the impression that somehow
mis is a more senous or worse or more Iikely ta reofend, or &is is a more dangernus
offender.

-

And 1 tend to agree, because they are detïnitely not telling us when a murderer
cornes into ouf community. Ifs like that's not such a concem.

-

Yeah, every time someone is released h m pn'son, they donY send out a f i and
Say a i s guy murdered so and so, or this guy robbed this many banks so don7 let him
in a bank, but we get these on this type of c M n a L So obvr'ously this is diiRmnt,

-

(Lots of agreement)
Assess Threat Posed bv Presence of Identified Ofiender

Danqerousness
Pnor to receiving the notification participants were almost evenly split when asked to
indicate their lwel of agreement wÏth the statement, 'Sex offenders are more dangerous than
other cnminals,' (9 disagreed, 10 agreed and 2 did not respond). However, group discussion
reveaIed unanimous support for the idea that special attention be paid to high-risk sex offenders

by way of community notification because they posed a specific and in many ways a worse ttireat

than other crirninals due to the nature of their uïrne.

This exchange between members of Group 1 captured sentiments expressed in every

gmup when asked if they thought sex offenders were in some way korse' than other types of

-

-

-

-

-

1 think we do in the sense that their vlctims are helpless, they're young.... 1
mean a murderer may have murdered fOr abuse reasons or tick-off reasons,
but they don7particuIarly go out and murder everybody or defenceless
childmn. So 1 think most of us right now think of orr's person as probably the
bi'ggest - 1 fhink people see sex onenders as more Iikely to re-omnd than
others,

Yeah, other cfiminals are more able to be rehabilifated, Offierthan the ones
like we hear abouf, like the Jemry Dalmers and Paul Bernardos. Aithough
there aren't a lot of guys like them ouf fhere / ftirnk we see pedophiles and
sex offenders as like thatdhat. &ad, But pedophiles and sex offenders are
such a large gmup...
and it's a whole question of rehabilitation and how successfully if can be
done - 1 don? think it has been very successful in the pad, and 1 tend to fhink,
and 1 may be totally m n g about this, but when if cornes to murder,
sentences may be longer - whereas here you look at 33 rnonths, not even 3
years.
And how do you know how many times he ofinded before he got caught?
Most murderem are caught affer their fii-st murder. You know, fhey did if
once they got caught- Not that fhat's an excuse, if would be like you Say, a
passion killing or you know, whatever.
Righf now l'm fhrnking even people wfio have no experience of i f or no
concrete knowledge of if, I think we think of sexual ofténding as being more
ingrained - it's part of that person's makeup - chances of i f going away are. ..

..nghf - ifs nof gohg fo go away!

...and especially because the media does make a big poinf of just how
negative it is.
And even among other ofinders, they tend to be the ones who are most
offen attacked.

- mey even have to be segmgated Mil?
the pison system- ...so even hardened cffminals who have done, as far as some people are
concemed, just as bad of things, they w n ' i the same.

A couple of group rnembers discussed whether the age of this particular offender made a

difierence in how much of a threat he is to the community:

-G 3 )As far as age, 1 don? think i t rnakes any dmrence - whetfier he's 14 or 174.

-

1 do, jusf simply because of the M o r - whether he gets amund makes a
diffe~nce.1 mean if he's 65 or 75 and uses a cane you can tell your Mis,
you know, he's a di@ old man and you don? go near him.

ln addition to knowledge of sex offenders gained through employrnent or persona1
expenences, much of what participants 'knew' about offenders was the result of magazine
attides, books, television and other media sources. Other participants had been influenced by
messages frorn farnily members, such as the woman whose husband worked with sex offenders
and another who had received very strong messages from her Dad.

-G 3 )My father worked at a jail for fhUS years and 1 got the feeling from him that
sex offenders were diferent-scaner.

Groups also referred to the perception that sexual offences had a greater negative impact
for vidims. lnterestingly when group participants explored these feelings they compared sex
offenders to murderers in every case. In evefy discussion regarding impact the sex offender was
compared to an individual who violentiy ended someone's Iife. However, unlike murder,
participants found it impossible to identify even slightfy with the motivations of a sexual offence.
Participants could justify killing someone in seif-defense, by accident or because you were
provoked but there was no understanding for why an adult would be sexually attraded to a child,
It was interesting to note the use of humour in the cornments made dunng this discussion

between mernbers of Group 4, and in other gmups, perhaps because the topic under
consideration created feelings of discornfort.

-

To me murderers and sex ofinders are both in the same categoty, 1 mean
it's so honible - taking someone's Ii'fe, ln a sense they are taking someone's
life this way too.

Ruinihg this person's / f i .

-

-

Gcactly. Well, the*
eveming else.

Not al1 sex offenders are qua1 because 1 think sex offenders who prey on
children are worse.
1 think that all sex offenders are hom'ble, but mat the ones who p y on
children are the worst.

The*

Moderator -

-

takhg if and desaOylng it and shattenng it and

the scum on the bottom of an earthwom.
mars pretty low.

They have to look up to touch bottomûtherpeople say they have their n'gMs and s t f l buf I'm sony, if's jusf such a
horrible, homïjle thing to do some of the things they do - 1just want people to
know what they do and how to protecf youmeif Maybe they have n'ghts, but
they took away a whole bunch of other people's n'gnts, and they donY get
those back- Anyone that's been muniered they donVget fheir nghts back
mat's my personal feelings-

-

The perceivecl impact of a child sexual assautt was also significant in that participants feit it
affected not only the victim, but also the entire family and even the entire community.

-(G1)Now if this person right here ever terrified my daughter, would she ever corne
out of that? Would she? Or would we have to go for counselling for the rest
of ouf /ives?
Group 4 examined this issue at length:

-

For me, one of my children was approached, and if was like this close, and
that changed al1 of our lives forever-

-

1 think that they take away a part of - if doesn? touch just one person, it's
fheir family, it's their fnends, it's their you knUw it's a whole neighbourfiood
that's anected forever. And sometimes the changes are devastating for
everybody involved,

-

-

I'm thinking R's so sad, it knd of takes away your îFeedorn or your abi/ïty to
/ive a happy 1 . .
If you were a chrïd you m a n ?

If takes away everything. Your children's childhood, your ability (as a parient)
to enjoy them completely H o u t hawDg that fear consfanfly, like every
minute your child's out of your sight you wonder. 1 I w people Wnk I'm a
lime paranoid, but because l've been so close to having something so bad
happen, now it3jusi Iike I can't help it. You only get one chance sometimes
Things can be taken away fiom you awfully fast. My children don't seem

...

-

to be devastated, they get a rie more ïreatment in the &ter
they gef theri
ride and they like mat, but aley'fe used to i f now- Ks been a couple of years.
Causes
Each gmup spent some tirne discussing the possible causes of semal offending- Some
participants wondered about the offender's childhood experiences and demonstrateci some
sympathy. Sex offending was conceptualized as a disease or deficiency. One woman spoke
about developing offending behaviours as the resuk of k i n g instituüonalized. Others wondered if
it was a natural charaderistic that some people were just born with,
CG31
What did he go W u g h as a child?

-

-

You never know. Some thr'ngs like fhat make you wonder if this happeneâ to
him, what about the ones fhat if never happened fo. Like what aboui what
makes them that way what part of their body or the& brain.. ,

-

-

-

-

Do they have any remorse?

It could have been sornething that happened M e n he was gvowrirg up.
But M a t if ifs nut, what if ifsjus a gene, hke the male or f i a l e , like how da
we know. Say while you were p w n g up you had funny feelngs, Iike how
would anybody know what those meant- 1 guess gays and lesbians would go
ffimugh fhings fike that, not knowng - you know may6e he had those
feelings and he didn? have anybody to tum to, because if is such a
disgusfing fhought to tell somebody- Would you want to tell somebody?

-

-(G7)... go to Stony Mountain and talk to any one of those guys, mat is mat you
/ive W, that's what people do even when they exist in same-sex institutions,
that's what's happening. You can be deemed a sex ofinder. If you're in
pnson for 27 years, chances are you're going fo b e r n e whaf fives then you'll eifher be predator or pmy.

-(G3)Like 1 said, there's someth!ng - you End of have to wonder if there's some
part of their thing that just cannot be changed - it's jusf - you're male y o u k
fernale - you're good or bad - 1 don? know. Sometimes 1 mean - you've got to
wonder.

Gender

Most of the groups raised the issue of gender and expfored the idea of sexual offending
as a male trait.

G3)

-

-

One thing 1 find very interesfing ils through the whole conversation we have
ahtvays assumed that the offender has ahvays been male.

You know, I've never even thought about a female sexual ofinder. And
mind you the*
nof as common.

-

1 find that really infemsfrng- 1 guess 1just ahvays mnk tftat ahey're a 7nalen
pn'soner. Not only emdronally, but a l e m aggressive, they're physical, but 1
think that iffhey're&male they'm going to do Pin a difirent way.

-

m e n you think about ït, a amale sexual offender could be even more
powerful because a &male would play wi2!h a person's head more and
probably, and 1 donY think the= would be jusf physical, a lot of emotional
abuse would go along with i t

-

Yeah. But there's the sayiylng=di*
women".

old men",bodjis

ever says *dirfy old

lt3 a stereotype we have.

-( G aYes, you are sorf of saying negafive t h i ~ sabout males in general, but
statistically speakrng, you have a better chance of being rnolested by a male
than by a female. You have to be so careful,
This had implications for the preventionfprotecüon educaüon given to children.

-(GaI watched a program one year. 1donY even remember m a t it was and they
were talkhg about m e t - p o f i n g your kid, what should your kra do when
they got lost in a store- The guy talking said lofs of moms tell their kids to go
to a security guy and he said no, you go to a woman. Even if there's a
securify guard standing there in a full unifam, if he's male, you donY go to
him, you go to a woman. mars sad but sfatisfically ... like I won? hiie a
teenage boy tu baby-sit

-

But if you're telling them not to go to a male securify guard, what about al1 the
male R. C.M.P.

This Iine of thought also produced an interesting idea for treatment:

(G3)
Give them female hormones Wile the@ in jail in their food turn them into
a woman.

-

-

-

-

(Group laughter)

Regardless of the possible causes of sex offending, no one accepted any of these as an
excuse for the offender's behaviour- Aithough the lack of availabte treatrnent or supports was
acknowledged, the offender's behaviour was still seen to be a choice he made and any of the

negative consequences (public noüfication, stigmaüzation, vigilantism) were well deserved. The
common sentiment was, I)rou made your bed, you lay in MS

-G 3 )1 have no fhoughfs, and m a t ieelr'ng fhat 1 fée& fhey deserve k

I'm sony
t h e m that wax but any one of us could choose to be a differenf way, but we
chose fo do what's right in ouf f i s , and 1 ahr'nk that aiere's hem ouf there
and if they have any of those feelings fhey should be going to get help.

Reintearation
One or two rnembers of every group voiced their stniggle with confiiding feeling about
whether or not some effort should be made to assist released offenders with community
integration.

-(Gd)...the way we have talked about him, 1Cond of fend fo feel sony for him now
that 1 fhink about if because coming back fo the comrnunify he has to be
awfully brave, fhere's a lof of people ürere mat would hurf h h badly.

-

But then I think, does he have any choices about where he goes, he does
have to go iMo a community-

-

So this is where 1 feel bad a person canY change if not given the
oppodunity eifher. But yef, if you put yourself in this boat.. . (picks up fhe
notification)
But does he need to be given the opporfunïty in my community?
Well, they gotfa corne fiorn somewhere, and go somewhere.

1donY know M a t you do wifh fhem - realisfically., .
You've got fo get them back into society.
Legally them's nothhg you can do though because they have human
n'ghfs, same as everyone else.
Where is he beffer off? Finding a job somewhere, Iike pumping gas or
whatever, or IMng off of fhe sysfem because he can't get a job because
of whaf he did.
Work him! This guy's 21 years old- you fhink I'm guing to pay so he can
be on welfam.. -1don? think so!

-

But it's fike six of one hatf a dozen of the ofier - p u don? want him in the
comrnunity, but our tax dollars are saefched tihin enough

-

nie benefifsof nofification far oufweigh any of the negafive stm he'll have to
put up W h for the rest of his Iife. 1really don? c a . how he fiels. He HdnY
care how oiree ofher people @tt&aYs his own problem.

-

Put him out in the field on a hot summer day picking cabbage or sorneffiing
let him think about mat.

-

Restrictions

Many participants wanted some type of extemal controts to be in place wtiich would limit
the identifid offender's community integration and hopefully reduce his risk to the community.

Groups suggested a number of ways ta insulate him from m e r s in the cornmunity, to restrid his

freedorn of mwement or to reduce his ability to offend.

-((341He shouldn'f have been able to get outjust like that ... in our comrnunify,

-

.,.a halti~ayhouse or something like that?

-

Like a minimum securify.. ,

-

Herson supem'sed probation, but mars not enough.

-

The mole problem is 1 don7 think there's enough money to ever keep
someone, to keep al1 of them watched af al1 fims. There'sjusf so many ouf

there!

-

-

See 1 thought that once you were a sex offender you would have guidelines
like you couldn't move near a schooi, you couldn'f move near playgmunds
and things like that. 1fhought then? were c e M n siïpulations m e n they gof
ouf ofjail they had €0abide by. That has something to do with parole doesn't
if?
And so what happens m e n theri parole is up? They go right back (fa
offending).
Buf 1 mean, like 1wonder how many of ihese people moveà where they're mt
suppsed to. There's children jusf about evetyvhere. So like by saying
these silly litte tfirigs, they go fwo or aUee blocks and it could be, 1 mean 1
don? think in the cify you can go very far without a school or a playgmund, so
mat to me just seems raffiersjlly to stipulate someihing that they know they
canY regulate. 1 guess if 1 was the government, 1 could have a nice lilte
community W h - 1 mean 1know Cs nof fair, but r s not fair m a t they do to
people either. So 1 thrnk you do the &me you do the time.

-

-

You know, the= should be 1 know this sounds really bad, but aiere should
be like e community for mat, and they shouhi not be allowed anywhere near
children or unfonunately sometimes iYs aduns that the*
aîier, but 1 think if
p u have that kind of a p b l e m if you're menfally imbalanced you go to a

-

mental home. i thhk if yuu're sexually imbalanced, w Hatever you want to
cal1 mis, F U should go somewhere wfiere Ifiey can't hwt people, Look at
h n k dnvem oley fake away theg henses and sfunlike ahaf, canY aley do
sornething else hem?

-

-

(Jokes about castmtion)

-

But ffiey have these range fnings - bracelets, tao bad Bey couMnY put them
on these guys-

-

Every time you go near a child - beepJbeep, beep!

-

Or they're only aliowed fo \ive in a certain area, and if fhey go out of that area...

-(G3)You know, if a dog bRes 76 times heJsgoing to bite again, they put it down.
I'm not sayhg he should be put dom, but alem should be someihing done
about if. He should have to go to a pmbation ot?5cer once or fwice or tf,ree
times a week to get fhr's drug and then he canY.. .

-

Chernical casirafion like they do in Californa.

-

...but the chernical takes away the urges.

Group 1 even considered a possible financial benefit of assigning 2dhour supervision:

-

-

-

We do know that some of ouf retarded children, the mildly retarded, they
have a paid buddy day in and day ouf, and fhere r's money available for mat.
And lJmthinhng that the funding that govemment uses to put this person in
pnson each day is whaf, $275 1fhink.
Plus pay his salary

But if he's in jait f s $279day to keep him there in that mom. M y couldnY
we use mat money to rehabilitate him wifh buddies, proikssional buddies?
Wouldn't $275 cuf alat in haff ,.,

-

A few people thought he should simply be mn out of the community. The offender had no
place there, was unwelcome and presented such a threat that M i e n s should adively pressure

him to leave:

-G 4 )And do you know horv fast those people have moved m e n they know fhat
the*
not going to get away with it? Bang - aley3-e movriig to some old hick
t o m where they a m Y going to know about it or care about Z

-

Bacfly. And some of alose places put up these, 1 don? know if iïs fnese
exacfly~but picfures, W r e mey Iive - p s t em every posf; sign, evetythingThey p s t them al1 amund and fney see them on T.V., and i'm fniniting good
- if p u want to be th& way, move somewhere else, we're not there,

-

Risk
Others wondered if ostracking hirn might inadvertentry increase the risk of hirn

reoffending.
(Ga
1 saw a pmgmm on 7X last year about higfmsk offendem that were
released Loto the community rit Alaska or some parf of the States, and if soit
of gave you the offendeJs side. You know this guy is really uying to buck up
and change his li& and nobady's g ~ n him
g a break - wherever he goes

-

ütere's posters al1 over town, he can't get a job, he can't get weffire, he canY
do anything - he can't go anywhere, he can't eat in a restaurant nofhing.
And so hrS gist of Zwas p u know, Y can't do anyaling else, no one w71 have
anything to do with me, whaf choice do 1have? I'm gonna have werid fnends
and wt%nd'. So on the one hand have to have a wefy nice cotnmunity
assigned to you (to be given a chance to reintegrate) but on the other hand, 1
donY wanf them semng me my lunch. What th& has to do wial sex
offending, 1don? know. But 1 can see myselfnot wanting to have anything to
do with him.

-

Again, gmup members wondered if offender reintegration should be the responsibility of the
community or the role of a 'professional'.

-(GVWouldnY

that be ui the hands of his probation onicer or whoever he's
supposed to report to. I'm not too sure how open-minded some people are,
maybe there am some h e in~ Porfage more than open-minded, but 1 think
that 1 would have a very hard time W n g fo talk ta him- 1 don't mink my
husband would even consider talking to him.

1 donY think l'd AM a problem talking wiih htm, but 1 don? think l'd have hirn
near my home or where my chiidrien are. If would definzely be across in his
yard somewhere, or on the m e t passing by would be about the distance 1
would go. 1 don7 think I'd fotally ignore him, I'd let hirn know 1acknowiedge
hjm in my community. You know, just to let hirn know that we're awam he's
there, nof to be mde or anything- But as fbr making hirn h l comfodable in
the comrnunify..- rm not sure 1could do that tike invite him in for dinner or
whatever!

-

(Laughter)

i'm not sure 1muM go to that exterit!

A few gmup members were very threatened and unable to see thernsehes being able to tolerate

any more than a distant, non-personal CO-existence.

-(G3)1 don? mink l'd deny hirn a chance fo get back into fhe communïty.
- Would you have lunch W h him?
- Would 1 want to have lunch wifh him?
- Ya, like 1wouldnï care if he worked witfr me, but 1 wouldn't want to talk wifh
him.

-

No, 1cou1dn"landle even being in the same room with him. No, I'd want to
spit on him. Even the fhought of if makes me very angry*

Punishment or Rehabilitation

Group 1 engaged in an interesting exchange regarding whether offenders should be
punished or rehabilitated, After one member promoted cornmunity rehabilitation, another mernber
challenged her by asking:

Except that don? we lose Me concept of what his consequence was iDr doing that
offence?
You could, but if you were to confinue sapng Well, what's ale point ... he did
this before, he did this before". think if you &art to Say, Wbaf can we do to
rehabilitate him?" Let's say mat ifs @hg to happen, wouldnY if be better to
i?y to rehabilitate hirn rather than to let hirn take social assistance, drinking
beer, watching pornography, wouldn? it be befter to fry fo rehabilitate him?

Buf isn't he already getting mat in the senfence. / mean if already says hem
he is getfing some therapy, so he is getting that in sentencing Mat 1 think is
on the nght frack ... He needs to do his sentence. 1 strongly believe that
them has to be a consequence fOryour achons, whether if be a positive or a
negative. You have to Hart therapy somewhere; you canY just stick him back
in the community and expect hirn to be okay. So he needs to do his fherapy
the# firsf in the time he was given h r his offence .. when 1read thaf he is a
high nSk, he ISgoing to end up back there.
+

Right, he's guing to be insfitutionalisedRight, they might as well just start puto'ng some money towards someone
supemsing hirn and makhg sure, bke a buddy system, but 1 still think he has
to do his time fi@. 1sfrongly believe that
Oh, definitely.
But if he is Mt?a buddy system, and he has been instifutr'onalised, if he does
reoffend, and he does go back to the insfitution, how long will if be before the
authorities Say he has to be în~utionalisedf0revefl For al1 his life? Then
on the other hand, maybe the buddy system might w o k fhere are other
possibilitrés.

Another mernber of Group 1 cornmented on the potential consequeme of giving a high-risk sex
offender a second chance in the cornmuniSr:

-

1 guess part of aie p b l e m wifh being open minded is we ahvays tend to
think everyone's enfitled to a second chance. 1 very sîhngiy beheve Bat
everyone's enfitled to a second chance. But people Say mat once a
pedophile, a h y s a pedophrle, and mat second chance is so easy to give
and if allows someone to get hurt befOre fhat person is actually stopped.
How many people does mis have to happen to before people Say %ai's
enough" and somethrng is done?

A fourth mernber fe# a moral conflid between her religious values, which prornoted forgiveness,

and her parental values, which promoted her child's well being above al1 else:

-

I have frouble having any kr'nd of sympathy - a bit of a laugh. Irm not a very
good Christian woman.

-

(Then lots of p u p Iaughter and comments a bit of a reIease as others offer
support îbr a non-sympathetic response,..)

-

..,okay, out you @ (smacks fisf Mo hand)

-

I f s too bad.

-

It's somebody's child.

-

Yeah, but you do think, well what happened to hirn?

-

-

You'vemadeyourbed,..

Right, 1 know. ,. 1would never take any kind of action - and obviously 1 would
not support violence fowards hîm, but uh,..(pause and the group nods
knowhgly)

One parent summarized her thoughts on the matter by stating that there was only so much
parents could do:

G3)

-

-

-

mat's about the besf you can do educate your childien and remet hîm as
much as you can. Because you canY stop him fiom getting a lob, you canY
stop hrin fiom geffing an apattment; yau can't stop him fiom shopping and
going to a movie and so on and so forth.
Unforfunatelyhe stiII has hîs nghts. lhere's not a lot you can do.

Perhaps the biggest threat perceived by parents is the fact that sex offenders are difficult if
not impossible to idenfi. IronicaIly, the 'identifying' information provideci to parents in a

notification -the offender's intended comrnunity and a pidurefdesaiption were thought to be of
little help in actually idenmng this man.
Location

- Many felt the offender's location was

not specific enough. However, they also

acknowledged that a specific address would not help because he could easily get around and
really 'anywhere is too dose".

-(Gal'd wanf to know more details - I'd want a districtd Northeasf, Southeasf...
- fi wouldn't mafter to me because Portage is too damn small.

-

1 moved here liom (a very large city), and if they were to say to me, and 1
Iived in one area which is on fhe south shore. If there's a pedophile in
another area mat's too close as far as l'm concemed.

-

-G4.lThey can drive fiom Wnnipeg and diive here in an hour.
Moderator -

-

Wouldyou feel diffe&lY

if the offender lked on your biock?

Oh, big tr'me!
Wellyes.
The immediate n'sk is them. Out there îs more of an, "out of sight out of
mind" kind of thought.

-

He's at an atm's distance.

-

Yeah, like but when if3 in yow neighbourhood.. .

- ...you get to buy a third dog!
-

I'd lîke him to live somewhere where.. .

- ...he canï get out (Laughter)

-

-

But he has sewed his time and even fhough R's wmng Bey get ouf - and in
my mind they serve so lifte time - 1 would like to have him somewhere that
he could be kept an eye on.
Righf across the m e t liom the RCMP office!

That's not going to stop fhem.
can7.

fhe police canY watch him, the same as we

1 know, but I'd h l a lime mo/e secure if i knew that they wem somewhere
where they were under su~eillancemore.

One person considered the increased risk of harassrnent if a specific address was provided to the
public, but only briefly:

-(G3)But

the*
protectng his n'gMs too, because Say if said the exact
neighboutf~ood,then al1 the people there are gohg to scope him out, thegoing to give him a hard time. Buf mars hl's problem-

Ultimately the offender poses a n'sk for someone, somewhere, regatdless of where he is INing:
(G4)

-

How far he goes out of his neighbourhood to seek W m s . If you read that
he lNes in one town and find ouf he goes to another; well it doesn'f matter
where he /ives because he's a h y s going to be in someone's
neighbourfiood.

A ~ ~ e a r a n -a ?
Parents spent a great deaf of time in every group discussing the issue of the

offender's physical appearance.

-(G1)1 don? tttink YOU can determine, or you can, we canY tell our childen what a
sex offender looks like, or whaf somebody who could do them any hann
looks like, because the= is no look

-

You're absolutely nght.

-

It could be anybody.

The usefulness of the pidure provided with the notification was debated in every group.
Some participants feit it was a useful tool in child protection as it could be shown to children with
instructions to stay away from Yhis man'. Other parents were appalied and said they would never
show the picture to their children for fear of frightening them, because the child would not
remember the picture anyway and the fact that this was not the only person who might sexually
assault their child.
All participants felt the pidure was unciear, of poor quality and probably not a good
method of identification as the offender's appearance could be easily changed. Nso, there may
be non-offenders who resembled the pidure who might be unfairty targeted based on similar

appearance. These innocent men might be assaulted or vicümized.

(Ga
n i e nice fhing wial the release is mat they usually do have theirpicfure on ift
so we can sort of djscreetïy with younger childien Say i f p u see mis guy you
have to tell somebody righf away, no matter whete fhey are.

-

G4)
- Even in this media release, it says his appearance may have changed since
thisphoto was taken. Why wouldn? Ney put a cumnt photo in to &art Wh?

-

He could gm w a moustache.. .

-

, .or

-

-

.

a beard, or he could go bald.

You muld shave your hait oft: put your hair in dreadlocks, or change it
enough mat nobody would think of it.
But to me if fhey're going to release sometbing like arr'sfhey should do it to
the best of fheir ability.

Theretsno way, because 1 mean if you're a cn'mrnal youJrenot going to want
to look the same as you did when you were in ja7.
The day he's released or the next day, he can go and cut it or colour if.
There are a lot of different things. 1 guess finding ouf about taffoos,
things that you canY change without a lof of pain,

- the

- ...scars, approximate height, approximate weight.
(Ga
Unless the guyk got a big scar down his face or something very
distinguishing, it's pretty hard to put together a descnptron. mis pidure's
beffer than nothing, but thereJsso many people mat could look like this.

-

-(G1)You don7 mally know how many guys amund t o m look like him.

-

(Laughter)

--.1can think of about fwo people when 1 look at fhis thaf do have fheir hair
eut Iike this, and have big round faces, and they muld be walking out of 7-1 7
some night and end up half beaten because people fhr'nk mat thars who that
is.

ldentifyina Offenders

Parents had some creative ideas about methods of identifying offenders. The goal would
be clear identification to faalitate awareness and avoidance, and to eliminate the need to be
generally suspicious. Group 1 had these thoughts:

-

1 fhr'nk a van, an aufornobile, is something mat kids will sorf of be on the
lookout for more and remember more than a face, not Mat if's less
threatening - 1 think that's what a is, it's more easily iüentiflable.
Taking a step to M a r s easily idenfifiable* would it be nghf to taffoo mat
person wïth a yellow star. (Laughter and a w m e n t )

Some members wondered ifthat might be taking things a 'bit too faf :

-

-

No, as aduk we can Say foo far, but when 1think about my 5 year oid who's
playing ih the It-ont yard and in her own enwVImnmenf,and thr's person m e s
up, how would she i d e m that person? A brand on mat person in a visual
spot would make her more aware of that, i f she understood what the b m d
meant,
To take fhis one step fumer, I fMnk mat a person wfio has cmssed the line of
the legal system, 1think mat they have given up the& nght to be a citizen for
a certain amount of time. I'm kind of wondering if branding is possibly an
alfernative point fPr the future - 1 don? know if that would w o k
73ey used to put a bracelet or something mat identified where they were al1
the time. That mr'ght be a bit di@rent. That could be taken off at some point,
but a b m d is an impnht you canY take that off.
1 was reading somewhere about that person who has that bracelet who did
cut it off buf gof ink al1 over hjm, so mafs even more identifable because if's
al1 over the place. It kind of explodes on them. That might be an alternative-

Group 4 had a similar discussion:

-

-

-

Ifs too bad you couldnY a m them, you know like they do wifh pi~eons put
that a m band on them big fluorescent flashhg or something.

-

Righf amund their neck so we can see them a mile away.

The positive aspect of being provided with a pidure was that it gave a general idea of
what the high-risk offender iooked like and might reduce the fear that it could be absolutely
anyone. A h , the pidure and description confronted stereotypical images of the dirty old man' or
the guy in the long Mack trenchcoat. This in itseif was an education to parents who had never
knowingly

seen a confimed and convidecl sexual offender. However, the drawback of idenüfying

a specific offender was fowssing on one person rather than finding ways of preventing general

-(Ga1 think too that we'd be incfined to look forjust tbis person instead of teaching
ouf chjldren and ouf c m u n i t y that anybody could be an offender.

-

No, 1want to have a vague idea of whaf he's going fo look like, and 1would
ramer err on the side of caution fhan not err.

Missina Infornation
When asked what information parents might find more useful, many participants
suggested that it might help to know more about how he selected and gained access to previous
vidims.

-(G4)Sometimes if you know what aley look like or wfio they prey on.

Sometimes
they have thek own 'Mo's', like maybe they go fo parks or school grounds or
somefhing. nien you can kind of keep an eye ouf, and if everybody in your
neighbourfiood knows fhat this person goes to p&s1 then you donY send
your kid fo the park alone. Or you don?just let your kids walk home alonekr'nd of makes
You know, we have aduît pafrols here and SfM like that
you stress a /Me stmnger that you make sure mat ii' fhey have patmls you
walk wîth them or whafever. You know i t s important Sometimes knowing
some of fhe parficulam helps you counteracf fa change yow chjld%paftems.

-

-(G3)l'd like to know whars his usualpaftem of enticingchildren.
- That's another thing you could wam your children about. If a man comes up
to you and says this or offers you WS,or does he mach ouf and grab them
fiom behindthe bush, whaf is his usual paitem?

-(GA)I think thaf some of theri backgroundor whatever to the& probation should be
there. fhe lay person doesnUnow thaf fhey shouldn? be in the school. So
what if you are an extremely open-minded community and you have
sometfil'ng, like a family pofluck, and this person comes in w#h a dish and
would like to loin in. And fhere's 50 kids mnning amund the gym. Some of
us might not know fhaf he should nof be then?.
Assess Risk of Wctimization

Risk Assessrnent
Pnor to receiving the notification, 13 of 21 respondents (62%) indicated they agreed that
'The presence of an identified sex offender increases the n'sk of my child being vidirnized". Many

parents responded to receiving the notitication by imrnediately describing some type of protedive
behaviour, confiming that there was some degree of personal risk perceived.
Afthough very I i i e gmup discussion focussed on risk assessment, parents appeared to
believe there are a variety of personal and environmental fadors that contribute to the likelihood

of a child becoming the vidim of a sexual assault.

Risk assesment did not appear to be a distinct

process for parents when they considered how best to respond to a community notification.
Personality

In addition to the basic belief that children by nature are more vulnerable because they
are srnatter, helpless and defenseless, age, gender and appearance were also thought to be
reIevant risk fadors. Personality traits also seemed to be significant. Parents referred to children

being anxious to please, tnisting, passive, naive, helpful, unaware, curious, and rebellious and
thought this might make them easier targets.

-( G aKids are kids - they've got other things on meir minds.

In grade one, my son
brought home a booklet/ pamphlet, saying they were going to go over these
things and they falked about al1 that kind of sfuff (street proofing). l'm very
grateful, but 1 sfill think he would get info sornebody's car because he's one
of those "1 have to please everybodf kr'nd of kids. But you know, he's
leaming it-

(G1)
1 think of times my child has said things about people
pohted or
commented and / Say 'don7 be so cruel - you should be nice to al1 peopie
and be kiBd to them." 1 can tell you, if this happened to anybody it would be
my child, because she is so kind to everyone.

-

-

-

-(G2)1 think I'm really giving my kid mixed messages too because I'm telling her 'A
grown-up told you to do that - now you sif down and do it and don't you give
them any grief. 1 don't want to hear you talking like that again. Don? ever let
me hear you talk Iike that to a grown-up agal'n. A g-own-upfold you fo do it,
you do if." And then I'm telling her slf a grown-up touches you anywhere
anytime..." (some laughter)

-

iike the guiit tnp that you pull on your nieces and nephews when they won?
give you a k i s , fhen al1 of a sudden one day if dawned on me - l'm guilfing
this person into physical affection. This is not a lesson 1 want to be teachhg.
1 did that .toa Corne gke a&
a kiss 1 need a kiss or 1'11 cry, Then 1
thought not very long ago - 'gasp!"

Teaching children to .beware of possible abrisers was .thought to be difficult for a number
of reasons, Parents wondered if children really believed it could happen to them, or could even

comprehend what it meant to be assaulted by an aduft sex offender.

-(G1)1 atl'nk we have fo teach o w chilclien to be more aware, ouf children take
certain things for ganteci- 1 a h y s tell my daugMer =are you aware of
everyfhing around you? Let's take a look", but she doesnt niey'rejusf off in
thek own 1Mle worid.

((33)

-

-

1 don? like fo always be reminding them. Like 1 know you have to b n d
them, but just let them be kids for M i l e .

Ks not something that you can discuss at the dinner table every day.
Because eventually they'll quit listening. If you tell lo'ds something too offen
they quif Iistening.
1 fhink for a chiId who's never been abused, I don? fhink they could even
compretend M a t a sefious fhrng tfiis is, and you could tell them again and
agai' and again. But it's like being bumed, if youfve never been bumed you
don? know how much if hurts. 1don? think you could really explain to a child,
maybe a preteen or teenager could understand a liffle bit better, but a small
child - 1 don? think you could. 1 could never explain to my daughter he
mighf do this to you and it would hurt, and it would scare you and it would be
bad. niere's just no way. Even if 1 wanted to explain that to her, she just
couldn'f comprehend if.

-

(G2)
TheyYe so brave though. Like kids are so brave. 1 can remember fOryears
I've falked to my kids about abuse. Oh I'll kick them. My kids have been in
aouble and the*
nof al1 that tough!

-

G4)
- ChiIdren are children though.

-

Yeah I know they forget, they donY want to - 1know.

-

Or they're playing and ouf the door.

-

Relationship
One participant wtio had significant employment related experience and knowtedge of
sexual offenders was able to describe what she considered to be the most relevant risk factor and
described how she would use that information to detemine the level of risk her own child might
face. Another parent whose expertise was the resuft of personal experience was less certain that

this reduced the risk for other chilcirem

(G2)
- My fini thought was W o were his vidims, 1 don't need to knsw who fhey
were, but was fheir relationshïp to him? 1s this a pmblem for my W? lf

might not be, probably isn'f, and men, what would 1 do? Are they his nieces
and nephews? Because then, amiough he's still not a mal n i e guy or
sotnebody I'd have over to dinner, the risk to my daughter is less then. lf he
was some guy on aie met, and he'd be grooming these kids in the
neighhurhood, and abusing who knows how many of thern, it's a dBkrent
story*

-

He's still got the sexual deviamies and needs a release, so maybe he is
going to start plueking icl'ds out on the school gtounds.
My expen'ence is he's gor'ng to find a g m e n d wifh kids fi&.

Distance
Proximity to the offender was also relevant to participants. Although al1 the groups
acknowiedged the offender could travel anywhere to offend, most feit the closer he lived, the
greater the personal threat.
(G4)
Moderator

-

-

Even thafs not B r enough.

Moderator-

-

At M a t 'saferdistance could a sex offender /ive h m your home?

So if wouldn"ta2ter where in the communify they Iiifed, you'd
feel the risk would be equal?

They can dm/e h m Wnnipeg and be here in an hour.

Moderator -

Would you feel differently if the offender lived on your block?

-

Oh, big time!

-

Weli yes.

-

The immediate risk is there. Out aiere is more of an =outof sight out of mind'
kind of thought.

-(G3)1 wouldn? like, maybe put the house up fOr sale or anything, but if would
t
'
s cmssing my mind nght now, he's I M g
certainly cross my mind. I mean î
two doors down fiom me and I'm here and my M s were home by
thernsehres, you know, You would never feel comlbttable or ~ l a x e d .
Mine and Others

Despite the majority of parents having indicated that the nsk of their child k i n g vidimized
increases with the presence of a high-risk sex offender, many participants suggested their own

child would be at Iess risk than other children because o f steps they had already taken to proteet
them. Their own actions were compareci to parents who did not adequately supervise their
children, and whose children were felt to be at greater risk because of this.

-(GaThem are parents out ihere though M o don? have conversafions Mh #fek
kids about saety or rules, and telling theu kids things that are gohg on.
Ihose are the ones l'd be concemed abouf, 1 may n d be as concemed for
my own child as 1 am concemed W t h e kids down the sbeet
Participants shared stones of children they knew who were allowed to run around without any
supervision, or of parents who negleded or actively abused their children, piacing them at nsk of
sexual vidimization.

-(G1)Well, and that's

the M o l e point h e m are vulnerable childmn in every
community children who are not supemsed that well, childmn of families
where there are dmg and almhol problems, where there are single parent
families that have lots of kids and are overwhelmed, who don7 have a lot of
cornmuni@ family supporfs. There are vulnerable children out there, and 1
always thhk there's going to be v i ' m s .

-

It was suggested that providing those parents with notification

information and guidelines for

protective behaviour would be very helpful, but then participants wondered if those parents would
pay attention or take action anyway.
Members of Group 2 thought most people would use common sense to respond
appropriately to the notification:

- ...yes, but what we would consider common sense isn't necessarily common
sense fo other people. And 1 think thaf's why /'m going to feel very stmngly
about having this power meeting with people to explain if (what parents need
to do), and somehow, I don? know how, buf those are the ones who arenY
going to corne to the meeting anjway.
Faith and Hom

Some participants stated that it did not matter what anyone did to prepare or pmted your
kids, it could happen anyway. There was a sense of tielplessness and fatalism.

(Ga

-

You can tell and tell and tell aiem thr'ngs, but you've jusf got to hope Ït just
doesnY ever happen. To me mat's wftat leads d o m to - you've just gd to
pray it never happens.

-(Gd l &el you can't assess anything until you actualiy expenénce if.

We can just
educate outselves cont~nuously.
..we have fo use intuition and h o p aiaf mis
is suffcient enough to gef our chilchn by.

Ranqe of Responses
Obli~ation

Participants demonstrated an irnmediate response to receiving the noüfication in both
their m e n responses and group discussions. Their thoughts, feelings and anticipated
behaviours indicate that they view the release of this high-risk sexual offender into their
community to be a threat requinng some type of adion to proted children, despite their
simultaneous understanding that the threat of child sexual abuse in their community was flot
'new'. Parents in the study appeared to feel not only that a protedive response was appmpriate
and necessary, but that they were obligated to do 'something-anything' as responsible parents

and community members. Even parents who feit their own child was at little or no n'sk frorn this
particular offender were compelled to increase their protedive behaviours. Group 1 reveals some
of the feelings motivating this reaction:

-(G1)l'd have to do something or it would be like 1 was ignofing the waming.
-

If something of this magnitude happened, 1 would have fo do somefhr'ng.

-

Parents would &el so gui& if something happened to theif kid.

-

WIff,
something iike fhis, even maybe more so because you think 7 knew mat".

- mat was my readr'on,
- ...1 should have done samefhing because i knew fhis...l'm somehow even
more responsible as a parent because !have been given this information.

-

(General gmup member agreement)

Mernbers of Group 2 had a sirnilar discussion:
Moderator

-

-

So we wony. We &el rirsponsible. If something happens, we
feel guiW.

Yeah, there's ahvays somefning we could have done fo have pvented it
mat's how we're aiways gor'ng to &el.

Although participants in every group believed that each parent who received a notification had the
right to do 'nothing' in response to recenling the infornation, no one fett this was the responsible
thing to do.

-((34)Moderator - Would it be okay to go - well, hmm, mat kr'nd of sucks?

Do
nofhing? Throw if away? File if? Say, W l l 1 think Ike told my kids about thrs
kind of M...
.

-

1 would Say no personally, but thaf is that individual's nght to choose, 1 don?
like if, 1 don? agree M h but fhat individual has the n'ght to do that.

Despite feeling that some type of protective adion was called for, participants did not
believe there was one specific or correct way to read. They believed there would be a wide range
of responses, from apathy to vigilantism.
(GV
1 guess it depends on fhe community and who gels this notification...

-

-

Do you think that in Porfage a notification would result in a laid-back
response?

-

No, 1think the= is a wide range of responses.

-

1 think that may be one thing that would get Portage off Cs...

- (Much laughter)
- - Waybe we need one of these!" (very loud)
- Yes, a very wide range of respanses!
The majorïty of parents in each discussion group agreed with the pre-notification
statement '1 would know how to respond if I was told a sex offender had moved into rny
community".

(12121 participants agreed with this statement, 8 strongly agreed, 5/21 indicated

uncertainty and 4 had no opinion). However, gtoup discussion revealed a definite degree of
uncertainty regarding how to best respond.
Speak to Others
One of the first things many parents thought they would do is speak to others about the
notification. Reasons for doing this included a desire to ensure others in the community were

aware of the infomation, to seek infomation and to seek support. Many thought they would cal1
friends, family and neighbours, '...just to find out how everybody is thinking". (G3)
Sharina infomation and aainina the assistance of others in the communitv:

-(G4)1 would by and tell other people that maybe have younger kids that arenY in
school or your gmndparenfs, neighbours.,,

-

Tell fnends because they could tell otfier people that have small children ioo.

-0-3)
If I

got this, 1 would probably talk to my neighbours just to make sure
everybody's got the nght information.

-

-

talk to your neighbours, have block meetings.

wsit retirees 4hey're at home and might be worTied or could keep an eye out
niey're the ones at home, they'ie the eyes and ears of the neighbourhood.

-W..
1 think you have to let the other people in your neighbourhood know, Iike my
neighbours, people across the streef have liffle people, the*
not in school
yet. My neighbours on either side have windows and they keep an eye on
things, especially during fhe day men my husband's away. They keep fheir
eye on me and my kids. 1 fhink they need to know too.

Seekinq infomation and support:

-( G al would tYy to talk to a police ofKcer that was farniliar wifh the case.
-

I think if if was fiom the school 1 would certainly get on the phone to the
school.

(G3)

-

-

1 thr'nk the firsf place I'd go would be to the schooi and
infomation they've received.

find

ouf wfiat

1 might research the papers and find ouf abouf his history, you know ll'ke the

coud heanhgs - maybe l e m some more of the detaifs.

G4)
- My firsf thought would be

to phone the Women's Sheker to find out more

h m them,

-

-

Why the Women's Sheîter?
Because they've had more dealings with negafive males, or how do 1want to
put this they have had more dealings wifh this and majtbe fhey could.. .

-

But most of their males aren't...

1 know, 1know, but they do have stalkers and stuîYlike that, and 1 would feel
more comfPrfable talking to them and samg 'okay, 1 got fhis thrng whaf can
1 do? Where would 1 go It-om hem? l'm scared give me a hug' whatever, 1
would feel more comhrtable taliüng to them than 1 would be going to the
police and saying 'Listen, 1 head d i s guy was released. 1 want some
information fiom y o d Cause more fhan likely they'll gbe me the royal run
amund and sfunlike mat, whereas 11
' 1get someffiing more concrete from the
Shelter Yhis is Mat you should do, l!ry this', whatever - 1 would feel more
cornforfable cailing them-

-

-

-(G1)1 think I would like to seek more suppmt.

1 don'f really know enough about
pedophiles to really talk about them. Just going through this tonighf, and
knowing thaf them are people in the commun@ such as he is - like mis is a
reality! 1 fhink when l talk fo my daughter 1 w'I1 use case scenatïos, but for
myse/f, 1 don? know what these people are like. 1don'f think anybody really
knows, but at leasf we could read more information just for her infonnafion
sake. 1 think we should be becoming more informed as to what's actually
guing on. Not fo be fear driven but to be educated.

Some parents thought it would be more helpful in detemining how to respond if

there was some specific instruction or direction given with the notification. They
suggested that a plan or protocol should be in place so parents and others in the

community knew what to do.
(G1)
1 think that if i didn't do something, no oatter even M a t A was. If we have,
and maybe we do have mal dangernus people in the communify, / would

want to do something. Like take tums walking amund me school at noon
how or af recess. Like fo me p u should have like a chah of events. Lïke
fi& of al1 you cal1 in four parents ta take tums walking the petfineter. You
know, i would need to do something Iike that 1 would have to phone the
school and say, Wsten, so mat's step one? Do you have a step one?"
And, is if to supemse the penmeter, or to do something Iike (a local school)
does with a parent on patml. You know, should we be doing that - is that the
next step? But I'd have to do something.

Even parents who had professional knowiedge of sexual offenders and who perceivecl
their

own children to be at minimal risk seerned to experience an urge to proted. In this

statement, one such participant describeci her response to a note her child brought home from
school regarding a potentially dangerous comrnunity mernber. Although she stated that she did
nothing different in response to the information, she adually d-bed

a number of protedive

behaviours:
(Ga
1 know that 1 didn't do anything different when #at notice came home... 1
didn't do anything ditlkrent.. She &Il knew ale sfeps she needed to take to
protecf herseif, and / &il1 knew the steps. We did increase supe~sionfor a
while because this house where this was supposedly happenjng is very close
to the babysiüer - it wasnY thaf close to our house, if was closer to the
babysiffer's house and wfrere we might have been incfined to phone and Say
'okay, we're home mm wo* ride your bike: We eifher picked her up or
said =rideyow bike thne blocks Mat way so you don? pass that house."

-

Others parents were clearly unsure what they should do in response to the information.
Many were concemed with how to handle the situation without scan'ng their child(ren). This
parent had professional child care responsibilities in addition to being a parent:

-(GVEvery time we get this fype of thing (int9mal notices) fiom the school we
ahways sorf of look at each other and 'Oh no, how are we going to deal with
this?' 1think ouf a p p a c h has been just to be rather vague, and l'm not sure
that's the nght approach, but we don? want to îiighten children. 1 mean, 1
donY thhk fhat tomomw 1 would remember what this guy lmked like. I'm not
an observant person, and 1 Iikely w7l not recall that pa/frcular face. But 1think
that what if does is ït draws attention to the facf that we need to sireet-pmof
the kids. So in general ternis we remind them =don?talk to strangersf =donY
enter a car".... just in very general terms, without actually telling the kids
'There's thr's guy, he was just reieaseü', and 1 guess we're al1 soit of
wondemg, is mat the best approach to take? Should we be more dimd?
Should we be. ..you know it's really quite a difficutt thrng. 1think we gof one
of thesejust a few weeks ago finformal notification) and there was no pidure,
and you know again 1was thinking in tenns of my own daughter. How do 1
approach this topic M h her Who& fnghtening her? 1 deal W kids al1 the
time and 1 have frauble doing mat.

-

-

I m f ethat I wouldnY know what 1 would do.
I'd Iike to mink mat 1 could witttout fnghtening her (nervous laugh)...
unnecessariy, but 1 don? think mat's so easy.

-

-

1 don? think pointing them out I know there are pedophiles fOr me to sif
and talk to my child about some of my masons 1implemented my mles and
~qulationswould be very easy because we've done mat befim. I'd tell her
there are people in our cornmunity that are not busiwortf,y or safe. I'd

impiement them that way, 1don'f have a face to the person, and I'm not sure
I'd want to put a face ta him.

- 1 think you need to prote& your chifdren in general.
- ...because it may not be fhrs person that is a threat to them-

You also need to talk abouf sexual abuse and personal protection, and not
just how tWs one person is dangerous-

Members in each gmup spent some tirne considering the benefits and drawbacks of
different approaches to the situation. Some parents promoted an 'offender focusseci' approach
M i l e others favoured a more comprehensive strategy.

-(G4)1think educating ouf children befter.
-

We can't educate them that sbmeone is out there unless we know that
someone is out there.

-

No. 1 educate mine on the possibiIiryiry

-

1mean (wfiispers) there's one or fwo in our neighbourhood right now.

-

That's true, but 1was hopriig to wait a lWe while he is six

-

That's usually when they like to take them.

-

-

-

Cute, blonde, blueeyed ya, 1know.
But I think there's gentle ways to let them know
there are nice ways to tell them.

- don? talk €0 strangers -

This parent spoke of her residual anger as a child vidim of sexual assault and refleded
d
es
u
i
on her initial desire to focus on the offender - then b

her more general appmach as 'a

parent':

-(Ga What happened to me as a child might make me wanf fo go and spray paht

-

his head gold or something so thaf every time he walked out of his house
everybody knew that was him. nie adult in me is sayihg that / shouldn? do
that akhough the child ri, me may want ta Well, my parent has Mcked in.
My child is siil\ protecfed, in teaching my child the dangers in like, we did do
the =Good touches, bad touches" fh!'ng and we didn'f fimit it to Strangem in

-

cars. We talked about uncles and aunîs, firénds' dads, and nof just touches
of a sexual nature but backhands and anybody could potentially hurt my
child.

Use of Pidure
Group members also expressed a wide range of opinions regarding whether or not to
share the offender's pidure with children. This discussion in Group 4 is representative of

conversations in all four focus groups:

-

-

Moderator - Would you fake yow childen and point out the house or point out the
pidure?
No, (several gmup members at once)
Why wauldn'f you wanf to proide ihem with the rilfr,nnationmat could Save them? i
would.
1 would Say this is a guy who may hurt you

- or something, depending how old they

are.

-

...hurt you - fake you away from mommy and daddy.

-

l'd explain to a tbree year old that this is a bad guy, or bad man or whatever, 'please
stay away from hirn - nm away fiom Mm', whatever, but 1 would give my kids same
hfomtation that mis guy is a potential threat to them.

-

-

1 wouldn'f take them n'ght to the house.

7hey'd be too cunous. My kid would want to go there. Are you kidding? 1 tell hirn no,
the fimt fhing he does is go check it out.
Don 't tell him no. Tell him 'this man h u m lifte boys'. You don? Say 'donf ever go
there'.

-

1 know but he would still be curious - M y , why, why?'

-

Then that's when you answer his why's.

-

1 keep answering over and over again and he gets..,

-

-

1 have a child just Iike that and it drives me nuts, but I believe fhaf information is the
best.. .

1 would point him ouf, but 1 wouldn'f necessanly poht out the house. 1would Say 'this
is the guy who hurfs kr'ds'.

I'd physically idenfifi( the guy on the Street %ee that guy walking d o m the * e t
take a good look at him, please remember him".

-

Yeah, but kids at a certain age, Pm afiaid that if they knew, they would go and starf
mocking, harassing him, and 1thrnk thafs not exactiy fair to the guy eiffrer.

-

(Some laughter)

-

No like they might &art throwing stones.

-

(Gmup commenfs do not indicate much sympafhy at the thought of this occuniw)

-

-

But according to what the law says now he has s e m d his time, and if ow kids
harass him, we can get into muble because our kids are harassing him.
Yeah, but maybe if he's Qing to be lelt alone and #en he's constantly being
reminded &y fhe kïds being amund him in fhe neighbourfiood...

-

1 don? think any kids that 1 know would be standing in frûnt of a sex ofinder's home
going na na na- 1 don? thhk so. Do you really think somebody would be stupid
enough?

-

Yep.

-

Yeah.
You hang around wiff,different loas!

This parent suggested that while the picture may assist parents identify the specific
offender, they should not share it with their children. Instead, parents should take full
responsibilityfor protecting their kids through increased supenrision:

(GA 1

-

1 would never show my child a picfure like this and tell them to wakh ouf for
this man. 1 like to ahvays know where rny kids are, even though my son's in
grade 7. If he's just up the Sareet, they phone me when thecoming home
and 1 watch out the wndow. mese are things that I think parents need to do
to p t e c t theri kids, or be aware of

Other parents felt there was I'ittle point in showing their child the offender's picture because they
would not remernber it anyway.

G11

-

-

1 know some people would like to show th& to theh children, but 1 dan? min& 1 wuld,
1 would be careful of tbis person. If 1 did she would Say Wkay mummf, and that
would be if.

And then would she remember tfiat?
Lookng af the picfures, by tomomw or the next day we pmbably won? remember
the face, and we'm aduks, how are we going to expect our children to remember? 1
can't remember fhis tomomw, but 1 expect p u to.

However, there was some fear that by not sharing the pidure with children you may contribute to
the risk of them being vidim~ed,

-(WM a t if you didn'f show the picture and said,

This thing is going onvand
m a t if your child does meef this person. They m m be able to call her by
name cause Z's on her jacket and she'd wonder =how did you know my
name?" because kids don? malise mat, and then I'd aiink why didnY 1 show
her that? Why didn'f 1 do mis? You'd mally question youmelf 'The guiif
would be so overwhelrning- You'd really question yourself.

Initial Prevention Education

-

Parents who had engaged in some type of street-proofing

adivies with their children seemed somewhat more cornfortable with the idea of providing
reminders or taking some other type of protedive adion. However, participants agreed it
might be difficult to do prevention work for the very fiist time in response to receiving a

community notification. Group 2 discussed this issue at length:

-

-

-

Don? you think that before something like this cornes in your mailbox, or
handed to you by your kids, mat you would want your kid to have at least the
basic information in theri head so it wasnY somefhing new and surpnsing,
then al1 of a sudden this is - you have to do this?
Mine does.
As a parent you have done fhat- But what about the other parents that
haven't?
N I of a sudden this guy becomes fhree times as bad because they haven?
got a clue and al1 of a sudden al1 mis information is being tfirown at them and
they have to remernber al1 these things fhey have to do, and nobody's ever
told them that before.
How do parents that arenY c o ~ r f a b l ewith teaching theri kids sireetproofing, how do they know wfiat to teach? How do fhey know if they're
telling them the right thing or nof? Or if they're telling fhem how to appmach
those situations. A lot of people aren"tomfortab1e talkrig to their kids about
that they don? want them to know about if, and there's either no bad people
in the world, or else me big bad woW is going to get them and you've got
your kïds sa scared they don'f want to leave,

-

-

You've got to send them to the guidance counsellors. You as a parent
should know what you're cornforfable talking to your childm about and what
you are not. If you are not cornfortable wifh the situationr you send them to
the guidance counsellor at the school. And they are trained to teach and ta/&
to your children about al1 situations.

Similar discussion in other groups encouraged one parent to comment:

-(G4)1guess I'rn going fo have to starf pulling down my sfreet-pofing books and
starf gdng through them - I'rn going to have to &art doing more sfreefp o f i n g with my children man 1 have before.

-

Before Î
t
'
s too late.

-

Reminder Parents agreed that it was important to speak to your child(ren) at an opportune
time and to gear the infornation to their particular age. Many used television programs,
books and songs as part of their street-proofing education. For many parents the notification
would be the trigger for a 'refresher course'.

-(GaYou get something Iike this and 1think it's time to talk to your children again.
My kids are 5 and 6, so you give thern f
w days and they've forgoften what
you said- So it's time to talk to them again-

-(G3)My kids are 10 and 14. I've falked to them, you know, when they were
younger we gave them scenarios. Now fhaf the@ older /Ive stopped g ~ n g
them the scenahs, just reminders and mles. Hopetùlly fhey've retained
most of what we talked about.

-

And irve wondered if this was a real nofification would you go back and
remind fhem?

I'rn sure 1 would, given the senousness of fhis.

Oncaoinq - Some parents maintained a relatively high level of protective behaviour based on
their more general, on-going concern about the possibility of abuse. These parents described
their prevention strategies to other group members even though they were aware that other
parents might see them as paranoid or overiy cautious.

(G2)

-

1 drive them, I'rn one of those whooses that will over-reacf, and 1 only /ive f i e
blocks mm aie school, but I drive my kids or 1walk fhem, They have walked
alone but not t m offen, because I'm very paranoid, and because I've been
abused, and just many, many fhings have happened, but 1will not leave my
kids to do any of that.

-(G4)1 don? care if you think I'm paranoid, i?mgoing to make sure my son is safe.

-

I mean mars my job. l'm not insane about if he does gef fo walk to hÎs
tiiend's place and stm He has to phone me the minute he gets there and 1

6y to talk to him about - you know if you emr see anybody slow down, you
take ofnrnning. mese are Mings mat happen and hopefully...Al1 1can do is
hope tbr the bed, fhat 1% protected him and armed him wïth enough
infarmation to prated himseif Not mat that necessan7y means anyfhing,
especially if a big guy cornes out and grabs himLimits

Participants tried to detemine what type of response migM be considered excessive or
Yoo far'. Individual standards difiered; what was acceptable to one rnight be 'crazy' to another.
Several parents wondered or womed about how 'crazy' they might get if they actually felt the
offender was a danger to their child.

-(G2)'There'sno poiM in over-reactrngJfollowng them wial a big a'ck or something
as the*
walkrhg home m m school. Someone's gonna think you're nuts that you're some kind of oddball!

-

That's because you are fhough (Ïfyou did that),
But if somebody hurfs your babies, p u get pretty ugly.

-(G4)1 wouldn'f go ouf looking for mis guy and wanting to hang him up by hi's balls
m m a free.

-

mat might come to mind but 1 wouldn'f actually do if;

- ...a liitle elastic band - bob that tail.. .
- ..some fishing line!
So we al1 have these sort of vengeful ideas, but there is a limit
Moderator that we recognise?

-

-

DonY think if could never happen to you don? Say p u would never ever ad
on those - I d o n m i n k that's fari because unfil you've ever been in mis
posaon.. . You think ali your
7'd do thrs, l'd do thac but when if happens,
emotions take over your normal person and yau aren"fona1 any more.

Group 3 had a very similar conversation:

-

-

Even if he might be scum you have to remember mat he stiII has rights, so
you can'f go barreling up his doorstep and punch his lights out, or even
trespass in his space, as much as everybody would like to. It says nght here
no vigilantism. So we almost have to take a deep breafh and ûy to calm
d o m and think sensibly.

-

1 canY see myseff walking up to his door and sayihgr '1 know who you are, 1
know what you've done",&
1 couldn'f do mat, 1 might glare at him a bR but 1
muld never see myseffspeakng fo him.

- I'd glare at him!

-

Ya, mat would be me too

-

Mereas 1could see my husband doing that. Jusf break his a m off,But then
/ look af his sire, his weigM..J mean this guy is massive! Like let's be
mafistic here.

-

I7dbe afiaid I'd do something crazy like.. .Thaf would make me aliaid fhat 1
would even do somefhing like that.

Some thought the range of appropriate responses was ciearly defined by the law.

-(G2)l'm going to pmted my Md.

-

AI1 those fhïngs are illegal. You have tu fhink of the 1egalitr;esof B.
A lot of people would do those ffiings thinking they are somehow protectrng
theri chrïdren by m i n g grami on his house.
Just brand him on the forehead!

ûther thought he deserved whatever type of response he received.

-G 4 )Plbat's the diffefence to what they did? Things like thisjusf make me rnad..
- 1think if it wasjust somethjng where he approached a chiid and if your child
was okay alter that, but if he actually did something personally to your chiId7
I'd want to hunt him down or somefhing. mat would be my fi& thoughf.

Some members of Group 1 wondered if a person's idea regarding M a t was an acceptable
response was influenced by how you or others in your life have deak with problems, confiicts or
threats.

-

-

1 think maybe it has a lot to do with how you were bmughf up in your family.
tike if a neighbow did somethag wrong and your dad wienf over and kicked
IIIS door down ... we would think that was fine. Morais, values, ... are a big
p a t of your decisions.

But if you had a dad that would beaf up the neighbour over somethrirg, you
would think nothrng of #. I've seen people do it.

Others not only fek they were capable of doing something like this, they considered it to be an
appropriate and necessary response, even though there were negative p e ~ o n a consequemes
l
for doing so.

-

1 think 1 would stomp over there and tell hirn (very assertively), "Look it, those
are my kids are there in that yard, fm watching you..," As my child's
pmtector who knows what we would have to do.

- ...and you know how slow the wheels of jusfiCe take over. 1 mean you could
phone (the police) 14 times before action is acfually taken,

-

And thaf is why you take things in your own hands. And then his neighbour
beats hirn up and then his neighbour goes to jail!

Reaction of Offender
A member of Group 1 suggested a more organized, wmmunity response:

-

-

Maybe we could come up with a Iist of things for this man to go through. For
example, We know you are here and we do respecf you as a human being,
but please watch these parameters. These are what we're going to allow and
what we would not ailow. We do care for our children, so please honour
these by laws, If you're standing by the Street corner at night looking at my
window we will do something about if, '
I think that works well, except that when yoo read th13 particular one it talks
about 'potentially violent'.

- ...and 1would tend to think that if the communify gave hirn some guidelines if
would set hirn of% So therefs that fine line of how the guidelines affect that
person. It might benefit us to set up those guidelines, but when you try fo put
them into place with that specific person, wrïl if send hirn off on a rarnpage.
This fear of somehow 'enraging' the offender or triggering his offending behaviour also arose in
this discussion in Group 3:

-

1 tell ya, if we got a bulletin and 1 saw his face on it and I saw him walking
past, l'd let hirn know.

-

Oh ya ...he would know he's nof welcome.

-

You mean confionting him?

-

1 wouldnY be aggressive to begin with. If he came
uncomforfable.

... l'd

make him very

As group moderator, I asked them to explain what might motivate this desire to approach the
offender. What was the perceiveci benefn of this very direct approach?

-

Intimidation.

Moderator-

-

You iMmidating the ofender?

Ya.

Moderafor- Or because the offender is intimMating to you?

-

Just this note to Say he's the# immidates me, but I'rn not going to sit back
and be ahid.

Moderator -

-

-

So you're not a l l o ~ yourself
g
to be defined as a victim?

Oh no, no way. He's going to know where 1 stand and Men?he sfands, Yes
sic

I think 1 would take a dinerent appach. 1 would kar that he would get bent
ouf of shape or things would escalate i f he was confionted like maybe then
he 'd target my children.

-

Confiict
Group mernbers had difficuity knowing what was expected of them and what responses
would be considered appropriate.

-G 4 )1 thriik

what fhis ils sayihg k they don? wanf people to go to al1 your
neighbours and Say, =Kevin Ibes here and we're w i n g to sit oufside every
day in ouf cars and we're go!'ng to watch and make sure he doesnY get out
and hurf our chiIdren...and if he does get out - shoot him!"

-

Or l'II follow hlin in the moming and you fotfow him in the evening, and you
follow him at night.

Up to the #if he gets out shoot him" part, is that unmasonable?
Moderator There are cornmunitrés mat have developed parent patmls, and said tbrn
9:00 a.m. unM noon l'm responsible for keeping an eye out, affer that #
s' you
and then you.. .

-

But fhere's so many of them!

That's the unforfunate paft

There was also evidence of personal struggles between what individual participants would think
of doing and what they thought was acceptable to the cornrnunity.

-(G4)How many mofhers have gone rnfo courf and shot the person M o did that to

-

their child? ... you see if on 7,K or fathers or whatever
wouldn'f, I'd think if but 1 wouldn'f do it.. .. No, 1 couldnt

- it happens. I

-(GaThe infeIlectua1in me is agreeing with you, aie child in me is saying the sonof-a-bitches should be ,., you know. I'm fighting wiff, myself inside Mnking,
you know, I'm a mature aduk and what werre sayng; makes sense but ffie
child in me is saying ...... 1know you canY, but, you knoW.. .
This mother feit that even if your child was sexuaily assauited, taking any sort of vengeful adon
against the onender would simply add to the negative impact on the vidirns.

-(G4)My concern would be W n g to heïp my child to deal wifh what happened. 1
thïnk if you /ive with a vengeance, m n g to get back, that m a t happened is
always fhere in your life, and its afways a reminder to the victim, and the
hmily 1 think they sMèr bad enough as it is, they don? need to be slapped
in the face every day or eveiy minute of the day witfi mat.

-

Maternai Resmnse

ln al1 four groups, mothers consistently referred to thernsekes when speaking of taking
action to proted their child(ren). After watching this occur in the first three groups, 1 shared my
observation with Group 4:

ModeratorI've noticed as we've been talking mat any time we're talkrng
about child protection you've used 7",ike you actually said *it's my job: 1s it
the use of 4" as in me a mother, or are you sayng "1" simply because you're
hem but Fs a job that's shared behveen you and your partnef? 1s if a
mother's responsibiïify to deal with this stufp?

-

1 think it ils a mother's responsibility to protect their children-

-

Well ifs a father's foo, but 1 think males don? look at if the sarne as fernalesWe give life to them.

-

They don? have fhe fear. At out- age we are now, our husbands didnf have
that kar.

-

-

Like 1 said, they were bmught up difi2rently than we were, so they read
difrently, and they would appraach this d i i ~ n t lthan
y
we would.

The fi& macüon fiom my husband (afferlearning of an attempfed assauît on
theri child) was -If 1 ever see him 11
' 1krll Mm". F M wards out of his mouth,
and I'm like Yhafs really good, you're gohg to go out and kill him and end up
in jail and where are you going to be when we need you here?"
M a t was yow fiisf reacfïon?

-

When 1found out what happened? 1 wanted him puf away and I wanted him
puf away where aiere was no chance of evergetfrhg out
Throw away the key!

Other rnothers aIso suspected their husband's readion would be difFerent from theirs. Atthough
the rnajorlty fek their husband's readion would be angiy, one mother thought her husband would
be quite reasonable about it. However, as she spoke, she too revealed the expedation that

street-proofing their chiM was her job.
(G 1)

-

They do tend to ovemacf when something happens though.
agreement)

-

Oh, for sure!

-

-

(Much

If ifs wifh theri own they over react. WeJrethere to nutture ouf child if he/she
were h u a but the husband or the male - Who did that?" "1 would like to
know who did that."
1 fhink my husband would definitely fake a more ievel-headed appmachJlike
heJdbe less emotional about this. He would see a need to met-prooc the
child and definitely support my doing that (.,.pause...) or doing if as a family.

But he wou/dn"full down al1 the blinds and lock alf the doors,. .
Exacfiy - he wouldn'f be followÏng her - dnYIng behind her on her bike.. .
Yeah, wifh the headlights oi7?

Other mothers believed proteding children was definiteiy a matemal responsibility:

-((33)Ifs my job,

1 don't want anyone telling her, wfiether it's the school or the
babysitter or my mother, whatever. Ifs my job not anyone elseJs. And
sending home the releases is good, but perhaps they should wait fOr the
school to talk to the chifdren 'h'la m t h e parents have had a chance.

(G1)
ifs fhat parental insfincf, the mofherly instinct fhat puts Moms in that
protection mode that we al1 tend to get into when it has fo do with OUT
chiidren.

-

-

1mink women generafly feel more vulnerable in society.

-

(Lofs of verbal and non-verbal ag~eement)

-

1 fhink we can take a look af ouf p u p nght now and 1 don? set? any men
sMing hem, 1 think it iw a materna1keling thaf we wanf to pmtect ouf Young.

Group 4 explored this common perception that women feel more vulnerable in Society.
Members desaibed the 'prevention messages' they had ~ c e i v e dgrowing up. However, this
group also fett things were changing as abuse against males was being recognized and the risk

of victirnization of young boys acknowledged.

Moderator Do you think r s a gender thing, that men and women just think
about the issue differently?

-

-

Yes and no. lt's because he's a guy. He's never had to wony about being
alone at night walkr'ng down the street, wonying abouf k i n g raped or
whatever, as much as a woman,
But that's not tfue though. These things as we are seeing now
hockey teams, in our schools, in ouf churches.

- in ouf

1 know. l'm just thinking about when 1 grew up. 1 as a female child was
always told "you've got to be in before the m e t lights come on because
when the sfreetIights come on I's too da& foryou to be out? Yet my brother
who was a year younger could stay out longer. 1ahvays thought if was unfair
and 1 was ahrays told to protect myself and be careful and thaf k'nd of stuff.
But my brother was never wamed like 1 was, and the anxiety was never put
on him like if was on me, so he grew up diîTerently than 1 did.
Because l think that because they weren'l armed tMh proper information
they assumed thaf if couldn't happen to them.
That was then.

Child focussed strateqy

Most parents described having engaged in some type of child protection education or

strategy pn'or to being notifird. Much of what would be done in response to receiving a notification
would involve reviewing these rules with their children. Specific safety strategies engaged in by
parents included vigilant supervision, avoiding certain 'high-n'sk' situations, limiting children's
activities and freedoms and routine questioning.

-(G4)Ws a certain distance my kids are able to go away h m me befOre l &art
getting scared like ... 1 ahvays tMd myself ... there's sott of.. .

-

'Radar)
Yeah! They've gone too far,

-

Even at our place there are cedain places when they go too tàf 1 get
uncomfortable and / have fo either get closer to fhem or just keep an eye on
them until they get back into that 'combrt zone:

Chiid focussed safety education refieded the w m n t 'know-go-tell' approach prornoted in
school and comrnunity prevention education programs.
(Ga
We used thaf Song - Never Talk to Sfranwts, and I'd say things like, uOkayt
now what are you going to do i f a carpulls up next to you and says come into
the car? M a t are we going to do? We yell NO!"

-

-(G4)On telewsion they showed a good thing where fhese kids al1 went to this one
class and they spenf Tke fwo hours in there and they went through the whole
program - do that, don? do thrs, yell and scream if someone approaches you,
kick and ail that

-

We have code wonls, and my child does not go with anybody - 1 don? care if
you know €hemunless fhey know the code - and 1 usually phone ahead. If
something happened Mat I couldn't tell him before he leR I'd phone the
school and I'd talk to him on the phone.

Parents described establishing touch niles or boundaries with their children.

PZ)

-

I've got one of each and 1know 1 preity much told theni both the same thing
at the same time. My daughfer is a lifte bi? younger so she doesn"Ca1iy she understands it but not fo the extreme that my son would, but she also
knows. I've never explained if abouf the penis enterihg the vagina - i've never
mentioned if in detail the penis entenng the anal area, like that. 1 have not. 1
have said things like, you know, they put the penis in the private parts,
whether if be your we use the words pee-pee and bum-bum, and stuff like
that. It's the words they have chosen. But that /Ive done. They pretty much
know that body parts, fingers - you narne # they can use that tools. To
watch for any of that, thafs how l've descnbed it to my children just not in
direct detail.

-

-

-

For my 5 year old, irs aNobody is to ever touch you ever, anywhere!"
(Engagesgroup in joking about this bmad waming)
That's more or less whaf mine gef too! (Laughfer, shared understanding)
Mine are told private parts are everyfhing covered by a bathfng suif.

Another popular strategy was to develop a reiationship that encouraged children to tell
their parents anything, without fear of punishrnent with the hope that children might share secrets
or disclose inappropriate contact before an assauit occun'ed.

-(Ga1keep sayrig to my boys you know you can tell me anyihing, and if someone
hurfs you 171 never be angry with you. 1said 1 will be honesf and 1mighf be
rnad at them, but 1 will never, ever be angry at you because 1 can remember
al1 the things that went through my head .-.........-.
Right - Tm bad, 1caused fhat, 1 did thai'.
While one mother agreed that enabling your child to disclose was important, she
questioned how much children would actually share with their parent(s).
1 think the open line of communication is really imporfanf. Your Mds tmsfyou
and you trust them enough fhat you know t h e 0 come to you if they have a
problem. But 1 thought because of what I've done that my kid was pretly
cornfortable coming to me. A couple of weeks ago she was not acting Iike
her usual happy self and when 1 checked in her mom, 1 realised she was
cmng and 1 said whars the maiter? And she said Well, 1accidentally broke
fhe head off Ken'. So this was like 2 weeks after the fact Now if she's not
going to tell me th* how can 1 expect her fo tell me (uncornforfable laughter)
somebody's molesting her?
.

School-based Prevention Education
It was interesting to note that while all parents supporîed the idea of 'street-proofing'

being offered through the school, few parents knew if this was currently being done. Participant's
believed that the more often children received messages about how to proted thernsefves, the
more likely these rules would be leamed and practiced. One drawback to involving the school in
child sexual abuse prevention education was the concern that what was taught in school might
differ from the type or amount of information parents would be cornfortable with their children
knowing.

-(Ga1 think that really if has fo be reinforced in the schools.

Nof jusf once or
whatever they do if. My daughtefs in kïndergarten and she still hasnY got
any child Street proofing,

-

My daughter's in grade six and hasn'f at school.

-

What fhe heck is it?

-

-G 3 )Oh, 1 think if the school had been talking to me students foo l'd support fhaf.
Tiie more people who talk about 6 iYs going to sink deeper than if would if it
was just coming Rom the parents. A child is more apt to listen to if fiom the
teacher or the pincipal, and if the school gefs talkrng abouf ït, the students,

the older studenfs get talking about ift then the younger kids are @ng to
hear that too.
1 think the problem with th& though is, depending on how the parents have
described if to the childienl and how far in depth the*
going, Tnen perhaps
the school or the teachers or someone cornes along and go more in depth
than the parents ever wanted to go. 1 think fhat IOr me that wouldn't be a
really big publem because /'ve talked to my daughter abod, 'people
shouldn'f touch you in places where your bathrng suit covers' and stuf Iike
that. But really, b r her age, 1 don? wanf to go more in depth and 1 would be
very angry if the school was mon? graphie.

One mother expressed concem with how the school would distribute the notification information:

-(G3)Would they send this to your

chrïd, or would it be stapled shut, or in an
envelope? Some parents wouldn'f want their chilci to see that and that's their
choice. 1 don7 know whether you'd want your kid to come home and Say
=Mammy, what does this mean?" If you didn't want to tell him?

Parents suggested a number of supports that could be provided anytime that the
community was to be notiied. Some feit that Ï t would be helpful to attach infornation or guidelines
to the media release- Others thought there should be a telephone nurnber, a 'Helpline', parents
could cal1 for additional information or support.

-(G4)...even

some guidelines on what to say to your children, what to teach your
children. tike if they have something on hand to release with that (the
notification) so the parents know,

One participant felt very strongly that the notice should not simply be distributed to cornrnunity
mernbers and suggested that comrnunity meetings should be organized to help parents
detemine what kind of response was wartanted and to calm their initial fears.
( G2)

-

As far as the school goes, m e n they give the media release, 1 don't know
whether ifs such a good idea to hand if to the krils.,,maybe to cal1 an
emergency parent meeting and they should come and get the inibnnation
and have a repfesentative fiom say the R.C.M.P. and the school.. . so you
don't get a bunch of vrglanfe parents out on the loose. ..or scared and
misinfonned kiâs., .

-

..Io calm everybody - because 1 can just imaghe some people just
absolutely flipping.. somebody has to be there to quel1 some of the fears and
d h c t them and get them headed in fhe p p e r dilection. Wh& I'm saying is
you don? have to panic abouf thr's we're here, we're going to sfep up our

-

parent watches and you just have to reinforce wiff, your kras about being safe
and being m e t - W e , and you may want fotake these precaufr'ons...wbaf to
do when you run into him, if you run into hi", without seffi'ng off a real panic.
Another participant suggested that the cornmunÏty 'crisis' initiated by the notification might present
an opportunity to distribute a petition and encourage parents to lobby for changes in sex offender

laws. This, in effed, can act to empower parents at a time when they may be feeling anxious,
poweriess, and afraid.

-(G4)...like if

anybody wants to sign a petRion to have Me laws changed on
notifications or something, somefimes you don7 think you can do a lot by
yourself, buf when you are added with a whole Iist of other people and every
town gets involved wifh signing their name, iYs not a lot, but sometimes mat
can make a big difference.

Duration
Regardless of how parents chose to respond, al1 participants agreed that the initial
readion to the information would dissipate over time. Aithough there may be an initial effort to
reduce the possibility of the identified offender having opportunities to re-offend with children in
the cornmunity, the level of protedive behaviour is tirne and context Iimited.

-(G1)It would depend on what more you heard.

In a small comrnunïty you hear
things. lt would depend on if if kept being refreshed in your mjnd if you see
him at the mail, or he's workr'ng here. 1 thrnk each instance of hean'ng about
that person or whatever would increase the time. But if if wenf on and you
never heard anything, fo your knowledge he maybe even has leR the
communify because you heard nothing and saw nothing - you know wifhin
several weeks or whatever if would start to taper.

-

-

1 guess what we're saying is thaf we go through the initial shock and maybe if
would stay wiffi us for a time maybe days, maybe longer, maybe shorter.
Buf inîtially when you are shocked like that you naturally want fo stay safe.
The words themsetves tell you aat he is a danger.

-

-

So it's not just a short-ferm thing, and you gef used fo th& person being in
the communify, and you Say oh, he's not mat bad,

-

Maybe.,.

-(G4)But 1 think these kinds of things can maybe remind you sometrines you get
too busy with dher things and yùu don? stop to go back to what you d!'d.
One of the f i . times these came ouf, the way everyone's looking amund
and evetything's fine and you don't hear anything h the papers, and you
think maybe he's gone away or something, then you &art letling up agajn.
mat's usually when they affack

Concern and Uncertainty
One mother expressed her fears for responding in the best way possible. She felt
completely responsibte for saying or doing the nght thing, or risk an assault occumng on tier
children.

-(G2)M e n you really thhk about if, you can only do so much.

You hope they
follow every word you Say, and you h o p thaf you Say the nght thing,
because one slip that you would never even think of could do the damage,
and you've gof to /ive with mat. So it's very, very scary how you wonl things
or IYY to encourage your W s to be brave because you want to give them that
space, but yet you give them that d a m space and you can blow if big-time.
If you blow it bipüme then you live with it for the rest of your Iife.

Protector Vs Monitor
Although they did not agree on how to respond to the notification, how to behave towards
the offender and what prevention messages should be shared with children, al1 participants
seemed to be more prepared to take of the role of proteding children than the responsibility of
monitoring the offender. Throughout their discussions group members referred to this idea in
numerous ways:

(W
- You kind of share the responsibility in watchhg fOr this guy.

-

But again, it's not telNng you what to watch for.

(G3)

-

Cornmunifies can't take responsibilify ( h r the offender) because fhey can't
confrol another person, but we c m take responsibility for our children and
each othefs chiluhm It shouldnY just be a maüer o f well, ............... I've
done my job, it should be making sure thaf ofher kras are safi?.

However, despite their best-intentioned efforts, participants wondered if it was possible to

respond in any way that would actually proted their child, or any child, from a detemined adult
sexoffender:

G4)
1 think for me if l had a wax if there was other parents doiw the watch kind
of thing, if 1had the tiine 1 would, 1Ys been close so now 1reaiise that it can
happen to anybody at any fime, male or female, and 1 don? care how
prepared they are, if you get gmbbed by someone M c e your siZe you

-

generaily donY get away. And once someffiing's happened, you canY take P
back 1 wouidn't wanf if to happen to anybody else's k ï d ~notjusf
,
mine, but
anybody's kids. m a r s hom'ble.
Summary

This study asked participants to describe the immediate impact and anücipated effects of

receiving information regarding the release of a high-n'sk child sex-offender into their community.
Anaiysis of both their written responses and focus group discussions reveals a wide range of
parental expefience. Participants described the ernotional and physical impad of being notied as
well as a vanety of possible protective behaviours. The implications of these findings wilf be
discussed in the final chapter.

CHAPTER SIX

DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS
Introduction
The objective of the Community Notification Protocol in the province of Manîtoba is to
enhance public protedion by releasing information to citkens wtien a high-risk sexual offender is
or will be living in the community. The expedation is that those persons receiving the information
will assess the ri* to thernsetves or their loved ones and take appropriate but legal action to

prevent victimizaüon,

Generally it is anticipated that, as a resuft of k i n g notified, parents Mil

educate their children about the potential threat of abuse, monitor the identifieci offender's
behaviour and, through these two actiiities, d u c e his access to children in the community.
This chapter willdescribe what parent-participants in this study said they would think, feel
and do in response to receiving a notification. It will also consider these findings in relation to the
assumptions made by notification advocates and cntics. It is not the purpose of this study to
evaluate the form, content or method of the notification itself, nor parents' responses to it.
Although some responses might be recognited as k i n g more effective, appropriate, or
acceptable. it is not the goal of this study to judge parental response in any way. This discussion
will sirnply examine whether or not the responses descn'bed by participants were consistent with
the expectations of positive and negative mnsequences outlined in the literature.
Group Discussion

Aithough this study does not propose to measure the specific effect of group discussion
on risk perception or response, it is important to recognize the influence of the group format on
data colleded. First and forernost, the study itseif brought participants together in a relatively
controlled way to simulate a notification experience. f he research design ensured that ail parents
wtio received the notification read it and were encourageci to articulate their thoughts and

feelings. In the evertt of an adual community notification this would not necessarily happen.
Parents may not receive the notification, may receive it but not read it or might read it but choose
not to take any action. White most parents would receive and respond to the notification in the

prbacy of their own home, group participants were under some pressure to define some type of
response or to c l a m their feelings for not having to.
Self-disclosure
The fïrst task assigned to participants after receiving the notification was to write down

their immediate readions to the infornation. Participants took a great deal of time to wmplete
this exercise, between 10 to 15 minutes in each group. I obsenred parents making an effort to
identify and describe m a t they were thinking and feeling, Although they were not obligated to
directly share their answers with the group it is believed that this task sensitized participants to
their experîence and provided them with some initial responses for engaging in the discussion.
The written work captured anonymous, individual responses but did not differ significantIy
from what was raised in the discussion. Cornments made during group discussion refleded the

same range and diversity of emotions, concerns, questions and responses that parents m t e
about privately. This suggests that the opinions shared in the group were not strongly infiuenced
by self-censorship, 'groupthink' or social desirability, which supports the validity of the findings.
The one exception to this observation of consistency was reflected in participants' comments

regarding their knowing what to do if a high-n'sk sex offender moved into their comrnunity. Prior to
receiving the notification 57% of al1 participants indicated they would know what to do, but the
questions and discussions of every group revealed a general level of self-doubt regarding the
ability to respond effedively. Not only did parents question their own self-efficacy, but wondered if
there was actually anything that couid be done to pmted their child fiom a detemined adult sex
offender.
Grouo Cohesion
The Iiterature on focus group research suggests that it is important to create a cohesive
group to mam
xie
ri

accurate self-disdosure of personal ideas and opinions. It was reassuring to

find evidence of group cohesion in observations of group members' physical and verbal
interactions (Jones, Bamlund, and Haiman, 1980).
Phvsical Sians

- Members spaced thernseives around the taMe as they entered the room.

During the M e n exercises this space was maintainecl but the pmirnity between

participants changed as they engaged in discussions with one another, Adive members
tended to draw closer together, often leaning forward in their chairs to speak or listen. One or
two mernbeis of every group tended to sit back in their chairs until they feit cornpelleci to
speak, then signaled their participation by leaning forward towards the table. Members made
fi-equent eye contact and occasionally physicaf contact as well. ln more than one group, it
was noted that a participant touched another speaker on the ami in a demonstration of
agreement or support.
Respect

- Group mernbers were very respectfut of one another. Participants Iistened and

allowed others to finish speaking or complete a thought even if they disagreed with the point
being made. Members were also respectful of meaningful pauses, when a speaker was
searching for the right words to express an idea.
Svnemv - The level of synergy evident in the focus groups was very exciting, although it
created sorne challenges in accurately reflecting group discussions in the typed transcripts.
As members of each group began to describe and explore their ideas and responses to being

notified, the flow of their conversation became a communal expen'ence. Speakers would add
to, finish off, restate, and be reminded of other ideas as the result of an initial comment. This
snowball effect sometimes meant that several speakers were invohed in the expression of a
single idea. Members quickly became cornfortable with one another, often refening to each
other by name. When summariu'ng parts of the discussion, members offen referred to the
group as "we", and 'us". They also indicated support for one another through short
expressions of agreement and head nodding.
Trust - Comfort in the group setting was
-

indicated through members sharing personal

information. Members of two groups spoke freely about their own experiences as victirns

of

childhood sexual abuse. Others made 'risky' admissions, such as the woman who admitted
she did not understand the language used in the notification (G4), and another who

wondered if her lack of sympathy for the offender meant she was 'not a very good Christian
woman" (GI),

Sharina behaviours

- As some members spoke of their reluctance or Iack of confidence in

educating their child about the risk of child sexual abuse, other members offered
encouragement and suggestions. A variety of parenting tips, as well as the names of books
and movies that others had found helpful in educating their own children were offered.
Withstandino conflict - ln addition to demonstrations of support and agreement with the ideas
of others, group members engaged in a great deal of disagreement and questioning.
Although members regulariy challenged each other it was never threatening. Balanced with
respectful forms of communication and a shared desire to understand their diierences,
members were able to withstand the conflid and simply agreed to disagree on certain points.

-

Reluctance to leave Participants offeh remained after the forma1 group interaction had been
completed; after the moderator's summaiy, distribution of handouts and closing thank-you.
Many parents described the focus group experience as interesting, thought provoking and
enjoyable. One rnother told me that she was initially reludant to attend but was pleased she
had as she thought the research topic was very important.
Forms of Communication
AH of the groups were veiy self-direded. Participants were cornfortable with the "group

discussion* format and ofien engaged or questioned one-another in a way that reduced the need
for active moderator intervention. Most of the ideas identified in the focus group interview guide
arose spontaneously in the group discussion, aithough in a different order, and with different
degrees of pn'ority or importance to mernbers. ln those cases where it was appropriate or
necessary, topics from the interview guide were introduced ta ensure that ail groups explored
sirnilar ideas to some extent.
The same question was raised at the beginning of every group: " M a t was the
expenence of receiving this notification?" The fiow of conversation in each group followed a
similar pattern. Initially participants made short comments about how awful, serious, and scaiy
the notification information was. As they began shanng their feelings, thoughts and questions
about the issue, their contributions to the discussicrn tended to become longer and more detailed.

After exploring the topic each group summarized what had been discussed, offered some
suggestions for future notifications and made a few short parting comments.
Humour - Despite the nature of the topic, joking, laughter, cornical facial expressions and
humorous remarks were present in al1 group discussions. This appeared to be a way of
easing the expression of risky ideas, diffbsing tense moments and sofiening statements
that suggested a lack of sympathy or imagined violent a d against the offender. It enabled
others to vent similar ideas by participating in the joke.
Silence - There were often pauses or periods of time where members would quietly nod
their heads or think about a statement made by another. At times the silence would be a
meaningful part of what was being comrnunicated as participants would begin speaking
and altow their vvords to trail off, making room for otners to Yill in the blank'. For exarnple,
this member of Group 1 expressed an idea others in her group agreed with, even though
she did not state it verbally, '1 have trouble having any kind of syrnpathy..A would not
support violence towards him but, uh...(trailed off). There was a group pause following
this as others nodded in agreement.
Storvtellinq

- In every group 1 obsewed members shafing ston'es about expetiences

where they felt vulnerable, had been victimùed, or had made an effort to increase
personal safety in the face of a perceived threat. While these 'stories' initialfy seemed
unrelated to the topic of this study, 1 now believe these experiences were raised in an
effort to understand how members had responded to previous threats and to predid how
they might respond to the current threat. It enabled them to relate to the new situation of

being notified by making the unfamiliar more farniliar, considering a plan, and examining
how capable they would be of taking appropriate adion.

-

Ventinq Some of the group communication was simple expression of emotion. Feelings
of frustration, anget, fear, powerlessness and anxiety were shared by the rnajority of
participants.
O

Lanuuaue

-

Participants used a variety of words to refer to the offender. Only two

participants, attending different groups, referred to the subject of the notification by name,

'Kevin'. The most common reference to a sex offender was 'dirty old man1. Other words
used included creep, deviant, and monster.

Overall I have confidence that the methodology achievéd the goal of good communication in

a gmup setting as described by Jones, Bamlund, and Haiman (i980),'...communication

flows

freely from person to person according to whoever is moved to speak or whoever has relevant
information to contribute. Attention shifts randomly around the group-.." @. 103). While there
were a small number of parents who were more active in their group conversations than others,
all members appeared to feel free to share and participate as they wîshed.
gr ou^ Roles

Roles played by group members are significant because it was observed that parents
tended to engage in the group from a paRicular perspective through which they responded
consistently. Although able to understand and even agree with other perspectives, participants
appeared to promote a certain point of view, resulting in an interesting balance of ideas and
suggestions.
While the presence of a single male group member presented an interesting opportunity
to compare his response to both his wife and female participants in general, it is not possible to
comment specifically on his experience of being notified due to confidentiality. However, although
he played a role in Group 3 somewhat different from other female members of that group, it was
similar to the role played by female membets of other ail fernale groups. The description he
provided of impact and response was not distindiy different from al! other participants.

.

Child Protedor

-A

number of parents were relatively task-orienteci in their response.

They had immediate plans for proteding their child, regardles of the consequences or
M a t others might think. Examples of this inciude the parents who spoke of confronting
the offender, of encouraging him to leave the community or of supervising their child in a
way that others might not fully understand. ' I don? care if you think I'rn paranoid, I'm
going to make sure rny son is safe. 1 mean that's my job.' (G4).

Identified with Wdim

- This perspective was most oflen promoted by participants who

self-identified as having been childhood victims of sexual abuse. They expressed anger
at the injustice of short sentences and 'eady' releases gken to child sex offenders. They
promoted harsh punishrnentfor the offender and great concern for potential child vidims.
Although I rernained womed about the risk of overdisclosure by these group mernbers,
the parents who shared their vidirnization experiences did it in an appropriate way and
seerned empowered to speak freely about both their experience and the affer-effeds.
These group rnembers were assertive and cloquent- Although they nomalized their
experience as something that they believed many other wornen had suffered they dearly
identified the offender as fully responsible for his behaviour.
ldentified with Offender as Victim

- In every group there were one or two participants who

introduced the element of ernpathy for the offender. While this was a more temporary role
and did not seem to influence every aspect of their participation, it was not a perspective
shared by al1 rnembers, These group mernbers raised questions about the causes of
sexual offending behaviours and wondered what might happen to a young boy that would
result in his becorning this type of offender. They expressed some hope for rehabilitation
and at times sympathy for the difficulty he might experience in the cornmunity following
his release. However, no one felt him blameless and did not consider any personal
experience to be an excuse for sex offending behaviour.
Educator

- Generally, those participants with specialized knowledge regarding the issue

acted as group educator. These participants provided factual infornation regarding
aspects of the justice system, offender behaviour or victim issues. Sorne 'educatois' were
able to participate from this more objective perspective in addition to responding to the
notification as a parent. One woman recognized this dual response and commented, '1

guess I had a different perspective on it, and it's hard to separate the feelings of a parent
and the feelings or having a bit of this knowIedge already" (Gl).
Listener - In every group there were one or two rnembers who were 'Iisteners'. Although

everyone was encouraged to speak these mernbers typically made only one or two

cornrnents during the entire discussion. However, these contributions

were often very

relevant. In Gmup 2 one participant suggested an alternate perspective for the purpose
and meaning of the notification, defining it as a 'Voice for vidimsœ.ln Group 4 a member
prwided factual infornation regarding the Provincial Child Abuse Registry that balanced
an ernotional discussion about the effeds of false allegations of abuse feveled against
innocent parents. In both cases these cornrnents resuited in a shift and re-focussing of
the discussion, as weIl as intmducing new ideas for other gmup mernbers to consider.
Although the groups were recruited differently, conducted separately and very seW-direcîed,
the group content and cuntext was more similar than different. The consistency of group

discussion and interaction revealed strong trends in participant experience and response.

Discussion of Fïndinas
Support
Parents deariy want to be notified if a high-risk child sex offender is or will be residing in
their community, Pflor to receiving the notification used in this study 19 of 21, (90%) parents
indicated that they would rather be provided with this information than not. Many fett that the
previous policy of c=onfidentiality and secrecy had contributed to the probkrn and existence of
child sexual abuse and often enabled offences to continue. The provision of accurate, fadual
information was seen as a great improvement over the possibitty of receiving second-hand
gossip frorn a well-meaning friend or neighbour.
Participants support the idea of notification for al1 same reasons identified by pronotification advocates. Parents felt they had a right and a need to know because of the
expedation that the identified offender would re-offend following his release into their community.
This combined with a lack of cornmunrty resources or supen/ision, the la& of effedive treatment,
and the perceived devastation to potenüal vidims all resufted in parents' desire for this
information. Participants felt that child sex offenders are worse than other crirninals due to the
unique vulnerability of child vidirns and the sneaky, unprecfictable, manipulative, and 'predatory'
nature of their crimes. This resulted in support for paying special attention to high-risk child sexoffenders through public notification. Although group members recognized the potenüal for the

offender to experience a negative or wen violent reception in the community they seemed to
consider these consequences an appropriate punishment for his cm
ri es.
Emotional Impact
Although a minority of patticipants desuibed feeling relieved and gratefui for receiving
the notification, the majority of readers had a more negative emotional reaction to the information.

Most described feeling anxious, scared and vulnerable. it was interesting to note that a number of
participants described feeling sick, sickly, nauseous or il1 in response to the notification.

For sume

this was a tnily physical reaction: 'l was okay until 1 read pedophile..A got a sickening feeling in
the pit of my stomach...cold sweal like sorneone hit me

...O

(G4). When discussing the presence

of the offender parents descnbed feeling helpless. afraid. and powerless. In contrast. parents
were more likely to describe feelings of anger and frustration as they criticized a justice system
that enabled a dangerous, high-risk offender to move into their community. This was a primary
theme raised early in al1 discussion groups

- if high-risk why release? The contradiction between

these two pieces of information presented a major challenge to parents in their effort to
understand the notification. Questions were raised about convidion rates, sentencing and
treatment.
Participants felt the offender's presence in the community increased the threat or risk of
chitdren being sexually abused, akhough not necessanly their own children. The notification
warned them of a 'new' danger in the neighbourhood, yet al1 parents acknowledged that
unidentified offenders were most likely already living amongst thern. Why did being notified about
this one offender result in parents feeling the neighbourhood had suddenly become a more
dangerous environment? The notification appeared to focus attention on the distinct potential for
child sexual abuse to occur in the community, there was no longer a distant awareness of the
possibility. The notification provided the name and face of a convicted offender and told parents
of his presence. The information provided was considered ta be a legitimate, undeniable, stark
waming, not an easily dismissed rumour.
The language used was also considered to be very powerful. The notification was the first
time many parents had been exposed to any description or details of child sex offences. Atthough

much of the language was considered too clinical or technical by some parents, others found it
graphic and unsettling. Being pmvided with written information about this subjed was a new
experience for most participants and some commented on the f a d that until now it was
considered taboo to refer to such matters publidy. While the use of Criminal Code ternis lent
some legitimacy to the notification it left parents wondering what the offender had actually done to
his vidirns. This lack of understanding frustrateci parents who thought a better understanding of
exactiy how this man had offended would be valuable information in developing an appropriate
child protection strategy.
Finally, the mere fact that the cornrnunity was being notifieci about this specific offender
suggested that this is a special case; that sornehow he is more dangerous than other criminals
and even other sexual offenders.
lmmediate Res~onse
In addition to describing a number of immediate emotional responses to receiving the
notification, most parents described some aspect of their child protedion strategy within minutes
of reading the offender information. There was a definite sense of obiigation to do sornething to
protect children fmm the offender, even when parents were not sure what they could or should
do. Parents stated that they would have to 'sornething', or it would feel fike they were ignoring the
waming. Members of Group 1 agreed that there was perhaps a greater obligation to engage in
child protection adivities as a result of receiving the notification. As one member put it, T m
somehow even more responsible as a parent because I have been given this information".

As parents began to consider what could be done they raised numerous questions and
discussed many different ideas about the type of responses possible. There was a very wide
range of responses, from parents who felt it was adequate to simfly maintain their ongoing child
protection pradices, to those who felt it acceptable to confront the identified offender and even
pressure hirn to leave the community. Decisions about how to respond were influenced by
employment experience and knowledge, messages from family, fn'ends and media, as well as

from persanal experience. Individual participants often described responding to the notification as
a 'professional' versus a parent, as an adult versus a child, as a pmtector versus a survivor. This

mother's words reveal her confliang feelings about how to respond, T h e intelledual in me is
agreeing with you, the child in me is saying the son-of-a-bitch should be...y ou know. l'rn fighting
with myseif inside.,.'

(G2). Some thought there should be some type of plan in place to cleariy

instnid and direct parents in their response to receiving a notification.
Many parents thought one of the first things they would do is talk to o t h e ~in an effort to
acquire support and information. Parents thought they would contact family, fnends, neighbours,
the school, the media, the police and the local Womens' Shelter. Many participants thought they
might be able to find additional details about the offender or his previous crimes, others just
wanted to see what others were planning to do.
Although unsure of exadly what could be done to reduce the risk of vidimkation, parents
were far more willing to accept the role of child protedor than the responsibilii for monitoring the
offender. Pafticipants recognized the lirnited ability of police andor probation officers to keep tabs
on offenders, but felt iII-equipped to carry out this task thernseives, ' You kind of share
responsibility in watching for this guy", 'But again, it's not telling you what to watch f o f (Gl).
Participants felt they woutd be unable to recugnize the offender if they saw him and wondered
how long they would even remember the descriptive information provided by the notification.
They were unsure of what kinds of behaviour would be allowed and what might be a breech of
probation and therefore reportable. Parents wondered what they were supposed to do if they
encountered the offender on the Street, white others womed about what they might do if they saw
him. One participant was more concemed about not being seen by the offender, 'lt's almost Iike
you'd want to hide. i'd almost want to be invisible so that rnaybe if he doesn't know me...he'll
leave us alone" (G3). Many were simply 'hopeful' they never saw hirn at all. This uncertainty
regarding their own abilities may actually contribute to their perception of the threat posed by the
offender's presence, and increase the anxiety they experience in response to the notification.
Ozer and Bandura (1990) discuss the relationship between perceiveci coping and level of
anxiety over a potentially threatening situation:
'People who believe they can exetcise

controf over potential threats do not

conjure up apprehensive cognitions...But those who betieve they cannot manage
threats expen'ence high levels of anxiety arousal. They tend to dwell on their

coping deficiencies and view many aspeds of their environment as hazardous'
(p.473).

There is evidence of this phenornenon in the responses of parents with some
understanding about sex offender behawiour, possibly as a resuit of their ernployrnent
experiences, compared to the reacüons of parents with little or no understanding. Group
rnembers were far l e s anxious when they thought that other factors were more significant in
assessing the degree of threat represented by the offender than simply his presence in the
community. For example, one member wondemi if the offender had gained access to his vidirns
by establishing a relationship with a vulnerable family. This was a factor over which she feit she
had some wntrol regarding her own child and determined the type of protedion strategy she
planned to establish. Other parents described feeling a sense of panic, knowing the offender was
'out there' and wondering if he would begin 'snatching children off the pfayground'.
In an effort to resolve their anxiety parents had numerous, but someivhat extreme ideas
for improving methods of offender idenüfïcation. Clearly distinguishing child sex offenders from
other comrnunity rnembers would assis- parents with their ability to dearly identify and avoid the
'danger'. Parents also thought there should be extemal, formal, professional controls in place,
such as hired supewisors, who would be responsible for Iimiting the offender's community
integration and freedom of movement, They suggested that rules be established to determine
where the offender could INe, work and with whom he could associate. Others thought that a
halfway house or segregated community would be helpful. Forcing the offender to Wear an alam,
marking him with a tattoo and Veating' him with chernical castration were other ideas discussed
by parents. The goal of alf these methods would be to reduce the offender's presence in the
community, thus reducing the perceived threat. Al1 of them also invofved some ex-lernal
rather than a wrnmunity member, to take responsibility for wntrolling the offender.

authority,

Potential Positive Consequences of Community Notification

Community Notification advocates predided several positive mnsequences as a result of
providing parents with information about the presence of high-risk child sex offenders. The goal of
releasing offender infornation to the public is to reduce the risk of vidimization by reducing
access and opportunity. Parents were expeded to achieve this by informing their children of the
identifieci threat, educating them on how to avoid the danger and increasing parental supenrision
or other forms of protedive behaviour.
lnform children of threat
While the notification prwided information regarding an identified offender, there was some
parental uncertainty about whether their children should be infomed about the subject of the
notification specifically or the risk of sexual abuse in general. Parents were aware of the fa& that
most offenders are known to their vidims and acknowledged that the identified offender might not
be the person who poses the greatest threat to their child. Participants were also not sure it was a

good idea to 'put a face* to the offender for fear of frightening their children. Many advocated a
more general, comprehensive approach that included waming children about the possibility of
k i n g abused by adult friends or family members.
There was discussion in every group regarding the benefits and drawbacks of sharing the
media release with a child, showing them his picture or identifying his house. Parents wondered if
children wouId be able to recall the offender's idenüty or if it might have the undesirable effed of
raising their curiosity. Some womed their children migM even engage in harassing the offender.
Others womed about the possible consequences of not identifying him to the child as it might
provide an opportunity for him to make contact with an unsuspecting youngster.
Ironically, the 'identifying' information provided in the notification was considered to be the

least relevant to parents as both location and appearance could be easily changed. Parents were
more interested in leaming how the offender had selected and enticed previous vidims, believing

this information could be shared with children and assist thern in recognizing potentially
dangerous situations.

A study conduded by Elliott, Browne and Kilcoyne, (1995) demonstrates the usefulness of

this type of infornation. The researchers conduded interviews with 91 convideci child sex
offenders about the methods they used to select and maintain their vidrns.

Afthough it is

recognized that the offenders wfto willingly participated in this study may differ from nonparticipating offenders, the findings are still very significant. it was discovered that 84% of the
offenders studied consistently used a particular strategy they found successful in gaining access
to vidirns. More than haif (54%), used play or teaching adivies such as sports, music lessons,
or garnes to gain access to their victirns, others isolated children through offers to baby-sit (48%)
or by providing gifts, n'des or ouüngs (46%). The majority (72%) had a specific preference for the
gender of their vidim, and recniited vidims in specific ways. Offenders described hanging around
video arcades, pools, shopping centers and schools. Only one third of al1 offenders were
strangers to victirns, while the rernainder had established some type of retationship.
Many participants in this study (Parental Response to Community Notification) seemed to be
under the impression that sex offenders often used 'help me' strategies, like asking for directions
or assistance with locating a lost pet, and wamed their children to avoid these types of situations.
However, only 9% of offenders interviewed in the Elliott, Browne and Kilcoyne study found this a
successful method. Perhaps knowing more about how the identified offender operated would
provide parents and children with helpful information on identifying and avoiding high-n'sic
situations.
Educate them on how to avoid danaer
Most parents demonstrateci a good basic knowiedge of child sexual abuse. They knew that

both boys and girls could be vidirnized, that offenders could be male or female, and that it was

rnost often a familiar person in a position of tmst (not a stranger) who offended against children.
The notification was described by many participants as a 'good reminder to review street-proofing
strategies with the children'.
Many described having discussed the issue of child sexual abuse with their children already.
Typically, these discussions refleded the No-Go-Tell strategy prornoted in many school and
community based prevention programs. Those who had already delivered this message were far

more comfortable with repeating it than parents who had not yet discussed the matter with their
children. The content of messages dif'fered depending on parental knowledge, the age and
gender of the children, and the degree of graphic detail parents were comfortable in sharing.
Many used a comprehensive 'could be anyone' approach that focussed on signs of the abusive
behaviours rather than specific offenders.
Some parents were reludant to speak to their children about the offender or the possibility of
being sexually abused- The most cornmon cuncem amongst al1 parents was how to educate
children adequately without scanng them. A few parents felt their children were too young to have
to leam these things and resented the notification for rushing them into it; they wanted to
presenre the innocence of childhood awhile longer. Although none of the partiapants openly
admitted having any discornfort with the topic themsehres, they did wonder how a parent who was
uncornfortable or unknowledgeable would educate their child on these matters. It was suggested
that guidelines or a telephone number where parents could recebe information on 'streetproofing' their children could be distributed with the notification for those who might need it.
Even those parents who were knowiedgeable and comfortable educating their children
wondered how much information children were able to understand and retain as a resuit of
prevention education efforts, Others wondered how effective any child strategy would be if a
youngster was faced with an oider, larger, aggressive, determinecl sex offender.
Ultimately, parents admitted to taking a 'best guess' approach, and just 'hoped and prayed'
their child was never approached by an offender.
lncrease ~arentalsu~ewision
Many participants felt their own children were at l e s risk of being sexually abused than
others in the cornmunity as a result of their regular parenting practices. This perspective is not
unusual and is consistent with the findings of Mary Collins study (1994) regarding parents
perceptions of the risk of child sexual abuse and the relationship to protective behaviour. She
found the tendency for individuais to view themselves at lower risk than others did to be a
common response to a variety of threats. She describec! how participants in her study compared
their parenting pracüces to parents who were neglectful and irresponsible regarding childeare.

Based on this assessment, participants judged themselves to be far better protedofi. The
majority of parents invoived in this study did anticipate

that they would increase their current

protedive strategies through more vigilant supervision if faced with an adual notification, but
womed about how the redudion of freedorn and independence would impact on their children.
Other general wsitive conseQuences
Participants identifieci a number of other potentially positive consequences of providing
Comrnunity Notification. First, it raises the general awareness about the existence of child sexual
abuse which might increase the attention paid to available prevention information and create
opportunities to teach chiid protection strategies. As one member of Group 2 exclaimed, 'Right
on! Now the rest of my community knows 'theregssex offenden out there, and migM teach their
children how to protect themseives.'
The notification itself is a staric confrontation to unhelpful stereotypes parents may or may not
be aware they have of who a sex offender is. Many participants were still restrained by the image

of a 'dirty old manS,others thought he would be some "35-40 year old fat guf, 'someone no one
else would have sex with" (G3). Faced with a pidure that challenges these images can be a
powerful lesson.
Finally, although the notification alerts the public to the presence of a single offender, the
increased discussion about the issue may resuit in disclosures by other victims. Simply
acknowledging the existence of child sema1 abuse may vafidate the experience of many secret
vidims who were unable to disclose or who had previously k e n met with disbelief.
Potential Neqative Conseauences of Communitv Notification
A review of the literature also idenüfied a number of possible negative consequences to

publicizing offender infornation. The findings of this study will be considered in relation to each of
them, as listed in Chapter Two.
False sense of security - All participants acknowledged their awareness that unidenüfied
offenders were probably already present in their community. While some describeci
responding to the notification with an offender specific prevention message aimed at
avoidance of one specific threat none of the parents invohred in this study appeared to

beiieve he was the only potential abuser. Most parents considered a comprehensive abuse
prevention message, combined with some reference to the identifid offender to be the best
approach.

-

A ~ a t h y Participants believed that parents receiving the notification had the right to do
nothing in response, but feit this was somewhat irresponsible. Most participants feit obiigatd
to do something, even though they did not know what they should do. Some parents may
appear to do 'nothing' if they feel confident about the protedion offered through routine
parenting practices. Many wanted more pr0tedi0~education to be done through the schools,
but one participant expressed concern that what was taught at school may exceed her

personal cornfort level. Parents agreed that over time their protedive response would likely
taper off, especially if there was no contact with or further attention paid to the offender. They
also agreed that subsequent notifications would have l e s shock value and there might be
less of a response. One member admitted, '1 don? know myself if l'd pay as close attention to
this as I did to the first one" (G3).
False sense of danaer- Parents certainly seemed to experience an increased sense of
danger and anxiety as a result of being nofied. They wotied that the offender could be
'anywhere' and womed he might start 'snatching kids off the playground'. It also raised some
concern about unidentified offenders as parents comrnented on the f a d that 'anyone' could
potentially be a sex offender. It was interesting to note that parents in every group compared

a sex offender to a murderer when speaking of the impact of abuse on child vicüms, implying
the grave danger of these offences. While 1 do not question the fact that sexual offences
cause some degree of physical and emotional damage to vidims, compansons to death are
somewhat extreme. Many factors, indtiding the type of abuse perpetrated on a child, their
age, the frequency and duration of the assaufts, and the response of others upon discovery
ail appear to affect both the short and long-tetm impact on victims of child sexual abuse
(Brome and Finkelhor, 1986).
Viailantism- Parents in every group were aware of others who had engaged in vigilante
behaviour towards sex offenders from a variety of media sources. Although some acts

against the identifieci offender were considered unacceptable because they were against the
law, parents did not always agree on what would constitute vigilantism. Some thought it
would be acceptable to picket his house while othes irnagined confronting him on the street
and advising him he was being watched. Many participants describeci having vengeful
thoughts but said they would never actually carry them out. Others womed they might do
something 'crazy' if faced with the actual offender. particulariy if their own child had k e n

.

vidimized.
Effect on innocent others

- Participants imagined that previous victims might expetience a

more intense ernotional impact upon receiving a notification- No one discussed the potential
effect on the offender's family of publiaring details of his uïme(s). It is possible that
participants think of the offender as a lone stranger with no partner, children or extendeci
family in the neighbourhood. He is cleariy not considered to be a rnember of their community.
Group discussion also revealed that men in general might be affeded by community
notification as many participants spoke of k i n g suspicious of al1 males. The most tangible
example of this would be the possibility of non-offenders who physically resemble the description
provided in the notification becoming the targets of assault. Men in general may suffer as parents
avoid hiring male childcare workers, become unnecessarily concemed about male group leaders
and coaches, or by encouraging their children to seek help only frorn female adults if they are in
trouble. If offending continues to be seen as a male trait, ail men will be affeded in subtle but
significant waysBamers to reintearation- Many participants fek the offender should be restn'ded and unable
to engage freely with others in the comrnunity. It was believed that any difficulty finding a job,
a place to live or establishing social contacts was an appropriate consequence for his having
offended. The reluctance regarding his reintegration ranged frorn subtle limitations on
community involvement to outnght hostility. Parents were not prepared to give the offender a
second chance as it meant placing other children at n'sk.
Undermines treatment

- Although one of the predided negative consequences of public

notification was a fear that fewer offenders would seek treatment for fear of being Iabeled and

pubtiazed, quite the opposite was a concern to parents. Participants wondered if the fear of
becoming the subjed of a public notification might resuit in greater nurnbers of offenders
entering treatment in an effort to avoid becoming the subject of a notification. Most doubted
the sincerity of offenders attending these programs and feR that treatment programs were
ineffedive anyway.
=

-

Misplaceci res~onsibititv While none of the participants in this study suggested thaï children
rnight be to blame for being victimized, the expectation that parents take some protedive
action in response to receiving the notification migM resuit in blarne being placed on parents
who did not take 'appropriate' action. Parents certainly indicated they would Marne

themsekes if they were unabte to pmted their own child from the offender. Some womed
they rnight not do enough or do the wrong thing and leave their child vulnerabfe to
vidirnization. Others wonied about being overly assertive in their protedion strategies for fear
of tnggen'ng the offender's violence, 'setting him off' or attrading his attention and becoming
targeted as a vidim. The notification itself contributes to the impression that the offender is
unable to control his behaviour. Many participants blamed the justice systern for releasing
high-risk offenders in the first place and for being unable to adequately rnonitor him in the
comrnunity.
Apparent Effeds of Notification
Receiving information regarding the presence of a high-risk child sex offender did not
seem to challenge or change the opinions held by participants. The notification appeais to
provide parents with information but does not irnprove their understanding of the issue; it
increases their awareness but not their knowledge. Aithough participants were able to challenge,
question and solicit information from other parents, including many with specialized formal or
personal expertise, individuai opinions seemed pre-detemineci and fimly held.
Because the notification targets a single offender who is not currentfy a member of the
comrnunity it may adually reinforce the idea of 'stranger danger'. By personalizing the threat, it is
the man (or woman) described by the notification that is a danger to the community, not their sex
offending behaviour, There is no guidance or permission given for engaging with non-offending

aspects of the individual in ways that might actually reduce offending. tndividualizing the threat
also ensures that absolutely no attention is paid to possible broader social forces or fadors that
might be successfully addressed in the hopes of reducing the development or recurrence of
offending behaviours.
Providing parents with the identity of a high-risk offender does not ensure that

effective

protective behaviour will be taken. Participants in this study did not know what exactly was
expected of thern or what they could do to prevent their child from being vidimized. Parents
recommended that support and guidance be provided along with dearly written, easily
understood offender information. Notifications should include more information about how the
offences were committed rather than simply describing aspects of the offender's appearance or
location, which could both be easily changed.
Suaaestions for Further Research
While this study was exploratory and descriptive, it has identified some areas that could be
studied more closely using other methodologies. Future research could examine the impact of
specific variables, such as age, gender, education and personal experience on parents'
interpretation and responses to notification information. Direct observations of parental responses
or intewiews with several family members regarding what was actually done in response to a
notification would overcorne the difficulty of relying on self-report data from a single perspective
regarding anticipated protective behaviours.
There appears to be an obvious need for an increased understanding of effective
prevention/protedion strategies. Parents and community educators are doing the best they can
with what they know but with limited confidence or evidence that these strategies make a
difference. It is most Iikely that different approaches are necessary to protect against different
types of sexual offences and offender strategies. It is necessary to gain a much better
understanding of how offenders operate in order to learn how to counter their techniques. Wthout
this knowledge, the presence of a child sex offender takes on a 'mythical' danger as patents
imagine him stalking thern constantly, watching their every move and striking the minute they let
their guard dom.

Conclusion
This study contributes to the current literature available regarding the impad and effect of
notifying the public about the release of an identified high-n'sk pedophile into the community.
Although it involved a relatively small nurnber of self-selected participants there were similar
issues and concems raised in al1 four focus groups.
All participants wanted to be notified. It was thought that this would contribute to an
increased awareness of both the identified offender specifically and the nsk of child sexual abuse
in general, for themselves and others in the community. M i l e a very small number of parents felt
relief as a result of receiving the notification, most participants describeci feelings of anxiety and
anger. Parents who feit relieved were grateful that at Ieast one offender had been identified and
thought they were better able to proted their children as a result. The more common feelings of
anxiety

and anger were related to the numerous questions raised about the offender, the nature

of his crime, the justice system, what parents were able to do to protect their children and what
they believed was expected of thern as a result of being notified, The data strongly indicates that
parents want and need some additional infornation, along with the description of the offender to
address these feelings, Although uncertain about how they rnight, should or would respond if
notified, parents were more accepting of the child protedor role than the perceived, implied
responsibility for monitoring the offender. WRhout providing some education and increasing
parental knowledge, parents receiving notification may well continue to feel incompetent and
unable to properly do what they feel is expected of them. A lack of 'offender knowledge',
supewisory skills, authority and cesources al1 contributed to parents' desire ihât fornial and/or
extemal supervision be provided to reduce the offender's access to children in the community.
Based on the data, it appears that efforts made to empower parents diredly through a better
understanding of the issues and an increased sense of self-efficacy would result in decreased
feelings of helplessness, fear and anxiety.
M i l e parents acknowiedge the negative wnsequences of vigilante behaviour aimed at
isolating or eliminaüng the offender from the community, al1 were able to describe or relate to
relatively extreme and punitive protective behaviours. Most felt they would not cany out such

foms of offender focusseci punishment and would more likely just reinforce previom sexual
abuse prevention messageshtw
i

their children, m i l e increasing parental supervision. Regardles

of what action was taken in response to receiving the notification, parents felt their efforts would
taper off over tirne.
Cornmunity Notification may be understood as the latest stage in the evolution of the sexual
abuse prevention social rnovement. The effort to prevent sexual offences began with treatment
efforts airned at the offender, then engaged in child prevention education and empowerment.
Notification is a shift towards a community protection mode( where communities are given
information in the hopes that citizens will be able to Iirnit the risk of offences by increased
awareness, monitoring, and reduced accesses to vulnerable children (Bemck and Gilbert, 1991).
However, rnerely providing parents with identifying information regarding a single offender does
not appear to educate them on how to achieve these goals.
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February-Marchl98

-

contact with Mr. Dennis Shindle
Assistant Superintendent
Portage la Prairie School Division

-

contact with Portage School Principals

-

presentations to Parent Advisory
Cornmittees at 5 schools

-

Invitation to parent participants
published in al1 school newsletters

-

-

4'h- Group 1 conducted
6th- article published in local
newspaper
25th- Group 2 conducted

-

27th- Group 3 conducted

-

Recruitment posters displayed in
schools and cornmunity centers

-

AprW98
April-May/98

A S~ecialInvitation to Participate:

Parental Response to Community Notification: A SchoolBased Study is a
research project that
be conducted in Portage la Prairie during March, 1998.
This study will explore how parents of school-aged (K-9) children might respond
to being notified that a high-rïsk, dangerous offender is moving into their
neighbohood.

We are inviting you to participate in a confidential, small group discussion hw
ti
other parents to preview the type of information you might receive if community
notification were to ocair in Portage. We are interested in the thoughts, feelings
and questions you have after r-eviewing the notification, as wsll as any
suggestions you have for other ways parents might be notified. For information
about the date, time and place of this discussion, please contact the Researcher
at the number provided ibelow.
As this will be the first discussion group conduded, you w'll also be asked for
some feedback regarding how the group itself was conducted, the types of
questions you were asked and the procedures used for this research. This
information is extremely important to the researcher and your suggestions
help fine tune the way the research is carried out htw
i
other parents in Our
comrnunity.
This project is being conducted through the Faculty of Social Work at the
University of Manitoba and has received the approval of the Portage la Prairie
School Division. The results of this study will contribute to a better
understanding of the experience of parents who receive notification and may
influence how schools distribute notification information in the future.

Your involvement in this research is greatly appreciated.
For more information about this project, or if you m u i d like to take part in the
discussion group:

PIease contact the Researcher
Lisa Sutherland (Graduate Student)
239-0668.

Article appearing in local newspaper:

The Portage la Prairie Daily Graphic
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A Special Invitation to Al1 Parents:

Parental Response to Community Notification: A School-Based
Study is a research project currently being conducted in Portage la
Prairie. This study is exploring how parents of school-aged (K-9)
children might respond to being notified that a high-risk, dangerous
offender is moving into their neighborhood.
We are inviting you to participate in a confidential, small group
discussion with other parents to preview the type of information you
might receive if community notification were to occur in Portage. We
are interested in the thoughts, feelings and questions you have after
reviewing the notification, as well as any suggestions you have for
other ways parents might be notified.

This project is being conducted through the Faculty of Social Work at
the University of Manitoba and has received the approval of the
Portage la Prairie School Division. The results of this study will
contribute to a better understanding of the experience of parents who
receive notification and may influence how schools distribute
notification information in the future.

Your involvement in this research is greatly appreciated.
For more information about this project, or if you would like to take
part in a discussion group:

Please contact the Researcher
Lisa Sutherland (Graduate Student)
239-0668.

Grou0 Comeosition

Group 1 - March 4,1998
Recruitment Personalized letter of invitation and follow-up telephone cal! to parents of
children in a local grade 3 class. Al1 two parent families,
a) One child, female, age 8.
b) Two children, males, ages 8,ll.
c) Two children, male, age 8, female, age 6.
d) One child, female, age 8.
e) Three children, two adult males, ages 20,22,one female, age 8.
Group 2

- March 25,1998

Recruitment: Invitation in variety of school newspapers, newspaper article of March 6/98.
All two parent families.

a) Three children, male, age 7, female, age 5, male, age 1.
One child, female, age 11.
Two children, male, age II,
female, age 8.
Two children, fernales, ages 5,l.
Two children, male, age 6, female, age 19 Two children, males, ages 6,5b)
c)
d)
e)

Recruitment: Newsletter invitation, newspaper article, word-of-mouth.
Al1 two parent families.
a) One child, male, age 7.
b) One child, male, age 5.
c) Two children, male, age 14, female, age 10.
d) One child, female, age 6.
e) Other member of manied coupte in attendance.
Group 4

- May 13,1998

Recruitment: Group of mothers interested in participating who contacted researcher.
One single parent family participant.

a) One child, female, age 7.
b) Two children, males, ages 4, 6.
c) Two children, male, age 12, female, age 9.
d) One child, female, age 10e) Two children, female, age Il,
male, age 9-

9 One child, female, age 9.

SAMPLE OF LEiTER OF INViTATlON TO FOCUS GROUP
(UNIVERS ITY LETTERHEAD)

Date:
Name and address of participant

Dear

,

Thank you for volunteenng to partiapate in the research project, Parental Responses to
Community Notification. The discussion you MI1be attending will be a forum of parents of
elementary school aged chiIdren, like yourself, who have agreed to participate in this study. We
will be taking a look at the type of notification bulletin parents woufd receive if a high-risk sexual
offender was being released into our cornmunity. Group members will be asked to comment on
the type of information that is provided and their thoughts and feelings about it. You are not
obligated to answer any direct questions about your perception of this topic but are free to choose
your level of participation in the conversation.
Since I am talking to a Iirnited number of people, the success and quality of our
discussion is based on the cooperation of the people who attend. Because you have accepted
our invitation your attendance at this session is anticipated and wiIl aid in making the research
project a success. If for some reason you are unable to attend, please cal1 the group moderator,
Lisa Sutherland at 239-0668 and let me know as soon as possible.

You are a member of the group discussion being held at (location 1 name of school) on
(date) at (tirne). 1 look forward to seeing you.
Sincerely,
L i s Sutherland
Group Moderator

PARENTAL RESPONSE TO COMMUNlfY NOTIFICATION:

A SCHOOL-BASED STUDY
lnfonned Consent Fonn
I have indicated my interest in participating in a research projed to study the experience

of parents who are notified that a high-risk sexuaf offender is or

be residing in their

neighborhood. This study is being conduded in partial fulfillment of the requirernents for the
Degree of Master of Social Work by Lisa Sutherland, a student at the University of Manitoba.
I understand that the purpose of this study is to examine how parents, like myself, feel
about being notifieci and what the infornation provided means tome. 1 understand that the
infomation gathered in this study may be used in the future to :
Infonn deasion maken of the type of infomation that is most useful to me as a
parent
ldentify the need for information, resources or support for families who may receive
notification
I agree to participate in a small group discussion with other parents of elementary school-aged
children. I understand that I am not obligated to answer specific questions about my personal
perspective, but will be free to choose my level of participation in the conversation.
I understand that he group discussion willlast for approxirnate!y 1.5 to 2 hours, and that

the discussion will be audio-taped, along with the interviewer making some hand-written notes.

Responses will be kept confidential by the researcher, with the understandingthat the researcher

is obligated to report any disdosure of child sexual or physical abuse to the proper authorities.
Names or other identifying information about participantswill be disguised in typed transcripts or
removed from the transcript completely. The audio-tapes and trânscripts will be kept in a locked
cabinet separately from this consent fom. Tapes will be destroyed at the completion of this study.
Although the nature of a group converçation places some limits on wnfidentiality, al1
group members willbe encuuraged to respect the rights of others in this regard. My participation
in this projed is voluntary and I understand I have the right to withdraw from the study at any time
without consequence. A final report will be submitted to the Facufty of Graduate Studies at the
cornpietion of this project and a summary of the research findings wifl be provided to me upon
request.
If ! have any questions about the research, the gmup discussion, or any aspect of my
participation, I can contact the researcher, Lisa Sutherland, direcüy at 239-0668. Aitematively, I
may contact the Academic Advisor to this projed, Denis Bracken, Acting Dean, Facuity of Social
Work, University of Manitoba, at (204) 474-9869.

1 have read the matenal above and my signature indicates that the nature and purpose of
this study has been fully explained to me and al1 of my questions have k e n answered- I
understand and accept the conditions of my participation and agree to take part in the projed
voluntan'ly.

Participant's Signature
Researcher's Signature
Date

COMMUNITY RESOURCES

Central Plains Counseling

857-7654

Comrnunity Mental Health

239-3122

Recovery of Hope

239-5008

Child and Family Services of Central Manitoba

857-8751

Portage R.C.M.P.

857-8767

PARENTAL RESPONSE TO COMMUNITY NOTIFICATION:
A SCHOOL-BASED STUDY

PART 1: Pre-Group Questionnaire
Plcasc! iiidicatu your Icvcl of agrccincnl wiih thc followiiit; ~tiit~iii~iiis,
usiiili,a 5 pain1 scalo ( I=strui~~:ly
tiisagrw, 3=no opinion, 5=s\riin&

itgrct!)

Qucslion 1 : Policc sliould relcasc informnlion to Ikc! public iihi~.~t
Iiigli risk offciidcrs

Qucsiion 2: 1 wunt to kiiow if n sox offcndcr nlavcs iiitci niy coiiimuiiity
Question 3: Tlic prcscnco of rin idcntificd scx «ffcndcr in m y comniunily increascs tlro risk of niy child heinl; sexually iissaultcd.
Question 4: 1 wiwld know how b rcspond if 1 wos told n sex offender hod niovcd in[» tny coniniuiiity.

Question 5: Sox offonders arc inore dangerous t h m otficrcriminuls rclcuscd in(« thc cotnmui~ily.
PART II: Questionnaire Results

Group #1

Qucslion 1
Question 2
Qucstioii 3
Question 4

Question 5
-

Group #2

Group #3

Group #4

COMMUNITY NOTIFICATION
The Vfinnipeg Police Service t d a y provides information to oli cituens of
regardmg KEVIN
RYAN SCHINDEL. 21 years. a tomiitled s w r oKender who is a high nJr to re-offrnd.

Schindcl was rekased Irom Storri tl(ounbin Incfiuîjon today aRer seming his fuU 33 manth term for
offences of fora'bIe confiernent and 3 mun's of sema! üaterlerence,

White incarcerated, Schindel parria'patcd in prwrams La deal with his sema1 dwianaes- However. he
rcmains a high rklc to re-offendwirh bath male and fernakt yowrg ctii[dren as potendal victimç-

SchindeI. udl be on superuised probation untit December 1998.

Schindel has imkattd he will continue lo participate in trealment for hk senial dwiancfes as requit06 by
the conditions of hk probation.

=asUres
This information is provided to enable members of the public to take suitable mto protect themsefves. Any farm of vigilante aciivity or other unreasonable conducl
directed at SCHINDEC witl not be tolerated
NAM2

SCHINDEL, KEVIN RYAN

D.0-B.

Ocîobet 23.1975

HElGHT:

6 3"

WUGHT:

208 Ibs (i30KG)

HAIR

Brawn

€ES:

Brown

RACE:

CauwYan

(190 CM')

lF YOU HAVE INFORtrlAnON ABOUT SCiNDU, AND WSH TO S P W OIRECTLY T W POUCE
OfflCER PENSE CAU,7HE W M P E G POUCE SERVICE AT 986-6245 MONDAY TO FRIDAY 7 A.M.
TO MiONlGHT (AFTER HOLJRS CONTACT THE OüTY WSPECTOR AT 986-6033) OR CONTACT
Y OUR LOCAL Pd UCE SERüiCE- This media rdease is awaihble in French upon rcquest

Post-Notification Responses

By Question
fw ..."
gr ou^ 1 - (two group members kept their pre-notification questionnaires, possibly)by
tnedicca

"1

1,

...that the public does have a rigMto this type of information. In ternis of dealing with the info îhe
neighbours must meet witti each other to discuss Our real fears.

2, ,,.that it is important for me to know that this offender has been released yet Iwmnot quite sure
how to approach the topic with my daughter without fnghtening her.

3,

... anxious, unsure of what measures 1 should take. What should we do?

Group 2

...relieved
2. ...concemed - where is he?
3. ...scared, vulnerable, sickly.
1.

4.

... that this type of cornmunity notification is necesçary in order for the public to be aware and
protect themsefves and their children.

5.

...that ~ t a t i ~ have
c s shown over and over that most offenders re-offend.

6.

...angry (and yet feft some relief that he received and will continue to receive counseling) AND
VERY FRIGHTENED FOR MY CHILDREN AND AiL OTHERS IN THE COMMUNITY!

Group 3
1.

...the need to rush home and share this info witti my children.

2.

...scared for my children. Sad aiat some of their independence will have to be curbed.

3.

...p leased that the cornmunity is being noütïed.

4.

...rny daughter's free time is at rkk if he is in my neighbourhood.

5.

...ttireatened and unsafe. 1 also feel angry that my child cannot have the normal Iife she did
because this man is in my cornmunity.

Group 4
1.

...temfied that this guy might move into my comrnunity/

1 also feel that his sentence was not long

enough.

2.

...angiy, let down by the court system.

3.

...mg htened for rnyself and also for my children.

4.

...scared for my children and rnyself because he is too high-risk to rmffend.

5.

...notification is informative and helphil. Does not create panic. Needs to be discussed with kids at
home.

6.

...sickly, frightened, concemed for children's safety, need to know al1 particulars, address, etc. I
feel l mu& infom my children and prepare them.

..."

"This means

Group 1
1.

...1 must inform my own family of the potential dangers for our neighbourhood has now become a
zone to be more cautious of.

2.

...1

have to be extra-vigilant about the children in my care and that l have to decide how I will

approach the subject with my daughter.

3.

..A will have to take some sort of acto
in

to (decrease) my feelings so they dont take over my

ability to deal witti the situation rationally.
Grour, 2
1.

...noresponse.

2.

...even if he does complete programming - are sex offenders ever %eatedn, i.e.

- if put in "high

nsknsituation how would they cope?

3.

...1 would not want this person in my neighbourhood.

4.

...no response.

5.

...thai l would want to be notified if a semal offender was in my community.

6.

...no response.

Group 3
1-

...I wilI become more protective of my children. The freedom that my children once shared ie.
Going for a walk or roller blading with their fiiends ~ i be
l I supervised by an aduit or myself.

2. ...they won't be able to just enjoy being ùids because of the fear from us as parents. They will
always have to be supervised.

3.

...that although there are rnany unidentifiedsex offenders in the community - I can now share a
picture of at least one person whom my child should be sure to stay away from.

4,

...1 almost have to keep both my eyes on her or make sure she stays in my yard.

5.

...that 1 will probably become less trusting of people in general.

Group 4
1.

...the public bas to keep a look out for their children if he happens to move into #eir

2.

...I will always have to be on my guard and worry if my child is late.

3.

...that 1 will have to keep a close watch on my children al1the tirne.

4.

...1 have to be more protective of rny children.

5.

...a 23 years old male has been released form Stonythat has a preference for young chiidren.

6.

...that from now on I pick up and drop off. 1 will wony if not in my sight Children's routine gets
changed and this will upçet them.

area.

..."

' m e n I read this I wondered
gr ou^

1.

1

..-if there may be people such as Kevin in the comrnunity presentfy and we as famity rnembers
ahmys educate our children of these types of dangers, but now it is very rnuch a rearÏ.

2.

...how effective 'supervised probation" really was. Can aie authornes

really keep tabs on this

guy? How long will it take before he re-offends (sounds quite Iikety that he Mil)
3.

...what would I do if I did meet up with him? What would I feel about just seeing him?

Group 2
1.

...how his treatment had progressed, if he was personally known to victims.

2. ...where is he going to be living (specific area) What are other terms of probation, if he breaches

-

(ie near pool) how long before he is charged on breach how many breaches before re-

incarcerated,

there be notification if he leaves the area.

4.

...what had been done to hirn as a child.
...no response.

5.

... why just Adutts are openly told about and not child perpeîrators as well! This too is extremely

3.

dangerous to children and can cause a lot of feelings as welI.
6.

...why such a short sentence and short probation (also if he is a high risk süll is there anything

else to be done)
Group 3

...could we ever faIl victirn to this man or become another statistic.
2. ...do the rehabilitation programs really work.
3. ...what paru'cular comrnunity Kevin would be moving into - should that particular
1.

community/schools in the area receive a special notice.

4.

...1 am glad that the cornrnunity is notified about people like this.

5.

...wh he could have been let out of prison.

Group 4
1.

... why they let hirn out if he is such a high risk to reoffend.

2. .,.why let him out if he is such a high risk re-offender.
3.

4.

5.
6.

...what is a person like this living in a community and I wondered will he come after my children.
... why he was not in treatment longer and why such a short sentence.
... which neighbouhood he lives in, what he actually did for 'sexual interference"
... how many parents aren't prepared or haven't talked to tbeir children about what these people
do or e n do. How many parents think it canY happen here or not to anyone I know.

"Now that 1 know ais, I will..."
Group 1
1.

... contact the Police Service to becorne more educated on how to deal with this situation.
Furthermore Ido realize that people such as Kevin are undergoing deep rooted problems that rnay
have been instilled in them possibly since birai.

2.

3,

...1 will have to somehow find the rigM time and way to discuss this with my child.
...be increasingly vigilant when my children are out or just M e n I am in the community (watching
others children)

Group 2
1

.,.(continue to) teach my child how to protect selflnot be a vicüm, 1 would probably increase
supervision if in imrnediate area.

2.

...be viciilant in supervising children and reinforcing street-proofing - show pic to children to help
h e m recognize hirn (stating only he's dangerous and not to go near him or if see him to tell
sorneone)

3.

. h e alert and educate rnyself and my famiiy, keep distance from this person, supe*

my

children more dosely, do even more security.
4.

...be better able to protect my diildren and will be aware.

5.

,.&y harder to have my children understand what can happen and what threats can be made to

thern by their perpetrator.
6.

...be watching very closely for a felow of hk description

and speak to my boys.

Group 3

1.

A a k e the necessary measures to protect and make my children aware of the dangers.

2, ... always be on the lookout. Be much stncter with my kids regarding before and after school
activities.

3.

... continue to take measuresto protect my child,

4,

...also by to talk to my neighboursto see if they are also aware of this.

5.

...talk with my child about the dangers of this man in particular and people in general.

Group 4
1.

... more aware of this kind of situation going on in my area,

-..not let my child go anywtiere without me.
3. ... know what to look and watch out for so my children will not get hurt by a person like this.

24.

... protect rny children and become more overprotective than 1 already am. They will become
'street smart" sooner than I had hoped,

5.

...speak to rny children and discuss with other adults in cornrnunityto leam tu deal with it.

6. ... explain in a non-threatening way what to look for, what not to do and how to be protected at al!
times.

INTERVIEW GUIDE

Describe the experience of receiving this notification.
What would be your first reacüon upon reading this information?

feelings, thoughts, behaviours?
What beliefs/attitudes supportkhallenge those responses?

Details or exampies
Explore differences
Are there conditions under which response would be different?
What responses would not be acceptable in your comrnunity? Why?

What does the notification tell you?
Mat is the most helpfuVuseful part of the notification?
What is the least helpfuf?
What's missing?

What do you think parents are 'çupposed' to do after they receive this information?
Would you feeVact differentîy if you read this in paper or heard it from a fiiend?
How would you feel about your child bnnging this notice home from school?

